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This report is a communication of the Commission to the Council,  the Economic and  Social 
Committee and the European Parliament.  Hence, it addresses key policy makers.  The report 
also addresses decision makers in the industries concerned with and related to the subject, and 
all  people who  have  an interest in information market issues.  These issues are increasingly 
raising political attention and were widely discussed during the reference period of  this report. 
The  strategic value  of information is  now  generally  recognised.  The Commission's _White 
Paper, Growth, Competitiveness, Employment- the challenges and  ways forward into the 21st 
century,  stresses  that  information  and  communication  technologies  have  the  potential  to 
promote  steady  and  sustainable  growth,  to  increase  competitiveness,  to  create  new  job 
opportunities and to improve the quality of  life of  all Europeans. 
The report reviews the main developments in the European information services market since 
the completion of  the previous report in this series in July 1993.  These reports originate from 
the European Commission's Information Market Observatory, the aim of which is to improve 
the understanding of the information market.  The annual reports are just one aspect of the 
work  of the  Information  Market  Observatory,  which  also  publishes  Working  Papers, 
commissions research into specific market issues a  ·ld organises workshops and meetings which 
provide a platform for the presentation and  discussion of recent findings.  The Information 
Market  Observatory  is  part  of the  European  Commission's  IMP  ACT (Information Market 
Policy Actions) programme. 
This report includes information collected during the second half of  .1993  and the first half of 
1994.  The  content  is  not  exclusively  concerned  with  developments  in  the  EU;  wherever 
possible,  data and analysis have been included on the EFTA countries, on the US  and Japan. 
This reflects the increasingly global nature of the information industry, as well as the need for 
international compatisons in order to assess the competitive position of  European infonnation 
companies in world markets. 
Previously, the Information Market Observatory and its annual reports have concentrated on a 
relatively narrow industry:  namely the professional electronic information services sector and 
its :classical' ASCII on-line database services, videotex and CD-ROM publishing activities and 
closely  related  areas  such as  audiotex and  fax-based  services.  During  1993  and  1994,  the 
focus of  the Information Market Observatory's work has been widened to take into account the 
wider  context  in  which  the  information  services  industry  now  operates.  It  reflects  the 
convergence of  a number of  information-related sectors, including the hardware and software 
industries,  telecommunications,  cable  and  satellite · industries,  as  well  as  those  industries 
concerned with information content,  such as  film,  television,  music,  print publishing and,  of 
course,  the electronic information services  sector.  All  of these industries now appear to be 
converging in their market aspirations and in conunon technology developments. JMO Annual Report 1993-1994  Introduction 
As a result of this  e'¢ended focus,  the following  report covers  a wider range of issues  and 
market sectors than its predecessors.  As far  as  possible,  it takes into  account suCh diverse 
topics as telecommunications infi:astructure development,  multimedia and Video  9n Demand 
markets, take-up of  applications such as electronic data interchange (EDI) and electronic ~ 
by industry,  and the effects of convergence on the information content !ndustry.  Inevitably, 
this means that there has not been. space to cover all subjects in exhaustive detail  However, 
the report should provide a fairly comprehensive overview of the forces at work in the wider 
information sector and of  current and future information markets.  ·  ·  · · 
/ 
10 EXECL"TIVE SUMMARY 
From among all markets, technologies and trends discussed in this report, four key issues can 
be emphasised which have emerged during the study period of this report.  These are issues 
w~ch  will have a crucial impact on future developments in the information market. 
Firstly, the emergence of electronic superhighways, and the debate which this has stimulated 
on the Informati~n  Society, should be highlighted.  These ideas have captured the attention· of 
the world and brought the concept of electronic information services to many people for the 
first  time.·  Convergence is  also  a theme  which requires  special attention.  It has  featured 
strongly in the discussions of  the business community  and has alreacy had a marked impact in 
terms of  industry repositioning.  The third issue dealt with in this summary is the creation of a 
clear  and  stable  regulatory  framework.  Finally,  the  dramatic  take-off of CD-ROM  and 
multimedia during the second half of 1993  and first half of 1994 should be Ughlighted as an 
indicator ofthc·growingst~ength of  the electronic publishing sector. 
Governments around the world are increasingly convinced that the development of  information 
infrastructures is  essential if businesses,  public  administrations and individuals are to ·benefit 
from the 'digital revolution'.  Most of  the policies and actions which will be required in order 
to realise the vision of  a global information society are only just being formulated. 
It is  almost impossible to make .  sound  predictions as  to the exact nature of an information 
society, or to suggest when it· might f!.nally emerge.  Yet the industries and governments of  the 
major industrialised countries are confident that their societies·  win be transformed and that the 
benefits will be substantial.  Exponentiar growth in Internet users over the course of  the year, 
(estimated by the Internet Society in June 1994 to have reached 30 million), and in the number 
of applications available,  has given u·s  a feeling for the level of opportunities and demand we 
can expect. 
Countries such as the USA, Japan, Canada and .the European Union are laying the foundations 
for an information society. The European Union, which has lagged behind the USA and Japan 
in the digitisation  pro~ess, is now trying to make up lost ground with a bundle of initiatives 
including  the  Common  European  Information  Area,  the  White  Paper  on  Growth, 
Corppetitiveness and Employment,  the Bangemann Report and  the Action Plan on Europe's 
\Vay to the Information Society.  These initiatives are important for Europe: they will help the 
Union  to  take  its  place  amongst  those  countries  setting  the  ground  rules  for-the  global 
information society. 
Like the USA, the European Union considers that it is primarily the private sector which must 
rise to the challenge of the information revolution.  Private investment should be the driving 
force even for investment in infrastructure.  The ro':~ of  the Community and the Member States 
will be to back up this development by giving political impetus, co-operating with the private 
sector in experimental applications, and creating a clear and stable regulatory framework  The 
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latter  will  be  particularly  important  in  relation  to access  to  markets,  interoperability  of 
networks and basic services, intellectual property rights and data protect~on. 
It remains  to  be  seen  how  readily  the  private  sector  will  generate  the  initial  investment 
required.  Furthermore, the full implications and impact of  an information society are difficult 
to assess.  There will certainly be significant opportunities, but there are also concerns over the 
socio-economic and cultural effects which accomp~y  technological revolution. 
While  in(ormation  infrastructures  are  being  established,  work  is  taking  place  to  develop 
information  · and  entertainment- applications  to  be  delivered  via  the  superhighways. 
Applications which are being developed in the context of electronic superhighways range from 
on-line games and Video on Demand, to video conferencing and multimedia database access, 
to name but a few dealt with in this report. 
Services  such as  these are likely  to  require different forms  of technology  development and 
different levels of investment.  They will also require partnerships between previously diverse 
industry sectors, such as consumer electronics and IT industries, infrastructure· providers such 
as telecommunications, cable and satellite operators, as wen u  information and entertainment 
content owners.  Telecommunications and cable companies are  alr~dy beginning to build the 
necessary infrastructure.  Software giants and  major content coropanies are collaborating in 
order to bring products to the market.  This leads us to the second issue of  convergence. 
Convergence is a term which has been widely used by the press and by business analysts,  and 
can be defined in terms of  the development of  a common technology base by industries sharing 
a similar objective: the creation of  a mass market for integrated communications,  computing, 
information  access  and  entertainnlent  products.  A good  example  is  CD-ROM technology, 
which can now be found  in computers,  electronic games players  and  multimedia players for 
television sets.  Standardised memory cards, smart cards and modem cards feature in set-top 
boxes for televisions, handheld organisers and communicators as well as computers.  But at a 
more fundamental level, convergence is the result of the ability to convert Ill kinds of  content -
including text, images and sound into a common digital format which can then be manipulated 
and exploited across a number of  platforms.  ·  · 
All of  this is good news for the information sector in so far. as it helps to build a range of new 
outlets for information prod~cts and services, which nevertheless share many of  the technology 
characteristics of  existing electronic information services. 
Converge,Jlce has also led to a certain amount of industry repositioning.  The need to address 
global markets and to offer integrated information, entertainment and communications services 
has  led  to  a wave  of merger  and  acquisition  activity  and  a growing  number  of strategic 
alliances and  partnerships.  Hence we  see telecommunications companies joining forces,  and 
hardware and software companies buying into their competitors and counterparts throughout 
the world.  But we  also  see  information sector companies buying  into  related  new  markets 
through acquisition.  The purch-ase of  a 25 per cent stake in Time Warner Entertai~ent  by US 
West, Pearson's acquisition of Software Toolworks and the 'purchase of Thomson Directories 
by US West are all recent examples of  such deals. 
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The  increasing  availability  of high  quality  infTastructure  will  necessitate  a mass  market  for 
infonnation products and services as a means of  generating return on investment and ensuring 
long-term cost effectiveness.  The importance and value of  the content industry (including print 
and electronic publis~g. films, video, aud!.o and television programme production) is likely to 
increase as a result  The current repositioning of  the in onnation industry supports this view. 
The content industry now has a great deal.to live up to.  The expectations of  users have been 
rai~ed . and  they  are  demanding  increasingly  high  standards  of information  content  and 
presentation.  ICT  industries look to  the information  and  entertainment  services  sectors to 
provide  content  for  running  on the  computers,  consumer  electronics  goods  and  networks 
which  are  now  being  developed.  Governments  around  the  world  are  looking  at  the · 
infonnation industries as a whole to generate employment and stimulate economic growth. 
The biggest challenge to the content industry in meeting these expectations will be its ability to 
invest  time,  labour  and  financial  resources  in  the  development  of innovative  information 
products and services.  Such investment will be essential if  European content companies are. to 
compete with their counterparts in  the  USA and  Japan,  and  share the  rewards  of industry 
growth with ICT industries. 
The enormous implications of convergence have meant that legal and  regulatory issues have 
come into the foreground of  discussion, and featured strongly in the B~ngemann  report on the 
Infonnation Society.  Deregulation of telecommunications and the directive on Open Network 
Provision will be instrumental in allowing European telecommunications companies to compete 
internationally,  but there are many  other regulatory issues which still need  to  be  addressed, 
both at a national and European level.  Not least of these ,is cross-media ownership and the 
restrictions which may apply to telecommunications and cable TV companies in entering each 
others• markets. 
The process of trying to reach a European consensus on major legal issues such as the legal 
protection of databases and  personal data protection is underway.  Meanwhile,  the industry 
itself is  developing  a  self-regulatory  framework  for  cross-border  audiotex  and  videotex 
services and for information brokers, and may do so in other areas as well. 
The  flurry  of  interest  and  excitement  associated  with  electronic  superhighways  and 
convergence, and the prospect of  clarification of  the legal framework  has, of  course, made this 
a very interesting time for the electronic information services industry.  But they have not yet 
bro11ght immediate market opportunities.  Even the Internet, which is now firmly at the centre 
of research and experimentation for  many information companies,  has  so  far  brought limited 
rewards for the commercial informati9n industry. 
Under  these  circumstances, . it  is  ~ot. surprising  to  find  that  many  content  companit!s  are 
reluctant to invest heavily in developing electronic superhighway applications.  The European 
content industry is faced with -particular challenges in that it is made up of  a gre~ter number of 
smaller,  less  vertically  integrated,  and  more  nationally  focused  companies  than  its  US 
counterpart.  To take advantage of the global opportunities which lie ahead, European content 
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companies will often need to enter joint ventures and-alliances with companies in other regions. 
At the  same  time,  policies  at a  national  and  Euro·pean  level will be required in  order to 
guarantee the continued availability of a  diverse,  multi-cultural information content and  to 
strengthen the competitiveness of  small European companies. 
; 
Building on the results of  the IMP  ACT programme, the European Commission will reflect on 
ways to stimulate the creation of  favourable conditions for information providers to adapt their 
skills and products to the changing environment and to stimulate increased usage. 
( 
As  debatei  have  continued  over  electronic  superhighwayS,  convergence,  information 
legislation, and European competitiveness, a dramatic take-off has occurred in the CO-llOM 
and multimedia CD industry.  CD-ROM drives, once a rare sight in offices and. almost unheard· 
of  in homes, have become commonplace_  The installed b~  ·of CD-ROM drives is estimated 
to have grown by 155  per cent during  1993,  bringing the worldwide total to-around  11.4 
million.  Nearly 5,400 CD-ROM titles were in circulation at the. beginning of 1994, and overall 
revenues for CD-ROM commercial and in-house titles have been eltimated at ECU 8.2Sbn. 
Commercial CD-ROM titles alone are expected t9 bring in·revenues of nearly ECU 35bn by 
1996.  Sales of  multimedia CO-ROMs through retail outlets increased enormously in the US 
during the second half of  1993, and the same trend is beginning to tab  hold in Europe. 
The on-line industry, however, still dominates the professional electronic information services 
market in Europe.  The professional on-line sector has peiformed well, especially considering 
the economic climate and had a turnover of more than ECU 3.6bn in 1992.  This represents 
growth of around 17 per cent since the previous year.  The on-line industry will benefit from 
the growing awareness of electronic information services within the business community and 
amongst the general public.  In Europe, awareness has in the put been low in comparison with 
the US, but. now appears to be increasing steadily.  This· argument is supported by the results 
of  case studies in the transport, insurance and biotechnology secton which were undertaken by 
the IMO in 1993. 
Within  the European on-line  market,  financial  infonnation services  arc  particularly  strong. 
Print publishing and content creation are also  areas where Europe is  considered to be in a 
strong competitive position.  The overall European information sector (comprising hardware 
and software manufacturing, consumer electronics, service delivery and content industry) was 
estimated to be worth approximately ECU 370bn in 1992,  of which content accounted for 
more than a third.  When compared with the US, however, it seems that there is still plenty of 
room for expansion in content markets. 
The electronic information services industry has high added-value and strong growth potential, 
but the European market for information services  is  still  fragmented.  In the financial  and 
academic sectors, a pan-European market does exist to a greater extent.  Elsewhere, a number 
of  barriers still exist to the emergence of a European market for information services, not least 
of which is language.  Efforts continue to seek a technological solution to language barriers, 
and  the  European  Commission's  Language Engineering  programme  will  contribute  to  this 
work. 
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But technology alone will  not solve  aU· of the problems.  In order to address fundamental 
problems, such as the increasing dominance of a few  languages over others, there will be a 
need for  awareness and  action on the part of politicians,  the public  sector and  the general 
public.  In particular, we will  need a greater understanding of language use in the evolving 
information society and  of the relationship between market size and language versioning for 
information products.  To this end, the Commission is preparing a new strategy document for 
the Council and the European Parliament with the working title 'Language and the Infer nation 
Society. 
The uneven penetration of  information technology and infrastructure in Europe also presents a 
barrier to the development of a European information services market,  and a combination of 
legal  and  political  barriers  still  impedes  the  development  of pan-European  videotex  and 
audiotex  interconnections.  But  there  has  been  greater  communication  and  collaboration 
between European network operators and new efforts have been made to create links between 
European research networks, as well as  bi-lateral interconnections between national audiotex 
and videotex systems.  The legal barriers are also being addressed. 
The  realisa ion  of the  information  society  described  by  the  Bangemann  report  and  the 
Commission•s  Action Plan will  depend to a large  extent upon the ability  of the information 
industries to take the initiative  in  addressing  new  markets  and  adopting  new  technologies. 
National governments and the European Commission will  also  have  a role to play.  Finally, 
citizens of  the information society will need to adapt themselves to the digital environment if 
they are to take full  advantage of the new opportunities it will  offer in employment, leisure, 
education and training. 
15 1  BUILDING THE INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE 
1993 was a significant year for the infonnatron services sector.  In both the.European Union 
and the United States major infrastructure investment programmes were launched  ~d. in the 
years to come, they will greatly stimulate the supply of, and the demand for, ·information. 
These  infrastructure  programmes  mark  a  recognition  of the  fact  that  infonnation  is  an 
important resource in a modern society  ..  Effective communication and use of  information can 
contribute to increased  productivity and  competitiveness in industry and  commerce;  it  can 
make a valuable contribution to public services like education and healthcare; it can give effect 
to the rights of  citizens; it can change employment and working patterns and create new jobs, 
and it can open up new opportunities and markets for leisure and recreation. 
What the developments in Europe and in the United States have done is to acknowledge that 
large-scale investment in communications networks is  needed to make these things possible. 
These network investments need to be supported by the development of  standards, regulations 
and protocols and by the creation of  infonnation content services. 
In the  European Union,  the  United  States  and  in  Japan,  the  creation of the  information 
infrastructure is being stimulated by government policy but is reliant on the investment impetus 
of  the private sector. 
1 .1  The Common Eurcpean Information Area 
The  aim  of the  Common  Information  Area  is  to  create  within  the  European  Union  an 
environment  within  which  information  is  widely  and  easily  communicated  and  used  as  a 
resource to promote growth; to increase competitiveness; and to expand employment. 
The plans for development are set out in the European Commission's White Paper, Growth, 
competitiveness and employment: the challenges and ways forward into the 21st century: 
'A  system of  information highways for the Community that will allow the best means to create, 
manage, transfer and access infonnation.  It involves: 
•  the creation of  infrastmctures (cable and land or satellite-based broadcast communication), 
including integrated digital networks; 
•  the development of  services (electronic images, databases,  el~ctronic mail); 
•  promoting  applications  (teleworking,  telctraining,  telemedicine  and  linked 
administrations).' 
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The plan for a Common Information Area is part of-a wider strategy to develop and improve 
European transport, energy and communications networks. 
The idea for network improvement to stimulate growth and employment was first set out at the 
Edinburgh meeting of  the European Council in December 1992.  It was developed further at 
the Copenhagen Summit in June  1993  and the full  plans were embodied in the White Paper 
that was agreed at the Brussels Summit in December 1993.  The discussion was continued in 
1994,  with the presentation of a report entitled Europe and the global information society,· 
recomme!lf}ations to  the European  Council,  presented at the Corfu  Summit.  Finally,  it has 
resulted in a: Communication from the Commission to Council and Pnrliament entitled Europe's 
Way to the lnformati.on Society -An Action Plan. 
The proposals for the Common .Infonnation Area involve much more than the creation of  the 
telecommunications  networks.  The  White  Paper emphasises  the importance  of developing 
services and applications that will stimulate demand for the networks.  The action plan is based 
on five priorities:  · 
1 - Pro  mot~  the use of  informatioll technologies 
•  Launch European projects on applications and public service and strengthen co-operation 
between administrations, 
•  Promote telewor\Qng. 
•  Ensure closer involvement of users in the drafting and implementation of technology 
policies. 
2  Provitk basic trans~European  services 
•  Develop the basic ISDN and broadband networks. 
•  Ensure network interoperability. 
•  Ensure  closer  co-operation  between  telecommunications  policies  and  aid  from  the 
Structural Funds. 
J  Cre~te  a11 appropriate regulatory framework 
. 
•  End distortions of  competition. 
•  Guarantee a universal service. 
•  Speed up standardisation . 
•  Protect privacy and ensure the· security of  information and communication systems. 
•  Extend intellectual property law. 
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4  Develop training on new technologies 
•  Enco~rage acquisition of  the basic knowledge required to use the new technologies and to 
exploit their potential. 
•  Ensure widespread use of  new technologies in teaching and training  . 
•  Adapt the training for engir;1eers and researc ·  1ers . 
5  Improve industrial and technological per[orma11ce 
•  Incre~e  the RTD effort and adapt it to the new market conditions  . 
• ·  Promote industry and technology watch. 
•  Take up the results ofRTD in industrial applications. 
•  Negotiate equitable conditions of  access to the competitive market at world level. 
To achieve these goals the White Paper sets out nine strategic projects that are platmed to take 
place between 1994 and 1999.  These projects are listed in Table 1.1. 
Table 1.1  shows that the strategic projects will  require an investment of ECU 67bn.  This is 
only part of  a total investment ofECU 150bn that is estimated to be needed over the next six 
to ten years.  Most of this investment will come from the private sector.  The Member Statl.!s 
and the European Union will play a marginal  ~:;ole to provide the incentive for private investor::. 
ECU  Sbn  could  be  contributed  from  the  Union's  Structural  Funds  and  from  the  Fourth 
Framework Programme.  It is  clear,  however,  that the main cost of creating the Common 
Information Area will fall to the private investors.  The role of  the European Union will be: 
•  To  act  as  a  catalyst  in  providing  a  financial  contribution  for  feasibility  studies,  pilot 
projects, developing common standards, etc. 
•  To promote co-operation and co-ordination between operators. 
•  To create platforms to bring together customers,  industry and operators with a common 
goal ofinterconnectivity and interoperability. 
•  To reduce uncertainty by creating a stable regulatory framework and by  studying market 
demand. 
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Tab!e 1.1  Strategic Projects for the Commotl Information Area 
r:~-




Interconnected advanced  Establishment of high-speed  20 
networks  communication network 
I 
Consolidation of integrated  15 
services digital netv1ork 
General electronic  Electronic access to information  1 
services 
Electronic mail  1 
Elect~onic images: interactive video  10 
ser•,ices 
r  e!erna tic applications  Teleworking  3 
Links between administrations  7 
Teletraining  3 
I  Telemedicine  7 
t  Total  67 
To take forward the White  Paper recommendations a Task Force on European Information 
Infrastructures was established with a direct mandate from the European Council.  The Task 
Force  was  Chaired  by  Martin  Bangemann,  Commissioner  for  Industry  and 
Tefecommunications.  The Task Force established two working groups.  One, headed by Carlo 
d~ Benedetti of Olivetti,  examined the economic and technical aspects.  The other, lead by 
Etienne Davignon of the Societe Gcnerale de Belgique, considered the regulatory and political 
aspects.  The Task Force was responsible for the submission of a report entitled Europe and 
the  global  information  society;  recommendations  to  the  European  Council  at the  Corfu 
Summit in June 1994. 
The Bangemann report stressc:d that the creation of an information society was an inevitable 
result of  the technological revolution currently underway, and that it wa~ therefore essential for 
govcmm~nt and industry to develop strategies for the exploitation of new opportunities.  The 
strategy proposed for Europe was based upon the opening up of markets to competition and 
the deregulation of tho.s..!  infrastructures and  services  which arc  still  under monopoly.  The 
objective of such action would be to stimulate information infrastructure anti service markets, 
so thilt they rapidly achieve. a critical mass. 
The report
1s main recommendations to Member States were to: 
•  acrxleratc the continuing process of  liberalisation of  the telecommunications sector; 
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•  implement  interconnection  and  interoperability  of information  infrastructures  and 
services; 
•  review  the  European  standardisation  process  so  as  to  mcrease  its  speed  and 
responsiveness to markets; 
•  adjust tariffs in order to bring them into line with rates in other advanced industrialised 
reg10ns; 
•  establish a common and agreed regulatory framework for the protection of intellectual 
property rights, privacy and security; 
•  make a swift decision on the Commission's proposed Directive on data protection; 
•  pay attention to the adverse effects of national media ownership rules with a view to 
harmonisation. 
•  ensure an efficient application of competition rules to allow for market forces to drive 
innovation and development of  the new markers. 
The report stressed the need to strengthen the network infrastructure, and special priority was 
given to the extension of  Euro-ISDN and broadband infrastructure. The need for reduction of 
mobile  and  satellite  network  tariffs  and  the  promotion  of global  systems  in  Europe  and 
internationally was also discussed.  Immediate applications for the new infrastructure would 
need to be demonstrated,  and the report suggested ten priority areas:  teleworking;  distance 
learning;  a network for universities and  research centres; telematics services for  SMEs;  road 
traffic  management;  air  traffic  control;  healthcare  networks;  electronic  tendering;  trans-
European  public  administration  networks  and  city  information  highways.  The  investment 
required  for  infrastructure developmenf  should  come from  the  priv-ate  sector,  although  the 
public sector would have a role in refocussing existing expenditure. 
Following the European Council's discussion of the report,  the Greek Presidency concluded 
that 'the current unprecedented technological revolution in the area of  information opens up 
vast possibilities for employment and the quality of  life while simultaneously representing a 
major challenge'.  Member State governments would have an important role to play in backing 
up  technology  developments,  giving  political  impetus  and  providing  a  clear  regulatory 
framework.  They would also need to set an example in the ten application areas recommended 
by the report. 
Given the complexity of the issues at stake, it was suggested that a perJTiancnt  co-ordination 
instrument was set up to ensure all parties involved were working along the same lines.  It was 
also  suggested  that  each Member State should  appoint  a  person  at  ministerial  levd to  co-. 
ordinate political, financial and regulatory aspects and to ensure a co-ordinated approach in the 
Council. 
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In  response  to  the  Bangemann  report  and  the  discussions  held  at the  Corfu  Summit,  a 
Communication  from  the·  Commission  was  presented  to  the  Council  and  the  European 
Parliament on Europe's Way to the Information Society-An Action Plan. 
The  Communication  embraced  the  principles  of the  Bangemann  report  and  focused  in 
particular on the legal and regulatory framework,  the need for liberalisation of networks and 
provision of basic services, applications and content, social and cultural implications, and the 
Commission's  promotional  activities.  For each  area,  a  timetable  was  provided,  outlining 
targets for  adoption of directives,  implementation of  res~.~arch and  development programmes 
and the submission of  Commission proposals on future action. 
1.2  The US National Information Infrastructure 
The election of the Clinton Administration in  the United  States marked  the beginning of a 
programme of  investment in the information infrastructure.  The goal is very similar to that of 
the Common Information Area: 
to  create  'a  seamless  web  of communications  networks,  computers,  databases  and 
consumer  electronics  that  will  put  vast  amounts  of information  at  users'  fingertips. 
Development of  the National Information Infrastructure can help to unleash an information 
revolution that will change forever the way people live, work and interact with each other.' 
(The National Information Infrastructure: Agenda for Action  1993.) 
The programme is  the  culmination of a number of initiatives taken by  the US  Congress in 
recent  years  and  it  is  closely  associated  with  Vice-President  Al  Gore  who,  for  example, 
introduced the high performance computing and  communications initiative in  1991  when he 
was  a  Senator.  Many  commentators  have  drawn  the  analogy  between  the  National 
Information Infrastructure programme and the creation of the inter-state highway network in 
the 1950s following the initiative ofPresident Eisenhower. 
The expected scale of the development is  considerable.  John Scully,  Chairman of the Apple 
Corporation  is  quoted  as  having  estimated  that  by  the  beginning  of the  next  century,  the 
information infrastructure will be generating annual revenues that are equivalent to half of the 
current US GNP.  Such revenues will  not,  however, be  possible without major investment. 
The US Government has estimated that a total investment of over ECU 86bn will be required 
between 1994 and 1997.  ECU 52bn of  this had been announced by the end of 1993.  Just as in  · 
Europe,  .however,  the  private  sector  was  the  main  contributcr  with  the  government 
contributing only ECU 4.3bn over the period from 1993 to 1997. 
The  expected  role of the US  Government  is  quite  clear:  its  prime  purpose is  to create the 
conditions  that  will  stimulate  private  sector  investment.  To  do  this  it  will  implement  a 
programme of deregulation,  create tax and  other incentives and undertake direct investment 
through grants  for  public-sector  projects.  These  direct  grants  are expected  to  ensure  that 
public services  like  schools,  research institutes,  libraries  and  healthcare  services benetit fully 
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During  1993  the process  of deregulation  began.  For example,  the  1984  Cable  Act  was 
amended to remove the cross-ownership restriction.  Tlus enables telephone companies to offer 
cable television.  In exchange, the telephone companies are required to make their networks 
available to independent providers of telephone and ca
1;lc services.  Another barrier removed 
during the year was the regulation that prevented local telephone companies competing with 
AT&T and MCI for long-distance traffic. 
Encouraged by these deregulatory  measures,  there has  been a  flurry  of mergers  and joint 
venture deals.  One of  the most widely reported was the Nynex!Viacom/Paramount deal, which 
reflected the converging interests of telecommunications,  cable and  content industries.  The 
largest  of the deals  announced  in  1993  was the  proposed ECU 28bn  merger of the Bell 
Atlantic  corporation  and  Tele-Communications  Inc.  This  would  have  been  the  biggest 
corporate merger ever.  Although the deal  was called off early in  1994,  the companies are 
continuing to work together on joint ventures and the failure of  the merger is seen by many to 
be a temporary halt in a general trend towards merger and corporate acquisition.  Other deals 
that were successfully completed, such ·as  that between US West and Time Warner, brought 
together information infrastructure and information content seiVices to take advanta:;c of the 
opportunities offered by the National Infonnation Infrastructure.  (See Section 2.3 .1.) 
There is considerable debate about the technological nature of  the development.  Some people 
argue that the goal should be a full optical fibre network.  Others claim that to connect all US 
homes  and  businesses with optical fibres  would  cost ECU 345bn and would take over 20 
years.  They argue instead for optical fibres  to be used for the main trunk routes and long-
distance lines but for the local connections to be by means of coaxial copper cable that has a 
similar capacity over distances of up to 0.5  kilometres.  Sorh_e  influential commentators, like 
Mitchell Kapor from the-Electronic Frontier Foundation, argue that an ISDN network would 
be sufficient to meet foreseeable needs, while others criticise this approach arguing that it can 
only ever be an interim solution.  It is  clear that there is  still  a  long way to go before the 
operational parameters of the infrastructure are  deci~.led upon.  1993  saw the terms of the 
debate being more clearly defined. 
To  carry  through  the  development,  the  US  Government  ha:;  established  an  Information 
Infrastructure Task Force chaired by  Secretary of Commerce Ron l3rown.  Tlus will work 
through a series of  four committees and an advisory council. 
In September 1993  the Task Force published its Agenda for action.  Tlus sets out the basic 





promote private sector investment through appropriate t::tx and re!julatory policies; 
extend the 'universal service' concept to ensure that the information resources are avai!ab~c 
to all at rtllordabie p1ices; 
act as a c:atalyst to promote technological innovation awl new applications; 
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•  promote  seamless,  interactive,  user-driven  operation  of  the  National  Information 
Infrastructure; 
•  ensure information security and network reliability~ 
•  improve management ofthe radio frequency spectrum~ 
•  protect intellectual property rights~ 
•  co-ordinate with other level:; of  government and with other nations~ 
•  provide access to government information and to improve government procurement. 
It  is  clear  that  there  is  a  great  deal  to  be  achieved  before  the  National  Information 
Infrastructure becomes a reality.  There are also obvious parallels between the drive towards a 
National  Information Infrastructure  and  the European Union's  Common Information  Area. 
Currently the US  has  a  significant lead in  developments.  The existing networks are better 
established and there are fewer barriers than in Europe where national borders and cultural and 
linguistic  differences  complicate the development of trans-European networks.  There also 
appears  to  be  a  greater  public  awareness  of,  and  enthusiasm  for,  the  development  of 
information networks in the US than there is within Europe. 
1.3  Developments in Japan 
The Japanese Government has also  identified the need to develop information networks and 
information services to stimulate growth and to improve further the productivity of Japanese 
industry  and  commerce.  There are,  however,  significant  differences  in  the way they  have 
approached the development. 
The first point to note is the fact that the approach has been gradual and has been taking place 
over a  number of years.  The Japanese  Government  also  plays  a  more  significant  role  in 
stimulating and in meeting the cost of  the development. 
The  initial  emphasis  in  Japanese  information  policy  was  firmly  dirl'cted  towards  scientific 
information.  In the mid-eighties, however, the scope of policies broadened and became more 
concerned with the use of information as an industrial and commercial resource to improve the 
overallle:vel of  productivity within the Japanese economy.  There have been a range of  policies 
to  stimulate  the  computer  industry,  the  telecommunications  network  and  the  information 
services and content sectors.  1993 saw the advancement of  the Japanese intormation sector on 
all these fronts. 
The Japanese Government has been investing heavily in the telecommunications infrastructure 
for  many  years.  Recently,  two  programmes  have  been  launched  to  increase  the  can-ying 
capacity of the network.  The government has  announced  phn~ for  a ECU 24m high-speed 
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This will provide access to database services and to computing resources.  The network should 
be complete by 1997. 
In May  1994,  MITI's  Indu~trial Stntcture Council  issued  a  report  entitled Program for a 
Communication  Infrastructure  which dealt  with  the  diversification  of Japan's  information 
infrastructure  strategy,  covering  the  need  for  optical  fibre  networks  and  multimedia 
applications.  At the same time, the Telecommunications Council of  the Ministry of  Posts and 
Telecommunications produced a. report on Reforms to Build an Intellectually Intensive Society 
Towards the 21st Century.  According to this report, multimedia industries will overtake the 
automobile industry in economic significance and job creation.  The report forecasts that by 
2010 a market worth over Y  123,000bn (ECU 820bn) will have been created, thanks to the 
availability of high capacity network infrastructure.  It also forecasts 2.4 million jobs by the 
saine year,  with 75  million people,_having  access to interactive and  multimedia services via 
optical fibre.  Investment ofY 128,000bn (ECU 850bn) will be required for the installation of 
·fibre to the pavement' and ·fibre to the home', with private enterprise playing a central role. 
Meanwhile, Japan has signed an agreement with South Korea to create links between the two 
countries' information infrastructures.  The South Korean Minister of  Communications recently 
announced that a high speed information network would be completed by 20 15  - a project of 
some US$ 55bn (ECU 47.3bn).  Investment money will come partly from the sale of Korea 
Telecom shares by the government. 
A number of other developments have taken place in Japan which are linked to its network 
strategy.  The government  has  done  much  to  stimulate  the  development  of the  Japanese 
database industry.  It is estimated that in 1993, the government spent in excess ofECU 400m 
on direct activities to stimulate the database industry and the use of electronic information 
services.  In addition to these direct activities, the Ministry of  Intem~tional Trade and Industry 
has initiated a wide range of measures to strengthen the Japanese database industry, including 
tax concessions  to  cover the  cost of compiling  databases.  Initially  these  were  aimed  at 
strengthening the internal Japanese electronic infQrmation services market.  In recent years the 
emphasis appears to be shifting towards globalisation and exporting. 
Japan has not identified an overall goal to compare with the Common Information Area or the 
National Information Infrastructure.  What it has is a range of  policy initiatives, some of  which 
began ten or 15  years ago,  that are backed by substantial levels of public investment.  The 
outcome, however, is likely to be similar to that which is planned for Europe and the US: an 
information-intensive society. 
1.4  Singapore:  A  Case  Study  in  Information  infrastructure 
Development 
The country that has gone furthest in developing an information society is  Singapore.  The 
scope tor expanding its economy is limited by the size of  the country and; in particular, by the 
necessary  constraint  on  population  growth.  To  achieve  higher  levels  of prosperity,  the 
govern.ncnt embarked in the early 1980s  on a progranune of  economic development aimed at 
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increasing the value-added per worker in Singapore.  The means of achieving this was. the 
creation of an information-intensive society or,  as  they  put it,  the creatio·n of an intelligent 
island. 
The  overall  strategy involved  a  combination of strong government and free  market-forces, 
linked  to a  growth plan that emphasised both the supply side and the demand  side of the 
information  technology  sector,  coupled  with  the  importation  of  technology  and  the 
development of  an indigenous information technology industry. 
The first phase of  development was aimed at stimulating the use of computers in government. 
From 1980 to 1985 the government invested heavily in the education and training of  computer 
professionals and worked to stimulate the demand for information technology by introducing 
computing throughout the  public  service.  It established  the National  Computer Board to 
ov  ,~rsee the work. 
From 1985  to  1989 the emphasis shifted to the extension of computing use throughout the 
country, linked to the development of telecommunications networks.  The island now has the 
world's most sophisticated telecommunications system offering high speed and high capacity at 
very low cost.  To stimulate use of the networks, the government launched a number of key 
applications like Electronic Data Interchange to handle administrative transactions in the Port 
of Singapore.  Tlus alone brought about net savings estimated at over ECU 850m a year. 
The third phase, running from 1989 to 2007 is the creation of  a fully intelligent island.  In this 
phase  the  emphasis  has  shifted  from  computing  and  telecommunications  to  information 
content.  Further efforts are being made to introduce electronic applications and information 
services to make full use of  the capacity of  the system.  Support is also given to the creation of 
information content services like the educational  programmes that are being made available 
through the Singapore videotex service. 
Throughout,  the  development  has  been firmly  led  by  the  Singapore  Government  and  the 
creation of  the information infrastructure has been seen as a key element in the overall national 
economic strategy.  It has set out its overall aims and objectives in clear policy documents and 
has taken the lead in developing products and services and in stimulating take-up by the private 
sector.  It has also  invested heavily  in education and  training at all  levels and has sought to 
ensure  that  all  parts  of the  public  sector  make  full  use  of the  electronic  information 
opportunit!es that exist. 
The result is the emergence of a significant nodal point in the global information system - an 
information-rich  society  that  is  proving  to  be  an  attractive  location  for  multi-national 
companies.  More  significantly,  the  process  of development  has  been  associated  with 
consistently high annual rates of  growth of  GNP.  In 1993 the GNP increased by 9.7 per cent. 
1 .  5  The Internet 
The  Internet  provides  an  example  of what  could  happen  if the  information  infrastructure 
developments take off  In the US,  the Internet is  expected to represent a  major focus  for 
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infrastructure  development,  at  least  in  the  short tenn.  (The  deVelopment  a® use of the 
Internet is considered in greater detail in Section 7.8.1.) 
During  1993  use of  the Internet has grown exponentially.  In June  1994 the Internet Society 
said that 3.2 million host computers were connected, linking 45,000 networks and 30 million 
users  in over  100 countries.  The number of users and  the volume of traffic hu grown so 
quickly that the network is slowing down,  but for the moment this does not appear to have 
deterred new users from joining.  Slow response times do, however, represent an ~oyance  to 
frequent users.  . 
The  Internet  originated  in  a telecommunications  network  developed  for  military and  civil 
defence purposes by the US  Government.  In 1983 the non-military functions were separated 
out into Arpanet, a public access netwOrk mainly for the support of communication between 
academics and researchers, with the National Science foundation as the co-ordinating body. 
Since then it has grown beyond recognition. 
It is misleading to  describe it as a network.  In reality it is a federation of computer networks 
throughout the world, linked by a set of protocols known as TCPIIP.  These protocols were  · 
widely adopted by universities in the US and in the late 1980s spread worldwide through their  . 
incorporation into the UNIX operating system.  Within Europe an attempt wu made to adhere 
to the ISO/CCITT standards but these have, to a great extent, been overtaken by TCPIIP.  The 
system was easy to operate and the access that it provided was very cheap.  The Internet took 
off ftrst among the academic community and, more recently, within industry and commerce. 
Three applications dominate Internet use:  electronic mail, interactive access and file transfer. 
Together they are encouraging people to make much more use of infonnation as a resource. 
Users  are  also  encouraged  by  the  fact  that  they  do  not  require  dedicated  contracts  and 
passwords for information access. 
There are, however, problems.  The quantity of  information available through the Internet is so 
vast  that  users  experience  significant  difficulties  navigating  their  way  around  the  system. 
Software of  varying degrees of  sophistication, such as the World-Wide-Web and Mosai~  has 
been introduced to reduce the navigational problems but they have not been fully overcome. · It 
is also easy to become over-loaded with information through participation in electronic bulletin 
boards and other services.  Other problems concern the quality of  the information.  The lack of 
any editorial control means that there will always be doubts about the accuracy and currency of 
the information contained in the system. 
Users have to subscribe to an agency that provides connections to the Internet.  In some cases 
these connection agencies are themselves networks linking institutions together, like EARN, 
the  European  Academic  Research  NetwQrk  or  EUnet  the  EuroPe&n  Network  that  links 
companies  and  institutions.  Other  connections  are  provided  by  specialist  agencies  like 
DEMON.  In some cases the connection agencies provide a range of  added value services .  . 
Until now the Internet has made relatively little impact on most conventional commercial on-
line  database .  services.  Many  users  do,  however,  access  databases,  mainly  those  aimed  at 
academic  markets,  through  the  Internet  and  it  is  likely  that this  form  of use  will  increase 
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significantly  in  the  future.  Commercial  hosts,  publishers  and  information  providers  are 
beginning to explore the opportunities and there is likely to be a gradual emergence of  a range 
of new information services on the networks.  The extent to which the Internet is  used to 
access commercial information services will  depend  on the establishment of procedures and 
practices to deal with issues such as pricing, copyright and usage metering.  Some progress has 
been made in this area,  and CommerceNet is  an interesting recent example of an attempt to 
create a commercial 'space• on the Internet where business can be transacted. 
Above all else, the Internet provides some form of  confirmation that the increased capacity that 
will be offered by the Common Information Area or the National Information Infrastructure 
will be taken up. 
1 .  6  Uncertainty 
Many  confident . forecasts  have  been  made  in  support  of these  large-scale  information 
infrastructure develop'ment plans.  Commentators have drawn analogies with the creation of 
the railway and road networks and have argued that the information super-highways will make 
a  major  contribution  to .  future  economic  success.  Yet,  despite  all  this  confidence  and 
enthusiasm, there is  still a considerable amount of uncertainty about the viability of the plans 
and a degree of  scepticism about the return on the investments involved. 
The uncertainty  is~ in part, due to the confusion that surrounds the plans: confusion about the 
appropriateness of the technologies; confusion about the scale and the nature of the demand; 
confusion about the measures. that will be needed to trigger use of  the networks; and confusion 
about the respective roles of  the ·public and private sectors.  .  .  . 
The  current  pace  of change  is  such  that  infrastructure  policy  formulation  is  inevitably 
somewhat tentative at this stage.  The plans being developed in Europe, the USA and in Japan 
represent  positive  first  moves  which  can  be  built  upon  as  the  technology  and  market 
environment settles down.  Clar:ification of legal issues should bring some stability, as will the 
co-ordinating  activities  of govenunents  and  the  widespread  introduction  of public  sector 
applications. 2  THE INFORMATION SECTOR IN THE EUROPEAN ECONOMY 
There is a general consensus amongst industrialists, technologists and politicians that the dawn 
of  the Information Age is upon us.  Information, and access to electronic information delivery 
channels, is expected to have a fundamental impact on the way in which we work, learn and 
spend our leisure time.  The increased demand  for electronic information and entertainment 
will have implications for all  companies involved in these industries, whether they supply the 
networks,  computers,  televisions  or  other  consumer  electronics.  In anticipation  of this 
demand,  companies in IT and communications are investing in  new technologies from fibre 
optic networks to intelligent set-top boxes for televisions. 
The expected growth in demand for  electronic information and  entertainment will  stimulate 
investment in technology development, and the information sector is likely to take on a greater 
overall importance in the European economy.  If the predictions are correct, then the sector 
will  grow significantly in  terms of revenues  and  employment.  ·It. also  seems ·likely that the 
various different elements of the information sector,  previously represented by  a number of 
disparate industries, will come together to work on projects of mutual interest.  In the longer 
term,  these  alliances will  be  formalised  through mergers  and  acquisitions  - indeed,  we are 
seeing  the beginnings  of this  process  (see  section 2.3.1).  This  phenomenon is  one of the 
factors which has  led  to an almost obsessive discussion of 'convergence' in the information 
sector,  encompassing  the  information  content  and  media  industries,  network  providers, 
software industry, computer and consumer electronics manufacturers. 
2.1  The Convergence Phenomenon 
Traditionally, the electronic information services industry has been considered to be made up 
of the providers of information services and,  to a lesser extent, the organisations involved in 
providing the means of  distribution and processing of  such services.  Thus, within its traditio. ;al 
boundaries,  the major stakeholders of the industry were the on-line  database providers and 
vendors, the real-time information service providers, the CD-ROM publishers and so on.  As 
such,  the  electronic  information industry  was  an  innovative,  fast-growing,  but nevertheless 
small concern. 
However, the range of  organisations now wishing to claim a stake in the industry is far wider. 
In particular, the organisations which provide the distribution infrastructure and the equipment 
which we use to access information services are consciously moving towards a position where 
they  form  an  integral  part  of the  information  industry,  rather  than  acting  as  providers  of 
products or services to that industry.  At the same time,  the traditional electronic information 
services  industry,  (and  in  particular,  those  who  provide  the  information  content),  have 
recognised the importance of  making alliances with the companies which provide the means of 
access  to  their  services.  These  trends,  together with technology  developments  across  the 
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content, delivery and processing sectors, are increasingly being discussed under the umbrella 
term-convergence. 
The advent  of multimedia and the promise of new  markets in  the provision of interactive 
information and entertai11Jllent to consumers has perhaps been the decisive element iJ?. bringing 
about these trends.  Without the promise of  interactive TV, CO-based multimedia and the like, 
the opportunities  offered  by  the  traditional  information industry  would  perhaps have been 
insufficient  to  draw  the  interest  or  participation  of media  giants  such  as  film  and  cable 
companies and that of  politicians. 
The fact that the film,  cable and telecommunications industries are gearing themselves up to 
participate in the future of electronic information and entertainment seivices has meant that 
general awareness of the electronic information world has been significantly raised.  For the 
first time, the concept of an information industry is beginning to take on meaning for a much 
wider range of sectors and for the public in general.  Governments have also recognised the 
strategic importance of information infrastructures,  as  highlighted in the first section of this 
report. 
Convergence is  also a feature of technology change.  In one sense,  this  can be seen in the 
movement  of  consumer  electronics  and  computing  manufacturers  towards  a  common 
technology base.  In broad terms, a computer was previously for processing text and figures 
and a television was for viewing images - these distinctions are now bc;jng  broken down and 
computers and television sets are likely to resemble each other more and  more in terms of 
technology components. 
In a wider  se~se, technology convergence can be seen in movements towards the creation of 
the all-in-one information machine,  incorporating a range of elements  such as voice and  fa.x 
communication,  word  processing,  access  to  local  and  remote  data  sets  through  portable 
storage media and data networks and, of  course, video, film and television viewing.  A machine 
.  capable of  all of  these functions .is still a long way off, but during 1993  it became clear that it 
was technically possible to integrate three or four of  them quite successfully.  At an even more 
fundamental level,  technology convergence is  about the ability to store all kinds of data in a 
digital format, and to exploit that data across a range of  delivery channels. 
2.  1.1 The Composition of the Converging Information Sector 
It  is  becoming  increasingly  difficult  to  scope  and  define  the  composition  of the  wider 
information sector because so many organisations are moving beyond their traditional areas of 
activity and operating across the full  range of information-related industries.  A symptom of 
this trend is the growing number of  cross-industry mergers, acquisitions and strategic alliances, 
and  the extent to which companies  are making  major investments  in  order to enter related 
industry sectors.  Nevertheless, Table 2.1 provides a broad view ofthe main components of  the 
consolidated information industries.  The three broad groupings used in this table consist of: 
information  content - the intellectual  property  which  forms  the  bas~s of an  information 
service, whether this be a piece of  text, a collection of  photographs, a film or a piece of  music; 
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information  delivery  - electronic  communications  channels  (such  as  telecommunications, 
cable and  satellite),  or off-line  distribution channels which are used by information content 
providers to distribute their services, and by users to access these services; 
information processing - the hardware, software and communications equipment required by 
users in order to view and process information and entertainment services, and by infofll'\&tion 
content producers in order to develop and design their services. 
It is generally  consi~ered that the highest level of  value resides with the information content. 
After all, the delivery and processing sectors are there to fulfil the demand for information (and 
to  stimulate  that  demand),  but  are  of little  value  without  the  contcmt  itself.  Some 
manufacturers. and network providers now seem to be moving along the v&lue  chain towards 
information  content.  Companies  · like  Microsoft,  as  well  as  many  of  the  public 
telecommunications operators, are buying into content as a way of ensuring that they have a 
role in the high-value end of  the market.  Again, this'is dealt with in greater detail in the section 
on Mergers and Acquisitions below. 
Table 2.1  is  by no  means intended to be exhaustive in the pri~  and secondary industry 
elements it includes, but provides an indicator of the breadth of products and services which 
can be placed within the information sector grouping. 
These elements fonn three very different industries,  each with its own structure and value-
added service elements, and the differences between them in terms of scale and revenues are 
enormous.  And  yet,  these  three  industries  are finding  that,  without  a  high  level  of co-
operation,  they  will  be unable  to take full  advantage of the information future.  Without 
alliances  and,  in some cases,  investment in,  the channels  of delivery  and viewing/receiving 
equipment, information content producers have little hope of  getting their services to the users. 
Equally, the hardware manufacturers are finding that their products will not sell unless their 
potential customers have a range of suitable content applications from which to choose.  For 
the  carrier  companies,  multimedia,  interactive  TV and  Video  on  D~mand all  offer  good 
prospects for major traffic increase.  It is therefore in their interests to ensure that there is a 
lively content industry to stimulate demand and network traffic.  It may also be in their interest 
to become content originators or suppliers themselves. 
2.1.2 The Scale of the Converging Information Sector 
There are, of  course, dangers in over-stressing the convergence factor, and it would be foolish 
to suggest at this stage that a coherent industry will arise incorporating electronics, information 
technology,  carrier, entertainment and information bu.·;inesses.  Neither,  in the first instance, 
will  the  amalgamated  turnovers,  competitive  strengths  and  employment  capacities  of each 
sector be combined to form a super-industry with a huge influence upon the rest of economy 
and society.  · 
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Table 2.1  The Composition of the Wider Information Industry 
INFORMATION  INFORMATION 
CONTENT  DELIVERY 
PRIMARY PRODUCERS  PRIMARY INFRASTRUCTURE 
Print, electronic and multimedia  Public tel~communications 
publishing  (PSTNI 
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mobile networks 
SECONDARY AGENTS  SECONDARY 
& SERVICES  INFRASTRUCTURE 
Trade, retail and specialist  TV /radio broadcast channels 
,  distrib~tion 
I  Design, specialist production 
Value-added network services 
and replication  Intelligent  'superhighways' 
I  Rights brokerage and  clearance 
[ Source: Policy Studies Institute 
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Whilst  keeping  this' proviso  in  nund, .  i~  is  useful  to  look. at the ·COmparative  S~eS of the  · 
industries likely to pl•Y a role in.the wider  inform~tion sector.  ,  ~particular, employment 'in 
· this sector is the subject -of close attention, largely becau&e the EC White Paper on Growth, 
competitiveness. ~nd.  employment looks to the  development of an· information infrastructure 
and an .information society as one of  the lc.eyoppoi1unities  fo~ employment growth.  (Sec ·.tso. 
se~tion 1. 1.)  .  .  ·  .  . 
Table 2.2  ~ev Figures from the ·rnformatlon SectQr, 1992 
.  ,  .  .  .  '  .·  .  I 
Employees  Ma•ket Size 
,  (Thous~nds)  ·.·  (BECU) 
•  EU  US·  EU  ..  us 
Print Pub.  885.5  1,500.0  93.'4  ..  128:0. 
Electronic Pub.  . ·43;5·  :  ,·  ..  ·- . 8.4  12;8 
Audl~-yrsua1•  •  . 313.2  -·  35~6  ·54.1 
.. 
Telecom  . 1',231.8  . , ,210!0  , 18.0  145.0 
: 
IT  !  670.Q  1,048.1  95  .. 0  120.0 
Consumer Elec.  110.0  78.0  21.0  17.0 
Source:  /(•Y /ndic•torl of the  lnform•tlon Industry  1992, 
I  DATE 
• •  Excludes the music industry  / 
'  . 
One of  the dangers of devising  ~mparative  tables such as these is the difficulty in reconclJing . 
discrep~cies between ··market  figures· for  the  various .sectors.·  _!DATE's  figures  on print 
publishing,  for instance,  vary trom those of,Cons1,1lting  Trust quoted in section 7)0 of this· 
report.  Neither.is it particularly easy to mike·a pomparative judgement o(IDATE's audio~ 
vi~ual,figures against those of OMSYC provided in section ?.9.  Such 'discrepancies can only 
partly be explained by the slightly different time periods referred to.  Whilst accepting that . 
these figures  are not necessanly definitive,  they .  do  enable a preliminary- comparison of the 
various industry elements.  · ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
Plac.ing  all of  the~ elements together, !DATE llas 'estimated that the EU information sector 
was·worth some ECU 371bn in 1992 and around ECU 477bn in  ~he. US.  Table 2.3  indic~t  ... s 
that the content sector as a.whole makes up over a third of  this total. 
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Table 2.3  Breakdown of the EU Information-Sector, 1992 
Source:  IDATE ·· 
Audiovisual 
107. 
Consumer  electronics 
67. 
IT  equipment 
107. 
IT  services 
157. 
"Telecom  eqpt 
67. 
2.2  The Component· Sectors 
Print  publishing 
257. 
Electronic  pub'g 
27. 
Telecom  services 
267. 
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Having assessed the scale of  the wider information sector as  a whole,  it is worth looking in 
closer  detail  at  the  stzes  and .key  trends  in  the  component  sectors:  content,  delivery  and 
processing. 
2.2.1  The Content Sector: Changing· Roles and Opportunities 
Within th: s great scheme of  things, the traditional electronic information services sector bef ·ins 
to look very small  and  insignificant.  Certainly,  there can be little  comparison between the 
combined turnovers of  database producers, CD-ROM and multimedia publishers, and those of 
the IT and  telecommunications giants.  Even within the  sector we have  called  information 
content, the electronic publishing sector is dwarfed by the film and music businesses.  IDATE's 
calculations show electronic publishing to represent a mere 2 per cent of the total information 
sector.  (Detailed information about the size ofthe content markets is provided in section 7 of 
this report.) 
On the other hand,  the perceived value of information content is  rising rapidly.  In particular, 
the value of data  sets  from  which  individual  data elements  can be retrieved  for  interactive 
searching (as opposed to linear data resources such as films)  are becoming increasingly sought-
I 
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after.  The early signs  are that trus  will  manifest  itself in  a  spate of acquisitions,  industry 
flotations and investments in content companies in the immediate future, pushing up the market 
value of  the: eontent business. 
Certain elements of the eleetronic inform:·. tion  services  sector are likely  to become Closely 
allied with, and structurally similar to, the applications software, games software and video and 
audio  industries.  This  will  be  particularly  true  of CD-ROM  and  other  portable  media, 
including high-capacity floppy pisks.  Consumer and general interest CD-ROM publishers are 
m¥Utg use of  distnbution mechanisms already established in the mainstream software, games 
and audio sectors, such as bundling of  'free' software with hardware, mail order and specialist 
retail.  As the market grows in terms of volume sales, such distribution methods are ~ely  to 
become more widely used by the information industry, beginning in the consumer secter and 
. spreading to the business  sector.  The information industry in tum will  almost certaihly be 
influenced by the pricing and  deaf structures for rights and  distribution which have become 
established in other software industries. 
The trends towards convergence discussed here represent both a threat and an opportunity to 
the electronic information services sector.  The threat comes in the shape of the hardware, 
software and delivery giants, many of  which look set to develop their own electronic content, 
avoiding expensive rights deals and taking greater control of  their markets.  Almost all pf  the  • 
companies· involved in the development of multimedia hardware, for instance, have their own 
publishing programmes: Philips, Sony, 300, Apple and,  of course Microsoft.  Much of their 
publishing activity is still based on licensing materials produced by third parties, but it is. likely 
that they will move towards content creation as well. 
Another threat comes j.n the form of  the hundreds of  small multimedia development companies 
which have  sprung up over Europe.  They started out as development houses for cbntent 
. publishers.  but many  now aspire to electronic  publishing  and rights ownership themaelves. 
Franklin fore-shadowed this trend in the early 1990s by re-styling what was previously a small 
handheld electronics company into an electronic reference pubHsher in its  own right - and, 
indeed, changing its· name to Franklin Electronic Publishers.  Similarly, moves by enterta~ent 
.  and telecommunications network operators to acquire or invest in content  companie~ are a 
symptom of  the desire to avoid dependence on the outside content industry. 
It is  not  suggested  that  convergence  will  sweep  away  the  electronic  infonnation services 
sector.  These trends will undoubtedly pass some electronic information companies by, just as 
electronic publishing has so far passed by some print publishing companies.  Such companies 
will  not  necessarily  collapse  as  a  result,  but  their  inability  to  adapt  restricts  the  market 
opportunities open to them. 
So what opportunities are offered by the market forces which form· the basis of convergence? 
Companies which own content, and which are able to present that content in a digital format 
for manipulation in a number of applications arc in a strong position.  In the sh9rt to medium 
term at least,  there is  likely to be greater netv.•ork  capacity than there is  suitable  content, 
placing  such  resources  under  considerable  demand.  This  position  will  be  re-inforced  as 
industries ar~ further deregulated and  competitio~  between operators of  delivery channels and 
networks gets fiercer. 
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To  exploit  this  opportunity,  content  companies  will  need  to  pursue  alliances  with  the 
technology and network providers, or set up rights deals with electronic publishing partners for 
third-party development across a suitable range of sectors and technologies.  It is likely to be 
some  while  before the high  capacity networks  are fully  functional,  and  content companies 
therefore have a little time to develop their rights acquisition strategies, build up a portfolio of 
electronically manipulable products and foster expertise in software development. 
The CD-ROM, multimedia and on-line businesses which have been built up by publishing and 
information companies will not be destroyed by the availability of  other forms of  dis.tribution or 
by the effects of  convergence.  The efforts of  converging industries to create a mass market for 
electronic information and  entertainment products can only help  to raise awareness ot:  and 
demand for, such products, whether they be delivered on optical disc for computer use, down a 
telephone line or as part of  a handheld reference device. 
The professional information sector is likely to be under less of a threat from the computing 
and network giants: their expertise and market penetration would be much harder to replicate 
than those in some of the entertainment sectors.  Furthermore, the skills and expertise offered 
by  the  publishing  industry  in  commissioning,  editing,  rights  handling  and  distribution  will 
continue to have a unique value in the new information world. 
2.2.2 The Deliv..:.ry  Sector: Telecommunications, Cable and Satellite 
The world  market for telecommunications  services  (as opposed to services and equipment, 
indicated in Table 2.2) was worth ECU 328.7bn in 1992, according to research carried out by 
!DATE.  Of this total, the EU accounted for an estimated ECU 91.9bn, or approximately 28 
per cent of  the total, as indicated in Table 2.4 below. 
The· breakdown of the EU market by  service  type  shown in Table 2.5  indicates  ~t  data 
networks, value-added network services (VANS) and mobile services account for a relatively 
small proportion of  the total, but are experiencing high growth rates. 
The penetration ofPSTN lines per 100 inhabitants varies considerably throughout the EU, with 
only 27.3  lines per 100 inhabitants in Portugal by  1992, but 59.1  in Denmark.  Similarly,  the 
development of digital telephone networks in the local area (local loop) varies considerably. 
Table 2.6 shows that in Germany, the proportion of the local loop digitised was estimated at 
13 per cent in 1992, whilst in France it may have been as high as 83.2 per cent. 
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Table 2.4  Geographical Distribution of the World Market for 
Telecommunications Services, 1992 
Japan  1.3% 
European  Union 
Source:  IDATE 
North  America  .38% 
Oceania  2% 
EFTA  47. 
Oevlp'g  Countries  15% 
Section 2 
Table 2.5  Breafcdown  of  the  EU  Telecommunications  Services  Market  by 
Activity, 1991-1992' 
Services  1991  1992  Annual 
BECU  BECU  Growth-% 
Basic services on the PSTN  71.7  74.6  +  4.1 
Telex, teletex and telegraph  1  01  1.0  - 10.0 
. 
Data transmission  6.8  7.8  +14.0 
Generic services and VANS  2.9  3.5  +20.0 
Mobile telecomms services  4.2  5.0  +20.0 
Sources: Operators' Annual Reports, IDATE, CIT Research, Sagatel, rru  ! 
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Tabla 2.6.  Telecommunications Infrastructure in  1992 
Main telephone  Penetration of .  Oigitisation rm  of 
lines in operation  PSTN lines per  the loc1lloop 
(millions)  1  00 inhabitants  (% estimates} 
Belgium  4.3  .  42.3  52.0 
Denmark  3.0  59.1  40.0 
Germany  35.6  44.8  13.0 
lretand  1.1  31.1  65.0 
Spain  13.8  35.7·  ·36~4 
France  30.1  53.0  83.2 
Greece  4.4  43.7  20.0 
Italy  23.7  41.1  48.4 
Luxembourg  0.2  50.6  56.0 
Netherlands  7.4  49.3  80.0 
Portugal  2.9  27.3  5,0.0 
UK  26.1  . 45.9  61.8 
Totai/Averaae  152.6  44.3  49.0 
Source: ITUL BIS Strategic Decisions, IDA  TE 
The widespread availability of standard and digital telephone linos is an essential feature of  the 
electronic  information  jndustry.  Moreover,  an  even  coverage  of  telecoiillnUPications 
infrastructure is .fundamental to the concept of a Common Information Space.  PQiicy-makiDg 
and investment decisions (both public and private sector) will therefore need to be made in the  : 
light of  these issues.  Meanwhile, as deregulation gathers pace and further attention is paid to ·; 
reducing  -and  harmonising  tariff structures,  an  increased  demand  for  telecommunications  i 
services is expected, especially for international and mobile communications. 
Tariff reductions for mobile communications were recommended by the Bangemann report and  ; 
Commission  Action  Plan,  and  the  Green  Paper  on  Mobile  and  Personal  Communications : 
proposed  a  number  of  deregulation  and  network  intercoMection  activities.  These  ~ 
developments,  together with the prospect of an upsurge in demand,  will  encourage private l 
sector initiatives to create global, mobile communications networks for a mass market. 




· to  allow  the  creation of an  EU  market  for  services,  equipment  and 
mobile terminals; 
to  establish  common  principles  for  the  establishment  of  an 
infrastructur'e for mobile communications; 
to  promote  the  transfonnation  or  the  market  for  mobile 
communications into a.mass mark~t  for personal communications; 
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•  to facilitate and promote the creation of pan-European networks and 
services and erisure that the sector develops according to the public 
interest. 
Section 2 
The support  given to these  principles  by  the Bangemann  report  and  by the  Action Plan 
produced by the Commission in response to the Bangemann reportis likely to encourage rapid 
action.  The target date set out in the Action Plan for adoption of  the Green Paper on Mobile 
and Personal Communications by the Commission is the end of 1994 or early 1995. 
Meanwhile, deregulation in the US has led to a flurry of  activity in the area of global satellite 
net~orks  for  mobile  communications.  During  the  spring  of  1994,  a  number  of 
.  communications gian~s put proposals into the US Federal Communications Commission for the 
development of  such networks. 
Teledisc, for instance, is a Washington-based company with .investment from McCaw Cellular 
and Microsoft.  Teledisc's proposal involves launching 840 satellites and is intended to provide 
wireless access to data communications channels of all bandwidths and be available to users 
worldwide,  regardless  of the  sophistication  of national  telecommunications  infrastructure. 
Motorola's Iridium will  use 66  sophisticated  satellites to offer mobile  services  all  over the 
world.  Networks such as these will allow fast delivery of complex digital signals,  enabling 
teleconferencing and  access to multimedia services.  They  will  therefofe  have  a  significant 
impact upon the creation of  a mass market for such services and will not be constrained by the 
ability of  national administrations and PTOs to invest heavily in fibre optic infrastructure. 
However,  following  the  excitement  surrounding  the  initial' announcements,  there  has  been 
some scepticism as  to the actual implementation of these proposals.  At this stage, it seems 
unlikely that high-bandwidth, mobile satellite networks will be fully functional much before the 
end of the century.  Although there are some rather less  ambitious projects which will bear 
fruit in the next couple of years  (Orbeomm in  Virginia,  for  example,  hopes to have  a  26 
satellite  network in place  by  1996  for  simple  digital  message  transmission),  the impact  of 
mobile communications on the market for electronic information and entertainment services is 
likely to be relatively minor in the short term.  Over a longer period, however, the signs are 
that they will have a fundamental effect on the transmission and use of  multimedia services. 
According to the International Telecommunications Uriion (ITU) World Telecommunications 
Development Report published in March 1994, globalisation in  telecommunic~tions markets is 
a growing trend and  strllctural changes  in the market in  response to the globalisation and 
der~gulation processes will continue to take place. 
Liberalisation  in  European  telecommunications  policy  has  already  served  to  encourage 
competition  amongst  operators  and,  indeed,  to  stimulate  investment  in  Europe  from  US 
companies,  in  particular from  AT&T,  MCI,  Sprint and  the Regional Bell  companies.  US 
investment and joint venture projects are likely to play an important role in the development of • 
an  advanced  infonnation  infrastructure  in  the  EU,  but  there  are  concerns  within  the 
telecommunications industry that,  in the .longer term,  this may result in European operators 
having less control over their home market. 
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European PTOs have tended to perfonn quite well against their counterparts worldwide, and in 
1992 accounted for four of  the top ten.  The US accounted for five and Japan one.  (See Table 
2.7.) 
Table 2.  7  Top Ten Public Telecommunications Operators, 1992 
O_Rerator  Country  Revenues US$bn  Revenues BECU 
NTT  Japan  51.354  44 
AT&T  USA  39.580  34 
DBP Telekom  Germany  34.550  30 
BT  UK  23.379  20 
France Telecom  France  23.184  20 
SIP  Italy  17.492  15 
Ben South  USA  15.202  13 
Nynex  USA  13.155  11 
GTE  USA  12.644  11 
BtU Atlantic  USA  12.093  10 
Source: lntemational Telecommunications Union 
The cable and satellite sectors both grew substantially in 1993, mainly on the back of  television 
services; but with a certain amount of penetration into  the telecommunications sector and  a 
promising  outlook for  satellite-based  business  services.  According  to  Cable  and Satellite 
EUI'Ope, there were at least 10.7 million satellite dishes installed in Europe in 1993, of  which up 
to 64 per cent could be accounted for by Germany and the·UK.  Around 1.1 million dishes are 
thought to have been installed throughout Europe in  1993.  Surprisinsly, Poland emerged as 
Europe's third largest market, with conservative estimates putting the installed base at around 
750,000.  The  penetration  of cable,  which  is  likely  to  be  a  crucial  factor  in  the  early 
development  of intelligent,  interactive  network services,  also  increased  substantially  during 
1993.  (See Table 2.8.) 
The lion's share of cable and satellite industry revenues continues to be concentrated around 
consumer entertainment services, although there are signs that business markets are growing 
rapidly.  The European market for satellite business services was estimated to· have grown by 
nearly 27 per cent in 1992 from ECU 267m to ECU 339m (source: CIT Publications,  1994). 
Major European players in the provision of  satellite communications for business include DBP 
Telekom and Maxat (a France Telecom I Cogecom subsidiary), as well as  SIS,  a private UK 
operator ·which also dominates the market for the distribution of  racing data to betting shops in 
, theUK. 
Business information services delivered  by satellite constitute a small  market and are mainly 
concentrated  around  financial  and  trading  information.  The  use  of satellite  for  video 
conferencing has grown insubstantially,  possibly as a re.lult of the wider availability of  ISDN. 
In 1992, video conferencing service revenues amounted to around ECU lim, a rise ofECP" 
2m since the previous year.  Meanwhile, one of the biggest growth areas in the satellite market 
is expected to be business television. 
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Table 2.8  ·Cable and Satellite Penetration in Europe, 1593 
Country  Cable  Connections  Cable  Penetration  Satellite  Dishes 
(000s)  Per Cent•  lOOOs)•• 
Austria  967  32.3  500  . 
Belgium  3,725  98.0  .10 
Denmark  1,323  57.3  150 
Anland  780  36.3  15 
France  1,206  5.9  350 
Germany  13,116  39.3  4,200 
Hungary  749  21.4  180 
keland  •.  400  40.0  50 
Italy  neg I.  neg I.  100 
Luxembourg  117  81.4  2 
Netherlands  5,700  92.0  250 
Norway  643  36.6  160 
Poland  600  6.0  750 
Portugal  10  0.3  100 
Spain  749  6.6  150 
Sweden  1,931  50.3  325 
Switzerland  1,908  77.1  40 
UK  504  2.3  2,662 
Source: Cable and Satellite Europe, January 1994 
•  indicates per cent penetration into TV homes 
• •  rouah estimates only 
2.2.3 The Processing Sector: Hardware, Software and IT 
The European IT market has  suffered  alongside  many  others ftom the effects of recession. 
The hardware sector has faced CQnsiderable difficulties in adapting to a number of  new market 
conditions: shrinking demand for mainframes, dramatic falls in PC prices and the emergence of 
a new  form  of demand  from  the  small  office  and  home· office  sectors.  Meanwhile,  price 
competition and battles between applications manufacturers for market domination have made 
this  a challenging  period  for  the software industry.  Hardware  and  software  growth rates 
during the last half of 1992  and first  half.of 1993  slowed considerably throughout most of 
Europe,  although general economic recovery during  1994 was  expected to prevent growth 
rates from  falling  further.  Growth  rates  in  double  figures, .  however,  are  only  exp~  in 
countries where IT market development started later, such as Greece and Portugal.  T~le  2.9 
shows gr~wth rates between 1990 and 1994 in European countries. 
Lack of  substantial growth in the IT sector can largely be accounted for by the decline in the 
hardware market, which has been particularly severe for multi-user systems,  especially large 
and  medium-scale  computers.  The European Infonnation Technology  Observatory (EITO) 
estimates that hardware revenues shrank by 3.1  per cent during 1993.  Table 2.10 shows that, 
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in comparison, the software market .has performed well, achieving growth rates of 8.2 per ~ent, 
expecte~ to rise to 8.5 per cent during 1994.  · 
Table 2.9  Percentage IT Market Growth by Region, 1990-1994 
1990/1991  1991/1992  1992/1993  1993/1994 
Austria  1.4  4.1  5.6  6.2 
Belgium  5.9  1.1  3.0  3.2 
Denmark  3.0  -1.0  3.0  3.0 
Finland  -2.4  -6.0  0.2  4.0 
France  3.1  1.7  0.6  3.2 
Germany  7.7  6.2  2.0  4.9 
Greece  19.3  16.6  17.3  19.0 
Ireland  5.0  6.6  5.2  5.5 
Italy  5.8  2.0  0.5  2.4 
Netherlands  4.2  2.9  1.5  3.9 
Norway  6.3  -1.8  1.0  1.4 
Portugal  20.6  18.5  16.3  16.4 
Spain  5.6  -1.2  -0.2.  2.0 
Sweden  2.0  -5.7  -0.7  3.2 
Switzerland  1.2  -0.6  1.7  3.2 
UK  1.2  3.5  2.4  5.5 
Western Europe  4.4  2.5  1.6  4.2 
Source: EITO 
The  home  market  is  becoming  increasingly  important  for  the PC  industry.  A  growing 
proportion of demand is genen·':ed by professionals using computers at home,  self-employed 
professionals and small,  home-based companies.  Such demand is already thought to. be out-
stripping traditional office demand in the US.  In 1993, 5.3 million PCs were shipped for home 
use by professionals in the US, compared with 4.3  million for professional use at the place of 
work (source:  Inteco).  These figures  are  expected  to rise  to 9.5  million  and  6.3  million 
respectively by 1997.  The technology base in homes is dealt with more thoroughly in section 
7.7, Electronic Information Services in the Home. 
In the home market, expenditure on consumer entertainment media as a whole is expected to 
grow by some 7.9 per cent a  year, but home electronics spending is  likely to remain fairly 
stable, with stronger growth expected in the second part ofthe 1990s.  Table 2.11 shows the 
relative sizes of the European software, hardw.1re,  IT and home electronics markets in 1992, 
with projections for 1995.  · 
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Table 2.10  Percentage European IT Market Growth by. Ptoduct Grot.IPing, 
1990-1994 
1991/  18921  1&931  . 1814/  . 
1990  1991  tlt2  : 1913  . 
· largtlacale systems  ·10.0  ·5.8  ··11.1  ·16.0 
Medium icale svs-.ms  ,  ·3.7  ·9.0  ·11.3  ·8.0 
Sm8111Cala systems  1.2  ·2.6  0.7  7.1 
Workstations  20.1  11.0  '10.8  13.3 
Personal computeta  ·2.0  ·4.6  -o.a  4.0 
PC Printers  9.0  ·2.8  -2.&- 0.0 
LAN hardware  17.3  29.1  1-&.3  &.1 
Dltaeom equipment  9.0  9.0  8.0  -o.8 
Offfce equiQment  2.1  2.3  ·1.8  ·1.3 
• Total lT hardwwe  . ·0.2  ·1.9  -3.1  0.0 
• Softww'e products  12.8  9~3  8.2  • 8.6 
Professional aervlcta  11.0  7.8  7.0  .  8.2 
Network/procaa 1erva.  8.7  6.5  &.a  &.2· 
·Services  9.8  1.0  8.8  7.8 
• SUDPort urvs.  4.2  2.1  0.4  1.4 
Total IT market  4.4  2.6  1.8  4.2. .. 
Souroa: EITO 
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2.3  -Industry Repositioning. 
Home 
electronics 
The  globalisation  of the  information  market  and  the · trends · in  technology  and  industry 
convergence have already led to a certain amount of repositioning.  Some of  the trends noted 
in the convergence discussion are-reflected in merger and acquisitions in information industries. 
Repositioning of this kind is expected to gather pace over the next few years, as companies 
seek to penetrate new geographical markets and to fulfil technology and content demand with 
an integFated  product range.  Where a range of content and delivery options are contained 
within  a  single  company, . cross-media  ownership  regulation  tends  to  come  into  play. 
Companies from the same sector which merge in order to exploit local and global markets also 
run the risk of  contravening media ownership regulations.  The need to globalise and diversify 
may  make  differences  in  these  laws  (which  seek to  safeguard  pluralism)  become far  more 
apparent than in the previous typically national market situations.  It  ·is  because of this that 
regulators and the content and delivery industries are currently considering whether there is a 
need to harmonise these laws such that more effective market strategies could be undertaken 
whilst ensuring that pluralism is protected. 
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2.3.1  Mergers and Acquisitions 
The mergers and acquisitions which have taken place in the information sector in the last year 
_  or so  can  be  placed  in  two  categories:  those which  are  intended  to  extend  pen_etration  in 
· existing or new geographical markets,  and those whose rationale· is diversification into new, 
but  related  markets.  Many  of the  headline  deals  have  taken  place  in  the  US,  although 
European activity is gathering pace. 
In their report Mergers and Acquisitions in European Information  Technology Companies, 
Broadview  Associates  detailed  895  mergers  and  ~cquisitions in  the European IT sector in 
1993, worth some US$  14.3bn (ECU 12.3bn) in total.  Almost half of these were accounted  -
for by the information services sector, where the average deal size wu US$ .11m (ECU 9.Sm). 
An  IMO  Working  Paper  of May  1994  dealt  with  nearly  45  deals  in  the  database  and 
information services sector during the period 1993 to early 1994.  It  is impossible in a report of 
this  size to describe the full  range of merger and  acquisition _activity.  The objective of this 
section is therefore to identify a seleetion of  deals in key areas and examine emergent trends. 
The deals which have attracted most attention over the last year or so were the purchase of  a 
25 per cent stake in Time Warner Entertainment by US West, the. Viacom/Bloc{d)uster merger 
and their joint purchase of  Paramount and, of course, the proposed· TCI/Bell Atlantic merger, 
called off in February 1994.  These few deals, and the wranglings which took place before they 
finally went through, were the subject of countless newspaper column inches - most of which 
explained  them  in  terJllS  of  convergence.  Thus,  US  West  is  expanding  from 
telecommunications  into  entertainment  content,  whilst  Viacom  and  Blockbuster  are 
strengthening  their  positions  as  distributors  by  combining  their  cable  delivery  and  media 
retailing  activities.  Both  are  extending  their  control  over  content  by  their  purchase  of 
Paramount  films.  Such  analyses  are,  of course,  simplistic,  but  such  deals  indicate  that 
convergence is more than a media myth. 
In Europe,  a number of deals have taken place which have tended to be slightly smaller but 
which are no less interesting.  From the vast number of mergers and  acquisitions which have 
taken  place  over the  last  year  or so,  we  have  selected  the  sample  presented in Table  2.12 
below. 
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Table 2.12  A Selection of Mergers and Acquisitions Involving. European 
· Information Companies, 1993/1994 
Year  Target.  Nature of  Acquirar  Pric8 I Commenta 
Comoanv  BuainHa 
-
1994  Thomson  Telephone  .  US Wut (US)  Buying Into 
DlrectoriH (UK)  direCtories  content/new 
.  market 
! 
Software  Multimedia  .  Pearson (UK)  New market 
Toolworks CUS)  software/  entry/expertise 
vldeoaames  (USt 480m) 
1993 
Thames  TV  TV  Pearson (UK)  TV expansion 
CUKJ  broadcuting  lUSt 150m) 
Official Airline  AlrUne  da~  &  Reed/  Elsevier  Extending market 
Guide CUS)  reaervatlons  CUKJNL)  share 
(USt 417m) 
lnfoPro (US)  On-line host  Ouestel (FR)  Buyi~  market 
share lUSt t 6m) 
Extel (UKJ  Anancial data  RnanciaJ  &wing market 
services  Times (UK)  stiare lUSt 
.·110m) 
Quotron CUS1  Real-time  Reuters (UK)  Buying into US 
financial data  market share 
nrvicu 
Vamp Health  Computer  Reuters (UK)  Expanding into 
(UK)  . 
aervicu for UK  medical sector 
doctors  (US$ 20m) 
Data-Star  On-Hne host  Knight Ridder  Buying market 
(Ch)  (US)  share 
(US$ 25m) 
Elsevier (NU  Publisher  Reed (UK)  Merger 
Source: Mei(Jera and Acquiaitions In  the Elactronic Information Sllrvices Industry 
(IMO Werldna Paper 94/21 I lntet«:tive Media /ntemMion•l 
This is by no means a· compreheniive list, but is intended to give an indication of  the range of 
deals taking place.  Microsoft's purchase of  a stake in image content via Dorling Kindersley is 
now a widely quoted example of  expansion into content by hardware -and software companies. 
The deals listed also provide examples of  delivery companies buying into content and content 
companies extendina their product range and software capabilities. 
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Also worthy of specific mention is the purchue of a significant ICake in the publilhiDg and 
multimedii company  Andromeda Interactive by  the UK PTO,  Mercury,  and -the  proposed 
purchase of  multimedia developer and publisher Broderbund by BlectrODic Artl.  Brodelbund's 
pull-out from the latter probably ~  much to do with its awateneu of  tM ~  poteBtial 
value -of the  company  as  an  established  and  respected  software  developer  and  publisher, 
especially in the light of  the price paid by Pearson for Software Toolworb. 
Outside the information services and publishing aector, a number Qf relatecl illformation sector 
deals have taken place involving European companies.  In 1993, British Telecom bouaht a 20 
per cent stake in the US telecommunications company MCI, thereby expandiDg its international 
interests.  In the aame year, PolyGram bought' Motown records, apin expanama its interests 
into new geographical markets.  · 
Further merger and acquisition activity can be expected in Europe during 1994 and into 1995, 
and a number of  companies have inade no  secret of  the fact 1hat they are on the acquilition 
trail.  Philips,  for instance, told the press in May 1994 that it intended to expand its media 
interests through acquisition.  Thorn EMI has  aaid  that it will build upon its experience of 
copyright management in the music industry by expanding its book and CD-ROM publilbing 
activities.  Pearson's  chairman Lord BlakeDbam,  speaking in ~n  with. the  Softwue 
Toolworks bid, told TIM-nnw newspaper that he saw many ~tiu  abud for Peanon's 
book  and  newspaper  publiihing  activities,  but  that· 'u the  multi-media ·marketl  become  a 
reality, we must srow the television and software capabilities that ~  be needed in the 1oDpr 
term to make the most of  what we have'.  Other publishing and information content companies 
which are in a position to do so would be wise to follow a aimilar course. 
In addition to formal merger and acquisition activity, Europe hu Hell many announcemeDta of 
joint ventures in the information sector.  Springer Verlas and AT&T have announced that they 
will collaborate in Europe to explore opportunities in the delivery of  STM information.  The 
Italian PTO, Stet and Bell Atlantic will work tog~  in a joint venture _to  create VideO on 
Demand  and  interactive  information  senrices  in  Italy  and  to  uppade Italy's  copper wire 
network.  Olivetti and Redgate Communications in the US will fonn a joint venture to exploit 
the European multimedia market.  Meanwhile, French and German PTOi France Telecom and 
Deutsche Telekom are to enter a partnership with Sprint and  are said to be seeking similar 
alliances in Japan. 
Strategic  alliances  and  joint  ventures  in  the  US  infonnation  sector  have  been  even  more 
numerous, with Microsoft and TCI to work together on interactive TV experiments (Microsoft 
is  f,lso  said  to  be  working  with  Japan's  NTT  on  multimedia  networks),  and  Paramount 
Publishing· entering  a joint  venture  with  the  multimedia  software  company  Davidson  & 
Associates, to name but two.  Some of  these ventures will no doubt tum out to be transient, as 
companies settle down to practical working relationships - Microsoft was quick to play down 
its role  in  developing  operating  software for  Sega's  Saturn CD-ROM games  machine after 
collaboration between the two companies was widely reported in the press. 
Some. of the deals which have taken place in the infonnation sector. have undoubtedly been 
op~ortunist_ic, and some reflect a consolidation process already well underway.  Nevertheless, a 
significant proportion of·deals reflect movement of  infonnation sector companies beyond their 
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traditional boundaries of activity and their desire to  .penetrate international markets, bringing 
together content. software development and delivery capability in order to exploit new market 
opportunities. 
2.3.2 Cross-Media Ownership and Media Concentration 
Industry  repositioning  and  the  resultant  mergers,  acquisitions  and. joint ventures  mentioned 
above  have  helped  to bring  cross-media  ownership,  media  concentration,  monopolies  and 
related  regulation  to  the  forefront  of·  discussion,  especially  in  audio-visual  ll.lld  delivery 
industries.  In particular, regulation dealing with the. participation of companies in a range of 
media activities has come under scrutiny in Europe. 
Since  the  mid-1980's,  the  Member  States  have  put  in  place  (alongside  their  national 
competition law)  specific rules on media ownership in order to prevent media concentration 
becoming a threat to pluralism.  At the Community level, disparities between national rules on 
media ownership ceate a number of  obstacles to the smooth operation of  the internal market. 
Following  the presentation  of the  Green Paper  "Pluralism  and  media .  concentration in the 
internal  market"  and  after  more  than  a  year  of consultation  with  interested  parties,  the 
Commission  adopted  a  communication  on  the  follow-up  to  th~  Green  Paper.  The 
communication analyses the results of the consultations and concludes that (i) ·a Community 
initiative  on  media  ownership  might  prove  necessary;  (li) a second  phase  of the  work is 
therefore going to be embarked upon in order to examine certain questions in more detail, in 
particular those concerning the content of  a possible initiative; (iii) after this second phase, the 
Commission will  adopt during  199S. a definitive  position on the need  and  the cOntent  of a 
possible initiative. 
The  Bangemann  report  on  Europe  and the  Global  Infonnation  Society  highlighted  media 
ownership as one of  the areas of regulation requiring particular attention.  According to the 
report, there is a risk that inconsistent national media ownership laws could impede companies 
from  taking  advantage  of opportunities  in  Europe  and  could  place  them  at a competitive 
disadvantage in world markets.  The development of regulation at a European level will be 
essential in order to avoid undermining the single market and to ensure the competitiveness of 
Europe's media industry. 
At preseq.t, for example, the UK PTO British Telecom is not permitted to deliver entertainment 
services, although it has argued that the building of  an optical fibre network in the UK will only 
become economically viable if  it  is  permitted to participate in the ensuing content delivery 
market.  Meanwhile,  some  of the  alliances  struck  by  European  PTOs  with  their  US 
counterparts  are  likely  to· attract  the  attention  of US  regulators.  The  proposed  alliance 
between France Telecom, Deutsche Telekom and Sprint has already provoked fierce argument 
in  the  US,  where  AT&T  has  said  that  the  alliance  should  be  blocked  unless  France  and 
Germany open their markets to competition before 1998.  · 
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The complex regulatory environment has been blamed as one of the causes for the failure of 
the TCIJBell Atlantic Merger.  The proposed merger of  Rogers Communications and Maclean 
Hunter, Canada's two largest cable television operators, has also  suffe~ed considerable delay as 
a result of investigation into media concentration.  Regulation in media concentration and in 
cross-media ownership will need to adapt to allow companies to take full advantage of  global 
markets and multimedia opportunities.  The difficulty will be in finding a balance between the 
prevention of abuse in  media ownership  and  the creation of an environment which fosters 
competition and diversification - and in reaching consensus on these issues at a  Europ~  level. 
2.4  The Role of the Advertising Industry 
Advertising is a well-established form of  revenue generation in the print and audio-visual media 
businesses, representing the biggest single source of income for many newspapers, consumer 
and  business  magazines,  radio  and  television  channels.  The  relationship  between  the 
advertising. and electronic information industries, however, is only j~st being established, with 
some  new  media  formats  proving  more  suitable  than  others  as  advertisement  carriers. 
Advertising on videotex and teletext, for instance,  has  a  long history,  but is  rare in on-line 
services, at least in Europe, and is ·only just beginning to penetrate into CD-ROM.  In. the case 
of emergent services,  the role of advertising is  likely to vary from one format to another: 
interactive television,  for instance,  will  offer significant  opportunities, whereas there is  little 
prospect for on-screen advertising on the Internet at present. 
/ 
The availability of mechanisms to monitor the retrieval of advertising information by service 
users will have a significant impact on the willingness of  advertisers to use new media fonnats, 
as will the ability to deliver images and sound as part of  an on-line advertisement.  The reaction 
of  users to advertisements embedded within the general content of  services, and their ability to 
distinguish  between  an  electronic  advertisement  and  editorial  material  will  need  to  be 
thoroughly  teste,d.  In  this  respect  these  advertising  and  other  forms  of commercial 
communication services must be able to circulate freely across borders, given the international 
dimension of the  networks.  In this respect the Commission's  Green Paper on commercial 
communications will examine, on the basis of a recently completed extensive European survey 
undertaken by DG XV, the extent to which differing national regulations could prevent such 
services from circulating across the networks. 
Whatever direction new  media  advertising  takes,  it is  certain that it  will  have  a  profound 
impact  upon  both  the  media  and  the  advertising  industries.  The  ability  to  include 
adv-ertisements in electronic information products would encourage more publishers to develop 
electronic versions of their titles, and enable them to make them available more cheaply.  On 
the other hand,  the impact of such developments on advertising spend across other media is 
difficult  to predict.  The potential importance of advertising  for the electronic information 
industry,  and  the  wider  significance  for  the  advertising  and  media  industries  has  been 
recognised by the European Commission.  This is  reflected in  the preparation of the Green 
paper on Commercial Cominunications due to be published later this year and the more specific 
study initiated by the Information Market Observatory ofDG XIII/E during 1994. 
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Electronic information services are to a large extent traded on a global market.  Wrtbin Europe 
muCh of  the demand for electrcmic information is met by companies bued outside Europe. 
Most of these  companies  come  from  the  United  States.  Increasingly,  however,  Japanese 
information suppliers are perceived to be potential exporters of  iDformation to Europe. 
At the same time, European information suppliers are active in export marketJ and,  in so~ 
cues, daiye Nbatantial proportions of  their revenue from export sales outlide the European 
Union. · Clearly, in mch circumstances the competitive position of the European information 
services  .ector  relative  to  counterparts  in  the ·US  and  Japan  is  an  important  factor  in 
determiniftg the long-t*m viability of  the industry;  Not only must European suppliers compete 
successlWly ill home m&rketa, the)' muat also be able to compete globally. 
During 1993, the lnf~n  Market Observatory conducted i study of  the rdative strengths 
and weakaessea of  tblp information services aecton in Europe, the US and Japan.  The results 
of  the study indicate· that ·European iqfonnation suppliers face a range of constraints that are 
not experieaced by. their counterparts in the US.  In particular, economies of  scale in tbC home 
market tend to Jiv~.  a competitive edae to US compauies.  Within Europe, laDauage, cultural, 
administrative and technical barriers tend to fi'agment the market into a aeries of  national sub-
market~,.  thus  reducing  the .  potential  for  scale  economies  and  raising  production  and 
diltributioll COitl, with· the Consequence that :Euroj,ean firms are m  a disadvantageous position 
compared to US  competit~.· Language bariien in Japan have tended to discourage Japanese 
suppliers  from  trading  on  global  markets  although there  are  signs  that  the  government  is 
encouraging Japanese database providers to enter export markets. 
The development of  the Comm~n  Information Area in Europe and comparable developments 
in the US and in Japan are likely to increase the amount of  global competition. 
3.1  The Relative Position· 
I 
At first  glance. the European Union has a larger home market than either Japan or the US. 
The population of  the European Union in 1993 was 344 million compared to 252 million in the 
US  and  124 million m  Japan.  Dnpite this, the electronic information services sector is more 
than two and a half times bigger in revenue terms in the US than it is in Europe. 
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Table 3.1  ~elative  .Sizes  of  the  European,  US  and  Japanese  Electronic 
Information Services Sectors 
8ectronic information service revenues  (BECU) 
1988  1989  1990  1991  1992 
EU  2.5  2.8.  3.1  3.3  3.6 
USA  ,5.0  6.0  6.9  8.2  9.3 
Japan  0.7  1.0  1.2  1.3  1.~-
Source:  Information Market Observatory 
The·relatively'large size of  the US sector is mainly accounted for by the fact that some 30 per 
cent· of revenues  are derived  from  the export of information services,  the European Union 
being the largest export market. 
The US is not just big in revenue terms.  The US has almost twice as many database producers 
as  the European Union and  almost twice as  many  gateway services.  Rates of growth have 
been higher than in Europe although in recent years these appear to have slowed, probably as a 
result of  the recession. 
The European market is almost three times as big as the market in Japan but this corresponds 
to·-the relative population sizes.  After rapid growth in the late 1980s the turnover of  Japanese 
database suppliers actually decreased slightly at the beginning of the 1990s.  Despite this, the 
Japanese  electronic  information  services  sector  is  strong,  following  a  sustained  period  of 
support from the government.  The Ministry of International Trade and  Industry is  actively 
encouraging Japanese information suppliers to be more active in global markets. 
3.2  The European Union 
It is  difficult to identify a European market for electronic information services.  For many of 
the information services, the demand generated within Europe forms part of a much broader 
global market.  Other information services operate in a number of  local, niche markets that are 
often delimited by national, language, cultural or regulatory boundaries.  The market  fo~ such 
services remains strong and has considerable potential for development. 
The existence of local,  niche markets presents the European information suppliers with both 
problems. and opportunities.  The small size of  the markets prevents firms from benefiting from 
economies  of scale  in  production  and  distribution.  The  fragmentation  also  hampers  the 
creation of a truly common market for European Union information services.  On the other 
hand,  market fragmentation offers opportunities to some European firms  because it makes it 
difficult for suppliers from outside the Union to compete - there is,  for example,  significant 
demand across all sectors for local services in the national language. 
Some  non-European  companies,  particularly  those  based in the US,  have  :Jormed  strategic 
alliances  with  companies  in  Europe  in  order  to  take  advantage  of the  niche  market 
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opportunities and to overcome some of  the problems that market fragmentation causes.  There 
has also been a spate of  acquisition activity, an important recent example being the acquisition 
during 1993 of  Data-Star, one of Western Europe's leading distributors of on-line infonnation 
services  in  the  areas  of business  and  biomedicine,  by  the  US-owned  Knight-Ridder  Inc. 
Knight-Ridder is the owner of DIALOG Information Services against whom Data-Star had 
been struggling to compete and retain its market share.  The acquisition doubled DIALOG's 
presence in the European market.  (Details of  other mergers and acquisitions can be found in 
Section 2.3.) 
Concerns that such activity leads to increasing domination by US providers can be countered 
by arguments that this can actually improve ti 1e  level of service offered to users and thereby 
enhance the overall efficiency (and competitiveness) of  European enterprises.  US partnership 
in R&D activities is  also a real advantage to many European hosts,  for whom there would 
otherwise be insufficient capital available. 
Collaboration seems to work particularly well for  small  and  medium sized  enterprises as  it 
opens up additional distribution opportunities and spreads the cost of  marketing.  There is little 
evidence to show that a loss of  ownership by European Union players inevitably leads to a loss 
of  presence in the marketplace.  This is largely because many of  the functions of  an infonnation 
company are location-specific.  Thus, even where an information provider is owned by a global 
player, control of distribution, marketing and personnel needs to take place at the local level. 
For example, one of  the biggest world suppliers of corporate information, (Dun & Bradstreet), 
is a US company that derives 30 per cent of  its total revenue from Europe and employs 3,500 
people within the European Union. 
On the supply side, the European Union electronic information service sector is  characterised 
by a  small  number of large firms  and  many  smaller finns who in general are less vertically 
integrated  and  more  nationally  oriented  than  their  US  c0unterparts.  European  Union 
information  providers  are  nevertheless  strong  in  ce1tain  sectors,  such  as  chemicals, 
pharmaceutical and financial services. 
The competitiveness ofEuropean Union electronic information service providers depends on a 
number  of key  fa.::.tors.  These include:  quality  and  reliability;  reputation  or brand  image; 
product range; price; product differentiation; user friendliness; geographical or market spread; 
marketing and after-sales support, and exclusive distribution rights. 
The  strei'Igths  and  weaknesses of European  Union  players  in  the  global  market  place  for 
prafe.lsional information service:; are set out in Table 3 .2. 
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Table 3.2  Perceived  Strengths  and  Weaknesses  of  the  European  Union 
Electronic Information Services Sector 
Strengths  •  Presence  of  world-ranking  information  and  media 
conglomerates 
•  Long  publishing  tradition  and  rich  information  content 
base 
•  Large  and  established  markets  for professional  electronic 
information in key industrial sectors 
•  Wide  availability of ISDN  services  and  rapid  migration  to 
Euro-ISDN standards 
•  European  .Commission's  Fourth  Framework  programme's 
emphasis on ICT 
•  language  diversity:  an  advantage  for  penetrating  new 
markets 
Weaknesses  •  Market fragmentation 
•  Perceived overpricing of services 
•  Cross-border transactions costs 
•  Regulatory and infrastructural difficulties 
•  Technical  barriers,  for  example,  the  incompatibility  of 
national standards 
•  Restricted access to government-held information in  some 
Member States 
•  Relatively expensive telecommunications services 
3.3  Electronic Information Services in the US 
The US  electronic information industry is  the largest in  the world.  It has  developed over a 
longer period.  1t has benefited greatly from the existence of a large domestic market that has 
enabled firms  to take advantage of economies of scale and,  in particular,  to spread the high 
compilation costs of databases  over a  large  number  of users.  The  strength  of this  home 
market,  however,  may have encouraged  some  companies to neglect the export potential of  . 
markets overseas even though the use of  English language as a world language enables them to 
compete on favourable terms. 
US suppliers have also benefited from public suptJort, both in the creation and development of 
databases within federal agencies and in the relative ease and freedom of  access to government 
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infonnation.  The  government  actively  supports  the  use  of the  private  sector  for  the 
dissemination and exploitation of  government information. 
Many US companies have used their competitive position to advantage on world markets.  The 
US electronic infonnation services sector generates about 30 per cent of  its revenue overseas 
and a large proportion of  this comes from sales in the European Union. 
The number  of users of electronic  information  services  in  the US  is  increasing.  In many 
organisations there is a shift towards direct use by end-users, partly stimulated by the take-off 
of publicly  accessible  information  services,  notably  the  Internet,  which  are  increasing 
awareness and  familiarity.  The National Information Infrastructure proposals  are  likely  to 
stimulate demand further.  · 
Despite these trends, the highest volumes of  use are generated by large organisations.  Small 
and  medium-sized  enterprises  continue  to  make  relatively  low  levels  of use  of electronic 
information services. 
Table 3.3  Perceived  Strengths  and  Weaknesses  of  the  US  Electronic 
Information Services Sector 
Strengths  •  Economies of scale in large domestic market 
•  English language provides access to export markets 
•  Economies of ~cope 'through major host services 
•  Mature information market 
•  lncreasingty sophisticated user community 
•  Strong hardware and software industry 
•  Good general access to government information 
•  Market-driven investment in fibre-optic 
Weaknesses  •  Slower domestic growth due possibly to maturity 
•  Relatively low use of information services by SMEs 
•  Relatively  weak  co-operation  between  government  and 
private sector 
•  Need to focus more on real needs of export markets 
•  Relatively weal< in consumer electronics 
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3.4  Electronic Information Services in· Japan 
The Japanese electronic information services sector has grown rapidly throughout the 1980s 
and has strong further potential, both at home and overseas.  The Japanese Government has 
actively supported and encouraged the development ofth~ sector through a range of  measures. 
It supports, for example, the Database Promotion Centre and provides tax incentives and low-
interest low to creators of databases.  Through these and other mea.t~ures a relatively strong 
Japanese electronic infonnation sector has  emerged.  Japan's  strenglhs  and weaknesses are 
summarised in Table 3.4 below. 
Table 3.4  Perceived  Strengths  and  Weaknesses  of  the  Japanese  Electronic 
Information Services Sector 
Strengths 
Weaknesses 
•  Large potential domestic market 
•  Considerable  overseas  market  potential,  especially  In 
South-East Asia 
•  Strong in computers, consumer electronics and CD-ROM 
•  Highly competitive telecommunications infrastructure 
•  High investment in IT and IT-related R&D 
•  Strong  policy  commitment  to  the  development  of  the 
sector 
•  Strong public sector vision of the informatlon economy and 
society 
•  Language barriers 
•  Cultural barriors to information as a commodity 
•  Immature information market 
•  •  High production costs, poor profitability 
•  Relatively weak in software 
•  Relatively  weak  in  database  construction,  quality  and 
development 
•  Weak in export markets 
Language remains the greatest issue in the development of  the sector and it is expected that the 
focus  will  remain  on the domestic  market.  \Vith  a population of over  120  million  there is 
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enough  scope  to  realise  economies  of  scale  for  database  production  and  distribution. 
Furthermore,  whilst  language  may  have  acted  as  a barrier for  further  development  of the 
sector, it has also prevented foreign firms entering the domestic market and has thus provided 
Japanese companies with a breathing space in which to get established.  In recent years, a great 
deal of research into machine translation has been funded  and it is  hoped that this will  help 
reduce Japanese-English translation costs. 
There are  signs,  however,  that the emphasis is  shifting to  e~~port markets.  The Ministry of 
International  Trade  and  Industry  has  recently  commissioned  a  study  of the  scope  for 
internationalisation  of Japanese  databases  and  it  seems  likely  that  government  policy  will 
encourage  firms  to  explore  overseas  markets  more  actively.  The  strongest  potential  for 
international sales may lie in the first instance in the South-East Asian market. 
3.5  Conclusions 
Compared with the US, the European e~ectronic information services sector is weak and fairly 
uncompetitive.  It is  stronger than the sector in Japan but there are signs that the Japanese 
information  suppliers  are  growing  in  strength  and  that  European  suppliers  may  well  face 
5.ignificant competition from their Japanese counterparts, particularly in the markets of South 
East Asia. 
The relative position of the information services sectors in the US, the European Union and 
Japan can,  to a great extent, be explained by  the home market  ~onditions within which the 
sectors  have  developed.  US  suppliers  have  been  able  to  take  advantage  of a  large  and 
relatively  mature  home  market.  This  has  provided  significant  economies  of scale.  US 
informatio~ companies  have  also  been well-placed  by  their use of the English  language  to 
compete on global markets.  English is  an international language and, increasingly, it  is  the 
common language of  global business and commerce as well as science and technology. 
Japan also benefits from a relatively large home market which provides for economies of  scale. 
It is,  however, a market that is isolated by the Japanese language which makes it difficult tor 
non-Japanes:  language  information  services  to  compete  within  Japan.  The  language  also 
places  a barrier on Japanese information  suppliers wanting to export.  It is  likely  that the 
Japanese  information  services  sector  will  continue  to  expand  and  to  strengthen  without 
necessarily posing a significant threat to European suppliers either within Europe or in global 
markets. 
European suppliers are hampered by their lack of a large home market.  Within Europe there 
are  a number  of local  markets which  are  mostly  defined  by  linguistic  and  cultural  factors. 
Where markets for information services stretch across Europe they are, in fact,  part of a larger 
global  market.  For example,  there are few  significant local  markets for  real-time  financial 
services within Europe but there is not a distinctive pan-European market either.  The market 
for such information is global. 
European suppliers are therefore in a position where they can aim to meet the needs of  niche 
markets and local markets that are linguistically and culturally defined.  In both cases the size 
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of the market  does not permit any significant  economies of scale.  Alternatively,  they  can 
compete on the much larger global markets that do offer economies of  scale.  In such markets, 
however, ·they are competing directly with US suppliers which have been able to benefit from 
the economies of  scale provided by their large home market in the States.  Furthermore, other 
than suppliers  in  Britain and  Eire,  European  suppliers  face  the  added  costs  of producing 
inform!ltion services in English if  they are to compete globally. 
It seems  likely that,  with some  exceptions,  European information  suppliers  are destined  to 
remain weak relative to those in the US.  They will,  however, be able to compete successfully 
in world markets against Japanese suppliers for some years. 
The emerging markets in  central  and  eastern Europe or in  Latin America offer a  range of 
m_arket opportunities for European. suppliers.  These markets could be thought of  as extensions 
to the  linguistir.  or niche  markets  that  already  exist  within Europe.  They  offer  attractive 
possibilities to information service suppliers that are used to working in German, Spanish and 
Portuguese.  They also present opportunities to exploit further databases and other information 
resources that are held in these languages.  It  seems likely,  however, that these markets will 
take some time to develop to a position where they generate significant flows of  revenue. 
The markets within which information services  companies compete are volatile.  This offers 
opportunities to companies that can innovate and develop new products to take advantage of 
changed market requirements or new streams of demand.  The rapidly expanding market for 
CD-ROM products is  a case in  point.  If European suppliers  can innovate  successfully and 
bring new products and services to the market more rapidly than their US  competitors they 
may be in a good position to capture a significant share of  the market. 
Recent discussions on Europe's relative weakness in the information market have focused on 
· the comparative availability of infrastructure and the extent to which this is  exploited in the 
EU.  In a paper entitled Construire un Marche Europeen de  /'Information,  Rene Mayer has 
argued that, in many ways,  the European information sector as a whole is  on a par with the 
US.  Turnover  and  numbers  of employees  in  the  IT  and  telecommunications  sectors  are 
comparable, and although the US has tended to enjoy slightly higher revenues in these sectors 
than the EU, European growth has  outstripped that of the US  in recent years.  In content 
sectors, however, the US is clearly way ahead of  the EU in revenue and employment terms. 
According  to Mayer,  the  comparative  weakness  of the  EU electronic  information  services 
industry is not a result of  the lack of necessary technology.  The installed base of  computers is 
similar,  as is the overall availability of telephone lines.  Expenditure on satellite equipment in 
1993 was about the same in Europe ~nd the US,  and in Europe U$$ 784m (ECU 682m) was 
spent on fibre optic networks, compared with US$ 424m (ECU 369m) spent by the US. 
Where Europe falls far behind the US is in the actual use of  telecommunications services and in 
the installed base of  modems.  Mayer takes this as being symptomatic of the fact that the El!, 
whilst enjoying a sound infrastructure base, has been slow to exploit these resources to the full. 
Thus, Europeans may be equipped with co.mputcrs  and  have  acc,~sn to  l:v~ relevant network 
infrastructure,  but  are  much  less  likely  to  use  them  to  search  ancl  rctr:~ve  th~ information 
services available to them. 
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This  is  largely  a  problem  of awareness  and  education.  The  Common  Infonnation  Area 
initiatives  and  the  growing  attention  paid  by  the  media  to  electronic  information  services 
should both help  to improve  awareness,  as  will  the teaching  of computer-aided research in 
European schools. 
59 4  THE .FUTURE DEMAND FOR INFORMATION 
An 'information society' is emerging where information is a valuable resourc;e.  Easy 'acCess to 
information,  the  quality  of that information  and  speedy  methOds  of exchange  aro  essential  · 
eletnenu of'ecoRomic success.  This was reflected in the announcements of  IDI:ior information 
infrutructure  investment  programmes. made  in  1993  by  the Buropean Union lnd  the  US 
Government.  These acknowledge that mobility of,  and  access to, infbrmation have become 
key economic and social issues.  In thi~ climate the demand mr information is likely to expaud 
rapidly. 
The  evidence  is  that those  organisations  which make  good use of information in decision-
making,  and which use new technologies to access, proCess and exchange information will be 
best  placed  to  survive  in  increuingly ·competitive  world  markets.  The · ex&ent  to  which 
information  and  information technology are being exploited  varies widely  between  difFer~t · 
sectors and particular regions within the EU. 
But prediction is never easy,  and forecasting  demand for information is no  exception.  It is 
particularly difficult in the absence of  reliable data to describe the present situation.  Later on in 
this section, some of  the research which has taken place'in asseuing future growth in demand 
for information services will be reviewed in a range of  sectors.  Flrltly, however, it is usetbl to 
take  a  preliminary  view  of the.  extent  to  which  companies  are  using  other  IT-bued 
applications, as this may provide a useful indicator of  growth. 
It has been argued  that growth in the use  of electronic infonnation services will be closely 
linked to the talfe-up of applications such as Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) and electronic 
mail.  The gains in efficiency and competitive advantage offered by such applications are more 
immediately  obvious  and  more  easily  quantifiable  than  those  offered  by  use  of·  electronic 
information  services.  Nevertheless,  through  the  adoption  of EDI  and  electronic  mail, 
companies  will  acquire  much  of the  technology  required  in  order  to  access  information 
services.  Furthermore,  they are increasingly likely to become aware of information services 
through their  use of these  applications.  In using  electronic mail,  the availability .of bulletin 
board information services  may  become  apparent.  Users  of EDI networks are increasingly 
likely  to  come  across  electronic  information  services.  Dunn  &.  Bradstreet,  for  example, 
announced in  1994 that it would make its company information services available over•EDI 
networks,  and the insurance  community is  already served by  news  and  information services 
delivered via trading networks. 
As a pointer to the potential growth in demand for electronic infonnatio!l services, the uptake 
of EDI and E-mail may therefore be significant. · Whilst adoption C?f these facilities  has been 
slower than originally anticipated,  there are  signs that they are' now spreading more rapidly, 
especially in Europe. 
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4.1  The Growing Use of Electronic Communication facilities 
Comp~es  wishing to trade effectively are coming under increased pressure to adopt EDI and 
E-mail.  Large organisations, particularly in the retail and automotive sectors, may insist that 
suppliers use EDI.  Gradually this trend is spreading into other sectors.  There are also moves 
to eliminate the one-sided nature of many EDI links  between ·large organisations and their 
smaller suppliers, as this often leads to a situation'where incoming EDI messages are printed 
out andre-keyed into the in-house system or processed manually by companies without fully 
integrated EDI facilities.  This problem also presents a barrier to EDI communication between 
SMEs.  Software houses are being  lobbied  to  include EDI capability ·  in  standard business 
software, and this may also help to encourage wider implementation.  · 
The European Electronic Messaging Association (EEMA), promotes the use of all  forms· of 
electronic  ~essaging; including  EDI  and  E-mail,  and  the  European  Commission  funds  a 
programme  entitled  Trade Electronic  Data Interchange  Systems,  (TEDIS),  which  aims  to 
promote EDI and reso1ve  the barriers currently hindering  more widespread implementation. 
There  are  many  other  sector-specific  and  regional  initiatives.  In  Italy,  for  instance, 
EDIFORUM is  supporting a network of regional centres to promote EDI among small  and 
medium sized enterprises.  ' 
4.1.1  Electronic .Data Interchange 
• 
EDI originated as a means of  exchanging trading information electronically, an answer to the 
·paper mountain', and a possible route to the paperless office.  So far,  the impact has been less 
dramatic with only 1 per c~nt  ~ftransactions  ~Europe  taking place electronically. 
Within Europe, the UK is  one of the leaders in terms of numbers  of EDI users.  However, 
despite  somewhere  in  the  region  of  10,000  organisations  at  the  end  of  1993,  most 
organisations make use of only two  ~r three message types,  typically those for ordering and 
invoicing.  This confirms that ev~n within  th:J~e organisations which have adopted EDI, there 
is scope for ereater exploitation of  the facility.  However, despite the slow start, expectations 
are that by the end of 1994 70 per cent of  UK firms  employing at least 2,000 people will be 
usingEDI.  . 
There is no  reason why non-trade-related information should not also be exchanged via EDI 
and indeed it is becoming increasingly common for administrative data to be circulated in this 
way.  In the UK, for example, there are a growing number of  educational establishments  using 
EDI to exchange information.  Another example is  the EC sponsored,  pan-European Frame 
project, which is intended to develop systems for monitoring and controlling the movement of 
hazardous goods.  The construction industry, through ED  ICON,  is  exploring the use of  EDI 
for the exchange of  CAD drawings and project documentation. 
Electronic transfer of data has several attractive features:  reduction in manual processing and 
avoidance of repeated data entry;  reduction of errors and  repetition of errors; time flexibility; 
permanent  availability  not constrained  by  time-zone barriers;  an<l  speedy  processing for  the 
exchange  of up-to-date information.  It is  also  usef1..:l  in  the  impkr.1entation  of just-in-time 
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ordering, warehousing and delivery procedures.  These advantages can represent significant 
time and cost savings making organisations more productive and efficient. 
There are, however, issues of security and legality, which have to be addressed and resolved 
before EDI becomes a commonplace method of  data exchange.  Given that one of  the major 
benefits  of EDI is  the ease of exchange irrespective of distance  and  national  borders,  any 
solutions to security and legal issues must also be applicable across national boundaries.  These 
issues are being investigated as part of  the EC TEDIS programme. 
The European Article Numbering Association International reports that among its membership 
(whose area of operation extends throughout Europe to South and Central  Ameri~ Asia 
Pacific,  and  South Africa) the number of EDI end users of national EDI standards reached 
18,089 in  1993,  an increase of 26.7  per cent on 1992.  In 1994  this  figure  is  expected to 
increase  to  25,583  (although there  may  of course be other users not associated  with the 
European Article Numbering Association).  In addition, in 1993 there were 2,889 users of  the 
EANCOM Electroaic Data Interchange standard, a 'rise of 199 per cent with a  100 per cent 
increase projected for 1994.  The EANCOM standard operates within the framework of the 
UN/ED  IF  ACT  standards  and  is  intended  to  provide  a  multi-industry  EDI communication 
standard. 
The potential importance of  EDI as a contributor to competitive advantage in world markets 
has led the European Commission to try to ensure that all regions and all sectors are able to 
take advantage ofEDI.  In particular, it recognises the need to focus particularly on SMEs and 
the less favoured regions.  Whilst the UK is one of  the leading users of  EDI, other countries, 
for example Spain, are only just beginning to participate in electronic trading networks. 
EDI has  been given a boost in  the US,  with the Clinton Administration announcement that 
there will be 'government-wide implementation of  electronic commerce for appropriate federal 
purchases by  1997'.  Electronic tendering  was  also  one of the ten areas  where action was 
recommended by the Bangemann report to the Corfu Summit. 
4. 1.2 Electronic Mail 
In 1993 there were estimated to be about 30 million electronic mail users worldwide.  Annual 
growth rates in the order of 20-30 per cent are expected, so that by  1995  at least 50 million 
users are anticipated (source: Electronic Mail Association). 
Use  of electronic  mail  by  organisations  is  certainly  increasing,  particularly  as  an  internal 
communication mechanism.  Governments are also stepping forward to take advantage of the 
technology and to give a lead to encourage other organisations to do likewise.  The General 
Secretariat of  the Council ofMinisters ofthe European Union is to be supplied with electronic 
mail software that will give access to  1,700 users across five  sites in Brussels.  The existing 
Commission electronic mail facility  system is  being replaced  by an· X.400 system which will 
eventually give access to over 60 sites.  The Commission cun·ently 3enerates some 180,000 E-
mail  messages  a  month  (figures  for  June  1994),  of which  around  35,000  are  external 
communications.  About 13  000 of  the public oftlcials ofthc European Conunission are already 
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equipped with E-mail facilities and about half of  the :officials use it on a regular basis also with 
the 20-300,4 growth rate mentioned above.  With the replacement of  its in-house developed E-
mail  system  by  a fully  X400 (88)  conformint  system,  the  Commission  plana  to  have  a 
homogeneous advanced system available.at' almost every workplace by the end of 1995.  The 
choice ofX.400 (88) in all European Institutions permits a high quility E-mail conummication. 
Moreover,  every B-raWl  work-place  at the  Commission  can  also  exchange  messaps with 
INTERNET and bu electronic access to telex and fax services.  In the US it is possible to send 
E-mail direct to the President and Vice-President via several commercial services u  well u  the 
Internet.,  ·The  UK  Government  hu  said  that  it ·will  implement  similar  measures  for 
communication with gov~  minist~. 
The major European public electronic mess•ging  services are now interconnected using the 
internationally  recognised  communications  standard  protocol,  X.400.  The  European 
Electronic  Messaging  Auociation  (BEMA),  is  promoting·  electronic  mail  communication, 
issuing  a regularly  updated  matrix indicating  which European ADministration Management 
Domains, (ADMDs), are connected to each other and to other ADMDs worldwide.  As yet 
there is no equivalent for the XSOO standard protocol for electronic directory services.  The 
X.SOO  standard  is  intended  to  make  it  easier  to  perform  directory  searches  via  an  E-mail 
connection to networlcs such as the Internet.  · 
During  1993  BEMA  developed  closer  1~  with  the  Internet  community  and  sponsored 
projects looking at the interworking between X.400 E-mail users and ..the Internet, recognising 
that overall growth in E-mail traffic is best promoted by co-operation across different. delivery 
systems. 
E-mail  is  a  popular  facility  in  large,  multi-site  organisations  where  it  is  a  cost-effective 
communications link between employees.  Whilst  smaller  organisations have  a less  pressing 
need for internal communications medlanisms, the benefits which they can derive from E-mail 
for external communications are arguably greater for SMBs than for larger organisations.  The 
full potential of  E-mail is. as yet, nowhere near realised and there is scope for a much wider 
application of  E-mail as a communication tool between organisations.· 
4.2  Information Use within Selected European Industrial Sectors 
The European Commission has attempted to confront the problem of lack of accurate data on 
information  demand  through  a  series  of research  studies.  The  European  Commission's 
Information Market Observatory has commissioned research to identify how organisations are 
using  information,  how  this  impacts  on  their  competitiveness  and  how  the  situation  will 
develop in the future.  These studies are particularly interesting because they review the use of 
applications such as EDI and electronic mail as well as electronic information services. 
In J993 studies of the transport,  insurance  and  biotechnology  sectors  within Europe were 
. undertaken.  In addition,  telephone  surveys  were  carried  out with  2, 000  executives  across 
Europe, 750 from each of  the transport and insurance sectors and 500 from the biotechnology 
sector.  The  main  aim of these  surveys  was  to  establish the  significance  of information  in 
relation .to  competitiveness.  Executives were questioned about a vruiety of information and 
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technology  related  issues  and  were  specifically  asked  to  comment  on  their  organisation's · 
current use of  electronic media and expected use in the future. 
In the three sectors sulVeyed in 1993 there was a clear indication that information is ~ught  to 
play an important role in competitiveness.  This is represented in Table 4.1 below. 
Table 4.  1  VIews on the Influence of Information on Competitiveness 
Influence of 
Sector  information on  , 
competitiveness 
Transpon  Insurance  Biotechnology 
Strong  38%  .47%  40% 
Medium  43%  40%  35% 
Low/unknown  19%  13%  25% 
Total  100%  100%  100% 
Sample size  750  750  600 
Source:  Impact  of  Information  Usage  on  Companies' . Perform11nce,  BIS 
Strategic Decisions 
Where  organisations  are  coming  to  recognise  the  relationship  between  information  and 
competitive advantage, the trend towards an increasing demand for reliable, timely and easily 
accessible  information  is  likely  to  continue.  This  will  cert~y hold  true if  the European 
Commission's efforts to communicate the commercial advantages of  information to small and 
medium sized enterprises succeed.  At present the evidence is that smaller companies (less than 
50  employees)  believe  that  information  has  a  low  influence  on  competitiveness.  This 
emphasises the need for a continuing programme of  education and support for SMEs. 
4.2.  1 Transport 
The transport sector in Europe suffers from overcapacity and competition is intensifying with 
the additional pressure from eastern Europe.  The evidence from the case studies is that the 
application  of information technology  can  significantly improve  the  reliability  and  speed of 
delivery of transport mechanisms.  Applications such as EDI are becoming more widely used. 
Within the larger organisations there is already a realisation that the choice may be 'EDI or 
die'.  In small  and  medium sized enterprises the message has yet to be received.  In a sector 
dominated  by  price  and  not  by  service  quality  and  where  S.MEs  are  reluctant to  invest  in 
information technology which is  perceived to  be of primary benefit to the customer,  there is 
clearly an urgent need for continuing education and awareness programmes. 
A further barrier to the flow of information in the transport sector is the lack of standardised 
messages  and  communication  links.  The  European  Commission  is  addressing  this  with 
activities  such  as  suppmting  t~e  standardisation  pro~ect,  International  Forwarding  and 
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Transporting Message Framework, IFTMR.  This  i~ necessarily a long and complex process, 
but is  seen as  an  essential  contribution  to  dismantling  barriers  to electronic  trading  and 
communication. 
The extent to which eJectronic media have penetrated the transport sector in 1993 is shown in 
Table 4.2 below along with the projections for use in 1998. 
Tabla 4.2  Transport Organisations Reporting Usa of Elactronk: Madia In  1993 
and Expected Use In  1  998 
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Decisions. 
The anticipated increases in the use of  CD-ROM (100 per cent), E-mail (55 per cent), videotex 
(24  per cent), EDI (23  per cent),  and dedicated  networks (22  per cent)  and the continued 
popularity of  on-1i~e databases, expected to be in use in  14  per cent more organisations by 
1998, confinns that the message of  the electronic information age is reaching a wider audience, 
and that these technologies are not in competition but are a complementary set of  facilities in 
the new electronic business framework. 
4.2.2 Insurance 
The Insurance sector is  also  highly competitive,  with high growth rates not only in  the less 
developed markets  such as  Spain,  Italy and  Portugal but also  in  more  mature markets,  for 
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example,  in  Germany  and  the  UK.  As  deregulation in  Europe proceeds the pressure will 
increase  for  competitive  products  and  premiums  across  Europe  via  international  brokers. 
These developments will  incre~se the need for speedy access to flexible electrol)ic information 
services and communication links. 
Survey participants from the insurance industry were asked which electronic media were in use 
in their organisations in 1993 and which they expect to be using in 1998.  Their responses are 
shown in Table 4.3 below.  · 
Table 4.3  Insurance  Organisations  Reporting  Use  of Electronic  Media  in  1993 
and Expected Use in 1998 
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Source:  Impact  of  Information  Usage  on  Companies'  Performance,  815  Strategic 
Decisions. 
Insurance is a sector where many organisations, particularly the larger companies, have already 
seized  upon the advantages which  new  technology,  and  particularly  electronic information 
exchange, can convey.  Therefore it is not surprising to find that 72 per cent of organisations 
are already using on-line databases and that by  1998 approximately 70 per cent also expect to 
be using EDI and E-mail.  This despite the uncertainties about the legal status of electronic 
documents. 
The prime reason for adopting electronic media is the potential for time saving.  In this sector, 
as for the others surveyed, cost savings are of less significance than access to a wider range of 
better quality information. 
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4.2.3 Biotechnology 
The case studies and telephone surveys suggest that, although this is a sector which is aware of 
the importance of  access to information and the advantages which electronic storage media and 
networks can offer, there is still scope for significant growth in the use of  new technology and 
the new sources of  information. 
At present,  printed  matter is  the doriunant form  of exchange for  both internal and external 
information.  A third  of organisations  reported  using  E-mail though  this  was  typically  an 
internal mechanism, extending to multiple sites.  The comments in the case .studies suggest that 
even where E-mail is in use it is not yet being used to its full  potential.  A similar pattern 
emerges for EDI and dedicated networks. 
\ 
Table 4.4  illustrates how use of electronic media  is  expected to develop  over 'the next five 
years,  showing  how  many  organisations were  using  each  medium  in  1993  and  how  many 
expect to be using them•in  1998.  It also seems likely that,  in addition to the increase in the 
number of  users,-there vrill be mor-e widespread use of existing E-mail facilities  for  external 
communications. 
Table 4.4  Biotechnology  Organisations  Reporting  Use  of  Electronic  Media  in 
1  993 and Expected Use in  1  998 
60 
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Source:  Impact  of  Information  Usage  on  Companies'  Performance,  BIS  Strategic 
Decisions. 
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By 1998  ov~r 50 per cent of organisations in the biotechnology sector expect to be using on-
line de1tabases, EDI, E-mail, and videotex.  Also 44 per cent of  organisations will be using CD-
ROM  and 41  per cent dedicated networks.  There is less variation in the types of electronic 
media in use in biotechnology than in the other sectors where on-line, EDI and E-mail tend to 
dominate. 
4.3  Employment, Education and Training Implications 
The impact which the growing demand for information will have on employment,  education 
and training is under consideration by European governments.  For the success of  the proposed 
European Common Information Area, and for Europe to realise the full potential of  the coming 
information-age, it will be necessary to ensure that the population is well educated and trained 
m the skills demanded by the new technologies.  There is a need for a commitment to 'life long 
learning'.  Given that the required skills are subject to continual and rapid change, there must 
be access tC\  training and development throughout life.  It is highly desirable that all segments 
of the population have equal access to information  and the ability to use it.  Two documents 
published  by  the European Commission  in  1993  discuss  these  issues.  The  White  Paper, 
Growth, competitiveness, employment: the challenges and ways forward into the 21st century 
and the Green Paper, European social policy: options for the Union. 
The acquisition of a variety of information-related skills is  likely to become essential for full 
participation in society for the individual.  At work the growth in demand for information will 
be  matched  by  a  growth  in  demand  for  individuals  who  can  access  and  interpret  the 
information.  In addition to increased opportunities for information specialists there will also be 
a need for other individuals to adjust to the new ways of working which the information-rich 
future will demand.  It will be necessary to improve everyone's information-processing skills, 
such will be the extent of  the permeation of  information technology applications into all aspects 
of  life. 
69 5  RESEARCH  AND TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT (RTD) 
For the  European electronic  information  services  sector to  achieve  its  full  potential  there 
remain a number of  barriers to be dismantled.  The diversity of  languages within Europe means 
that  for  companies  to  reach  the  pan-European  market,  products  and  services  must  be 
accessible  in  a  variety  of languages.  Ease  of access  to  the  technology  and  retrieval  of 
information is  also critical.  Individual organisations are investing in research programmes to 
address these issues.  The European Commission is also providing support in this area.  There 
is widespread acknowledgement that research and technological development (RID) activity is 
critical to European economic performance, particularly in the less favoured regions, and that 
therefore RTD will be one of  the critical factors in any economic recovery. 
The European Commission's  proposals  for  RTD,  under  its  Fourth Framework Programme, 
were  co~pleted on  16  June  1993  and  have  subsequently  been accepted  by  the  European 
Council, on 26 April  1994,  and  by the Parliament two weeks later.  The programme follows 
the successful implementation of  the three earlier programmes.  Whilst the Fourth Framework 
Programme builds  on the  achievements  of the Third Framework,  there is  a  new emphasis. 
Earlier programmes focused on technology with little scope for practical application.  The co-
ordination of research and dissemination of the results and the need for practical applications 
are now priorities.  The transfer of  results from the research laboratories to companies across 
different sectors is seen as a key element in the stimulation of  innovation. 
The importance of  private and national RTD activity is acknowledged and the programme aims 
to  support and  enable the fullest  exploitation of these initiatives  by  facilitating  co-operation 
between Member States and European firms.  The intention is also to create the conditions for 
collaborative research efforts on a scale to compete with the US and Japan. 
In the current economic climate a high priority is attached to RTD activities which will sustain 
current employment and create new employment opportunities.  The research will therefore be 
a contribution to strengthening the competitiveness of the European economy.  There is high 
growth potential  in  new  markets  which  could  arise  from  successful  telematics  applications. 
There are opportunities in fields  as diverse as distance learning  and  road traffic management 
and in creating opportunities which facilitate the independence of  the elderly or disabled. 
The  European  electronic  information  industry  is  expected  to  generate  new  commercial 
opportunities for other sectors.  By providing access to, adding value to, or making use of, the 
products and services of the electronic information industry, sectors such as education, health, 
leisure and manufacturing should achieve additional growth.  For this to be possible, products 
and services have to meet the needs of  the potential users and be easily accessible. 
The Fourth Framework Programme has  been allocated  ECU 12.3bn.  Its objectives  are to 
implement  research  and  technological  development  (RTD)  programmes  and  demonstration 
programmes by  promoting co-operation with and  between enterprises,  research centres and 
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universities, to promote co-operation in the field ofCommunity RTD and demonstration with 
third  countries  and  international  organisation;  to  disseminate  and  optimise  the  results  of 
Community RTD and demonstration activities,  and to stimulate the training and  mobility of 
researchers in the Community. 
The scientific and technological objectives are built around four activities: 
The first  activity  (ECU 9,432  million)  covers  research,  technological  development  and 
dem0nstration  programmes.  For  infonnation  and  communications  technologies  ECU 
3,405  million  has  been  allocated,  for  industrial  technologies  ECU  1,995  million,  for 
environment ECU 1,080 million, for life sciences and technologies ECU 1,572 million, for 
non-nuclear  energy,  ECU 1,002  million,  for  research  for  a  transport  policy  ECU 240 
million and for targeted socio-economic research ECU 138 million. 
The second activity (ECU 540 million) covers the promotion of  co-operation in the field of 
Community research,  technological  development and demonstration with third  countries 
and international organisations. 
The third actvity (ECU 330 million) covers dissemination and optimisation of  the results of 
activities in Community research, technological development and demonstration. 
The  fourth  activity  (ECU  774  million)  will  stimulate  the  training  and  mobility  of 
researchers in the Community. 
Specific  programmes  relevant  to  the  information  industry  and  market  are  described  briefly 
below. 
5. 1  Telematic applications ol common interest 
The specific programme of RTD 4nd  demonstration in  the area of telematic  applications of 
common interest 1994-1998 has a budget allocation ofECU 843  million.  The objectives are to 
develop  and  technically  validate  telematics  systems  and  services  that  are  interoperable 
throughout the European Union.  These should satisfy user requirements and, maximise the use 
of  generic infrastructures and equipment to them as economically viable as possible. 
The programme is composed of  five areas of  activity: 
•  telematics for services of  public interest; 
•  telematics for knowledge; 
•  telematics for improving employment and the quality of  life; 
•  horizontal R  TD activities; 
•  horizontal actions. 
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5.2  lnformation  .. Technologies 
The specific research and technological development programme in the field  of information 
technologies 1994-1998 has a.budget allocation ofECU 1,932 million.  The objectives are to 
contribute  towards the  construction  of a  European  information  infrastructure  in  order to 
ensure the future competitiveness of  European industry as a whole and to improve the quality 
oflife.  · 
Programme activities are organised under three headings: 
•  software technologies; 
•  technologies for IT components and subsystems; 
•  multimedia technologies. 
5.3 Advanced Communication Technologies 
The specific programme of  RTD and demonstration in the area of advanced communications 
technologies  and  services  1994-1998  has  a  budget  allocation  of ECU 630  million.  The 
programme  objectives  are  to  develop  advanced  communication  systems  and  services  for 
economic development and social cohesion in Europe, taking account of  the rapid evolution in 
technologies,  the changing  regulatory  situation  and  opportunities  for  the  development  of 
advanced trans-European networks and services. 
Advanced Communication Technologies are composed of  six areas of  activity: 
•  interactive digital multimedia services; 
•  photonic technologies; 
•  high-speed networking; 
•  mobility and personal communications networks; 
•  ·intelligence in networks and setvice engineering;  · 
•  quality, security and safety of  communication services and systems. 
A number of horizontal actions exist which include:  consensus development and concertation 
of  national and regional activities; international co-operation; dissemination and exploitation of 
results;  and,  professional  training  in  advanced  communication3  technologies  and  service 
management. 
,..,., 
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5.4  Socio-Economic Research 
The specific programme of  targeted socio-..conomic research 1994-1998 has received a budget 
allocation ofECU 138 million.  Its objectives are to elucidate decision-making at decentralised, 
national  or  Community  level  and  lay  the  foundation  for  the  sustainable  development  of 
Europe's  economies,  enabling  them  to  withstand  international  competition and  create jobs. 
The activities will concentrate on:  · 
•  evaluation of  science and technology policy options in Europe; 
•  research on education and training; 
•  research into social integration and social exclusion in Europe. 
5. 5  RTD  Jn.  the fields of information and  language engineering  and 
libraries 
The  horizontal  RTD  activities,  which  include  information  engineering  and  language 
engineering, are those which impact across the boundaries of other research areas,  and are of 
particular importance for the development of the  electronic infonnation services market  and 
European  competitiveness.  Issues  such  as  accessibility,  ease  of information  retrieval  and 
language barriers are addressed by the programmes outlined below.  A brief description of  the 
libraries  programme  ,  which  is  also  key  to  developing  and  meeting  demand  for  electronic 
information, is also provided. 
5.5.1  Information Engineering 
Information Engineering (IE) is  a new  sphere  of activity under the  Telematics  Applications 
area  of the  Commission's  Fourth Framework R&D  programme.  The  driving  force  is  user 
involvement &rut the aim is to permit easier and more selective access to and better usability of 
information  in all its forms. 
The primary activity will be the development of  pilot applications covering the three main areas 
of  the information chain  · 
•  electronic publishing; 
•  information. .dissemination; 
•  information retrieval. 
Following  a  call  for  proposals  for  expl~ratory actions  in  multimedia  publishing  (ret:  OJ 
C78/S51  of 15th March  1994), 22 feasibility  projects were selected to  run over a six-month IMO Annual Report 1993- 1994  Section 5 
period.  Their objective is to define and test tlre feasibility of  pilot applications in the following 
areas: 
•  asset trading; 
•  technical services and documentation; 
•  electronic newspapers and magazines; 
•  multimedia catalogues; 
•  scientific, technical and medical (STM) publishing. 
The results of  the feasibility projects will contribute to the first call for proposals in IE under 
the 4th Framework programme,  to be  published  on 15th March  1995.  Other exploratory 
actions have also been undertaken, including studies in the following areas: 
•  Europe-wide high capacity network - what is available? 
•  information transactions; 
•  project organisation, structure and management; 
•  telepublishing survey; 
•  usability study; 
•  status review of  non-text based information retrieval; 
•  information Engineering 2001 -identifying the influential technologies and their effects; 
•  corporate publishing. 
The studies will run in parallel with the feasibility projects, and the results will provide input 
into the call for pilot applications to run under the main phase of the Telematics Applications 
programme.  IE pilot applications will be accompanied by supporting actions in the following 
areas: 
•  IE research _centres network; 
•  IE academic connection; 
•  standards; 
•  usability test centres; 
•  international co-operation. 
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Work has  already begun in  two of these  areas.  A research  panel  has  been established  to 
develop links between the programme and the academic information science community, while 
the investigation of the feasibility  of a pan-European network of IE research centres is  the 
subject of  a current study.  · 
5.5.2 Language Engineering . 
With widespread use of information technology to access an increasing range of information 
services,  both at work and in the home,  the development of a strong European Information 
Services  sector will  in  large  part depend  on how  successful  the industry  is  in  overcoming 
language barriers in domestic and  glo~al markets. 
An  important  objective  of  the  Language  Engineering  programme  is  to  support  the 
incorporation of language engineering techniques into telematic systems to ensure that access 
is not limited by language.  This will allow the applications developed to play a two-fold role, 
broadening the base of participation in  a society increasingly dominated by information,  and 
ensuring that the potential market for these applications is sufficient to make these, and future 
projects, viable undertakings, particularly for SMEs. 
The language engineering research activities under the Third Framework generated significant 
scientific and technological ~suits, and sought an opportunity for industrial impact.  The need 
for  practical applications  is  now a driving force  behind  RTD activities  and  projects will  be 
undertaken in the following areas: 
•  management systems for the life cycle of  electronic documents in multiple languages; 
•  transactional teleservices such as telebank.ing and electronic directories; 
•  electronic mail and teleconferencing facilities; 
•  telematic translation services; 
•  tools for language acquisition and use in an interactive and multimedia environment. 
RTD activities will  enhance the linguistic infrastructure.  Dictionaries and typical expressions 
are  among  the most important  of the  linguistic  databases  to  which  direct  access  will  be 
required by any information system implying the use of  written or spoken language.  Progress 
will  be made  towards a fine-grained  network of these linguistic tools  accessible  throughout 
Europe. 
5.5.3  ~ibraries Programme 
Developments  within  libraries  will  influence,  and  be  influenced  by,  developments  in  the 
electronic information  services market.  By prov!din,G  a point of acces::,  and  offering value-
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added services, libraries have a role to play in the stimulation of  demand for particular products 
and services. 
The long-term aim of  the libraries programme is to assist in the creation of  a modem libraries 
infrastructure in support of economic, social and cultural life in the European Union.  Under 
the Fourth Framework Programme, the aim is to achieve further progress towards making the 
vast store of  information within European libraries accessible to a much wider audience, and to . 
facilitate user access through libraries to the world of  networked information. 
While ensuring continuity with current work, the new programme is more clearly focused on 
telematics priorities for libraries backed by stronger horizontal co-ordination.  It consists of 
three action lines  designed to enhance the role of libraries in providing services linking the 
more traditional collection-based resources with the evolving world of  electronic information: 
•  network-oriented  internal  library  systems,  designed  to  prepare  individual  libraries  for 
entering the networking world; 
•  telematics applications for interconnected library services, the key pan of the programme, 
encouraging  libraries  to  work  in  networked  environments  providing  interconnections 
between libraries themselves· as well as with their suppliers and end users; 
•  library  services for access to networked information services,  catering for links with the 
evolving electronic information world at large. 
The general objective of  the new work programme is thus to achieve systems integration based 
on an applications-oriented approach rather than one which is driven by technology. 
Special  emphasis  has been given to the reduction of disparities  at various  levels  (types of 
library, degree of access to technology, regional and cultural differences), the development of 
human resources and skills  and  the need  to achieve  concrete practical results (e.g.  through 
demonstrators). 
The  new  programme  will therefore  build  on  the  achievements  of the  start-up  programme 
(1990-1994) while allowing libraries to adapt their skills and  expertise to better access-based 
services for  a wide variety of users across Europe.  Two calls  are planned, the first for  15 
March 1995. 
77 6  KEY LEGAL AND REGULATORY ISSUES 
Legislation and- regulation are required  in the information industry in order to protect the 
interests of  the users of services and to preserve the rights of service. producers and content 
owners:  lo,  theory,  they  should  provide . a  framework  within  whic;l;l  information  and 
communications industries can flourish.  This section looks at a few Qf the most pressing legal 
issues faced by the industry today. 
At present, national and European law is under examination in the light of  the development of 
the information  society.  This  is  partly because technologies  are  changing  so  rapidly  and 
legislation in the Member States varies widely.  This has proved to be a significant cause of 
delay for debates on data protection, copyright, the legal protection of databases and,  more 
recently,  media concentration law.  In spite of these difficulties,  it is recognised that efforts 
must  continue  to  reach  consensus  if a  truly  European  market  is  to  be  established  for 
information and communications services. 
One of  the key statements of  the Bangemann report to the European Council on Europe and 
the  global information society was that it was essentit,l to develop 'a common regulatory 
approach to bring .forth a competitive, Europe-wide, market for information services.'  The 
report also acknowledged that 'disparate national regulatory reactions carry .a very real threat 
of fragmentation to the internal market'.  The areas which required priority attention were: 
protection of intellectual  property  rights;  personal  data  protection and  privacy;  electronic 
protection (encryption), legal protection and security; media ownership and competition policy. 
The Commission's Communication on Europe's Way to the Information Society - An Action 
Plan also  focused  on the areas noted in the Bangemann report,  and set out a timetable for 
adoption of legislation.  The emphasis placed on legal and regulatory issues by both of  these 
reports is likely to mean that legislation and regulation will be pushed forward more rapidly 
than would otherwise have been the case. 
Meanwhile, progress has already been made on harmonising copyright legislation lit Europe. 
The following directives have been adopted with regard to: 
•  the legal protection of  comuter programs, 
•  the rental and lending right and  certain neighbouring rights, 
•  the term of  protection of  copyright and neighbouring right, and 
•  certain  rules  concerning  copyright  and  neighbouring  rights  applilcable  to  satellite 
broadcasting and cable retransmission. 
However, there are still many areas of  law where harmonisation is a long way off, and this may 
contribute  to  barriers  to  trading  outside  national  boundaries.  Moreover,  the  degree  of 
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variation between national information-related legislation outside Europe makes it difficult for 
publishers and others to protect and manage their information services in export markets. 
During 1993 and 1994, the copyright debate took on another dimension with the investigation 
of  the Financial Times by the UK Monopolies and Mergers Commission (MMC).  The enquiry 
was into the FT Profile database and was sparked off by the FT's  decision to discontinue 
licensing  the  database  to  other hosts.  The  rationale  behind  the MM:c's  enquiry was the 
question of  whether the FT's management of its copyright materials constituted an abuse of 
monopoly power in the on-line historical news market.  After a year-long investigation, during 
which  the  MMC  heard  evidence  from  the  Financial  Times,  its  CQmpetitors  and  trade 
associations active in the industry, the Financial Times was cleared of  monopoly abuse - much 
to the relief of many other copyright holders, who feared that a contrary judgement would 
have  marked  a ·blow  to  the  ability  of major  information  companies  to  exploit  market 
opportunities throughjustifiable copyright and licensing management. 
In other areas, progress has been made over the last year in self-regulation by the European 
information industry.  'f.his includes the submission of  Guidelines for Cross-Border Control of 
Audiotex and Videotex  by the European Information Industry Association in July  1993  and 
which is  expected to be finalised  by Autumn  1994.  Although these Guidelines will  not be 
incorporated into national statutes and are still to be fully agreed, they are expected to facilitate 
the development of  cross-border markets in audiotex and videotex, where there is considerable 
variation in national regulation.  A code of  practice for information brokers was also drawn up 
in 1993 by EUSIDIC, EllA and EIRENE.  Again, this does not have the force of  law, but it is 
hoped that information brokers who subscribe to the code will be recognised by their clients as 
having sound business principles and a professional approach to their work. 
The issue of synergy between the pub~ic and ·private sector in the information market and the 
exploitation of  government-owned information by the private sector was the subject of  further 
study during 1993.  The EC-funded PUBLAW 2 project examined the impact of  Guidelines for 
public/private  synergy  originally. drawn up  in  1989.  ·  The  study found  that awareness  and 
application of  the Guidelines varied considerably amongst Member States, and a further study 
(PUBLA  W 3) is due to take place to suggest ways forward on this issue. 
A great deal has already been published on the detail of  legal developments in these and other 
information-related areas.  The aim of  following sections is therefore to place some of  the key 
legal  issues  in  a  practical  context,  assess  their  impact  on the  information  conununity  and 
examine the possible solutions which have come to light. 
6.  1  Copyright and Intellectual Property Rights 
Providing high levels of legal and technical protection of creative content will be one of the 
essential  conditions  to  ensure  the  necessary  climate  for  the  investment  needed  for  the 
development of the Information Society.  Thus, there is a need for interna1.ionally recognised 
protection for the creators and providers of  materials that wiJI be disseminated over the Global 
Information Infrastructure as  was agreed at the G-7  Conference on 25-26 February  1995  in 
Brussels.  However, much of  the copyright framework ~nshrincd in natiunal and EU  legislat~on 
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was originally developed in the context of print media, and there is a growing requirement for 
additional legislation for the protection of  other forms of  content, such as electronic datab~es. 
Practical copyright issues have manifested themselves in the form of  several distinct. problems. 
Those which have caused particular difficulties for the information industry are th~ prevention 
of  illegal copying, management of  copyright clearances and negotiation of  authors' rights. 
6.1.1  Illegal Copying 
Electronic storage media are much better suited to  quick  and  cheap  copying than are print 
media - and here lies one of  the problems which has faced the electronic info~on  industry 
since its birth.  More recently,  this problem has been exacerbated by the growing  ease with 
which multiple copies of electronic files can be distributed over networks such as the Internet. 
Unlike most forms of piracy, this kind of illegal copying can be carried out without the need 
for a physical distribution medium (such as a floppy disk}, at nlinimal cost and, in many cases, 
leaving very little trace.  The digital environment is well suited to extraction and manipulation 
of  information, and the temptations are strong.  The fear of  uncontrollable copying is probably 
the  single  biggest  factor  in  discouraging  information  providers .  from  making .their  services 
available over networks such as the Internet.  · 
As with most crime,  prevention would be better than cure in the case of illegal copying.  The 
best way of  tackling the problem may be to make it so quick,  easy and cost effective to obtain 
copies legally,  that illegal copying on an individual or large .scale basis becomes unnecessary. 
This may be an unrealistic dream at present, but research taking place into systems for taking 
on-line payments for information transactions, (such as the EC CITED project), is a step in the 
right direction.  So too are moves on the part of information providers to make it easier for 
users to make legal copies.  In Spring of 1994, for example, Dialog-DataStar announced that it 
would  offer  corporate  users  a service  by  which  they  could  make  legal  copies  within their 
organisation.  For services such as electronic document delivery, it will be absolutely essential 
that  a  workable  copyright  framework  is  established,  and  this  will  require  considerable 
discussion and negotiation between information providers and users.  · 
A very recent  dimension to the copying problem is the question of liability for  files  illegally 
copied over bulletin boards.  In the US, for instance, CompuServe is fighting a claim by the US 
National Music Publishers Association that it is liable for the illegal copying of MIDI music 
files over its bulletin boards.  CompuServe says that it takes exhaustive steps to prevent illegal 
copying,  and that as the distributor it is  not liable for  copyright infringements by users.  The 
outcome  of this  and  other bulletin  board  disputes  will  be  watched  closely  by  those  in  the 
electronic information business. 
Looking at other content industries, there is still a great deal to fear from piracy.  The Business 
Software Alliance (BSA) has initiated a campaign in Europe to crack down on software theft. 
It recently found that, in 1993, the Spanish software industry lost £330m (ECU 256m) in 1993 
as  a result  of piracy,  and  that  illegal  copying  in  Italy  costs software  houses  some  £166.Sm 
(ECU 129m} a year.  However, the Software Directive passed by the  Council in  1991 had to 
be implemented by 1 January 1993  nto national legislation and there s.re signs of  improvement. 
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. In Italy, for example, the proportion of software in use whic~ is pirated dropped from 86 per 
cent in 1992 to SO per cent in 1993, according to BSA  In the~  business software piracy 
fell  from  almost  SO  per cent  in  1992  to  27  per cent  in 1993.  Meanwhile,  the  Software 
Publishers Association has estimated that in  1993,  some  £4.4bn (ECU 3.4bn) worth of PC 
software was stolen world-wide. 
6.1.2 Copyright Clearance . 
The widespread development of  multimedia applications will require the clearance of  rights for 
small elements of  text, images, video and sound.  The publisher of  a multimedia encyclopaedia, 
for example,  might be faced  with thousands, if  not millions,  of clearances.  The cost of this 
process, (including a huge administrative cost as well as actual rights payments), could easily 
acco1Jnt for more of  the total production bill than design and software development. 
Although a few fixed price databases of  copyright cleared materials have been put together for 
developers  to  exploit  (such  as  Andromeda's  Resource  Bank),  the  volume  and  range  of 
materials they  contain represent no  more than a drop  in the  ocean.  The cost and  delay of 
copyright  clearing  for  multimedia  products  is  one  of the  biggest  motivations  behind  the 
investment in content ownership by applications developers.  In tum, these practical difficulties 
help to increase the perceived value of  content rights and content companies. 
One of  the possible solutions to the problem may be the establishment of a single electronic 
information  copyright  clearing  house,  which  would  co-ordinate  functions  handled  by 
·organisations like the UK's Copyright Licensing Agency and Performing Rights Society.  This 
would enable developers to approach a single organisation for its clearances and with which to 
carry out transactions.  This concept is already the subject of considerable debate within the 
industry, but a great deal more work will be needed to develop a workable solution. 
6.1.3 Author Rights 
Authors' interests do  not alway!; coincide with these of publishers seeking to maximise their 
revenues through electronic venioning and outside licensing of electronic rights,  and tending 
to view author rights clearances. as something which must be accomplished with the minimum 
cost  and  time  outlay.  Originators  may  be  aware  of the  opportunities  which  electronic 
publishing affords, but are rarely in a position to judge the value of intellectual properties in a 
market of  which they may have very sketchy knowledge and where standard author/publisher 
royalty relationships are yet to ,emerge.  .  .  . 
The very fact that publishers need to get permission from authors in  order to: create electronic 
versions of  their works is becdming commonly known in the publishing community.  · 
So far, attempts to bring together publishers and originators in discussion-~vcr electronic rights 
have been less than productive.  In the longer term, it is possible that standard rights formulas 
will  be deyeloped  alongside those used  in  print  publishing.  In the  meantime,  authors,  their 
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agents and the associations representing them -will need to inform themlelva u  to the _nature 
of  the opportunity.  · 
6.2  Legal Protection of Databases 
The proposed Directive for ·the legal protection of databases regulates the specific problems 
which  arise  u  a  result  of the  use  of electronic  data  proceuina  equipment  for  1t0r1p, 
processing and retrieval of  information.  It addresses both the creative and eccmomic upecta of 
the protection of  databases to atinJlate investment and to keep pace with the demand for on-
line information services.  The proposed Directive aet1 out to harmoDile ~  protection 
of  compilations of  data and other materials that fulfil common eliaibiJity criteria for protection. 
One  of the fundamental  problems  associated  with  copyrip,t in  databues is  the  notion .  of 
originality,. which forms  the buis for  much  of the national  copYrisht leaWation and which 
varies  considerably  from  country  to  country.  Telephone  directories  and  other  reference 
databases have been the subject of  discuuion in this context, partly becauae they do not fit into 
traditional interpretations of  originality and represent a comp~  dataset, .rather than one 
which requires originality in the method of  selection.  At present, it'ia possible for a database to 
t;e copyright protected under the legislation of  one country and not in another. 
In addition, tho proposed Directive provides for a legal innovations by aiving protection to the 
investmeDt into a database.  It is a sut gtneris. right to prevent unauthorised extraction and/or 
reutlisation from the databue that referes to infringing acts committed by users of  competitors. 
Unoriginal databases are not copyrightable.  A. posteriori protection apinst parasitic behaviour 
by competitors, is provided by unfair competition law .only in 10m0 Member States but not in 
others.  Sui gmtris right is therefore intended to create.a common lepl eawironment in which 
investment can be stimulated and protected against misappropriation. 
The initial proposal for. a Directive resulted in various amendments durin& the first reading in 
the European Parliament.  An amended proposal (issued by the Commission in October 1993) 
attempted to clarify some. of  the issues.  In the meantime, additional progress has beell made 
and it is to be hoped that the legislative process will lead to adoption of  the Directive without 
undue delay.  It should be recalled that the Commission's Action Plan on Europe's Way to the 
Infonnation Society indicates that the Council is  invited to adopt the Directive on the legal 
protection of  databases as a matter of  urgency. 
The  future  Directive  will  be  a  cornerstone  in  the  construction  of the  European ·Union's 
regulatory framework related to the intellectual property aspects of  the Information Society. 
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6.3  Data Protection 
Since the Convention on Data Protection produced by the Council of Europe in 1981, the 
storage and use of  data concerning individuals has been a significant issue for the industry in 
general  and  for  the  information  industry  in  particular.  Following  the  Convention, 
developments in legislation have taken place at a national, European and  international level 
which  are  too  numerous  and  complex  to  discuss  in  depth  here.  However,  it  is  worth 
considering the key issues at stake and examining the possible implications of the EC's Draft 
Directive on Data Protection. 
Data protection legislation is intended to protect the fundamental rights and freedom of  natural 
persons, and in particular their right to privacy.  Depending on the stringency of the national 
jurisdiction, this might include any electronic file in which names of individuals are found and 
might even include manual records.  Data protection therefore has major implications for the 
information industry: most obviously for companies involved in activities such as credit rating, 
list  services  and  direct  mail,  but  also  for  directory  publishers,  bibliographical  database 
producers and, in some countries, the press.  The problem faced by regulators and by industry 
at  present  is  the degree  to which  national  law  varies,  even within Europe.  In this  field, 
however, the European Union is ahead of  all other regions in the world. 
Most  European  countries  share  a  lowest  common  denominator  of  data  protection 
requirements.  This includes principles such as the fair and lawful processing of personal data. 
Moreover,  a  certain number of rights  are granted to the persons· whose  personal data are 
processed (data subjects).  For example. data s~bjects have the right to know what information 
is  held about them, to inspect that information and to sue for damage caused by inaccurate 
data.  Naturally,  there  are  exceptions  where  national  security  and  crime  prevention  are 
concerned, but in general, users of personal data must abide by certain general principles and 
must have systems in place to prevent unauthorised access, deletion or amendment of  records. 
In addition, in some cases, personal data may be processed only if  the data subject has given 
his/her  consent.  Some  legislation  also  says  that  data  subjects  should  know  to  whom 
information  about  them  has  been  passed,  and  some  extend  all  of their  data  protection 
legislation to print records. 
For the information services industry, where data collections are increasingly global in their 
coverage and target markets are often international, the degree of  variation can present serious 
problems.  Different  media  may  attract  different  treatment;  in  the  UK,  Ireland  and 
Luxembourg, for example, microfilm is not covered by data protection legislation, although it 
is  in most other European countries.  There are differences in  the definition of data and  of 
personal data which can lead to debates such as whether real-time or other transitory electronic 
data is subject to data protection.  The problems extend to information users too.  For example, 
buyers of  CD-ROMs in some countries are liable to data protection law (on the basis that they 
can download and manipulate the data if they so choose), although in others they are not (on 
the basis that the content of  CD-ROMs cannot be amendea). 
The wide variation in national legislation (to the extent that GreP.cc  and  Italy have not yet 
ratified the 1981  Convention and even have no law at all) prompted the Commission to press 
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forward with a European Directive.  The Council adopted its common position on the draft 
directive on the protection of  individuals with regard to the processing of  personal data and the 
free movement of  such data on 20 February 1995 and final adoption after the $eCOnd reading 
the European Parliament is expected at the beginning of  1996.  Furthermore, discussion on the 
proposal for a directive concerning the pro~ection of  personal data and privacy in the context 
of  digital telecommunications networks (ISDN) should continue in the Council with a view to 
adopting a common position. 
The  general · directive  seeks  to  facilitate  the  free  movement. of personal  data  Within  the 
Community by affording individuals a high level of  protection with regard to the processing of 
personal data.  Harmonisation of the relevant national laws has proved necessary because of 
the wide divergence between them and of  the increasing need to exchange data resulting from 
the completion of the internal market.  ·The specific directive in the telecommunications field 
will adapt and complete the general principles in order to ensure protection in ·this specific 
environment  and  the free  movement  of telecommunications  equipment  and  services in the 
Community. 
The protection of  personal data and privacy is essential for the development of  the Information 
Society ancl the information market at a global level.  Therefore, work on the two proposals 
should be finished as soon as possible.  International co-operation should be intensified with a 
view to establishing an international legal framework on personal data protection and privacy. 
/ 
6.4 Access to information held by government bodies 
One of  the largest gatherers of information is government and the public sector, in its various 
forms.  In the United States access to such information by the private sector for commercial 
purposes  is  expressly  permitted  by  statute  (at least  as  far  as the activities  of the Federal 
government and_its agencies are concerned).  The information service industry has benefited as 
a result. 
In many European countries, the right of business to use information collected by the public 
sector is much more restricted.  ~  demonstrated in the PUBLAW study, the legal situation 
and government policies vary from Member State to Member State.  Access to different types 
of  information may be permitted by law, or there may be no general provisions.  Commercial 
re-use of  such information may be expressly forbidden.  Some countries have restrictive legal 
conditions on free access, but aim to maximise financial returns. 
The PUBLA  W 2 study examined the impact of  the Guidelines for public/private sector synergy 
originally  drawn  up  in  1989.  The  study  showed  that  awareness .and  application  of the 
Guidelines varied considerably amongst Member States.  The North American situation was 
also examined in detail.  A well-attended meeting in 1993  discussed these issues and showed 
that the private sector was dissatisfied  with existing  rules,  while the public  sector was not 
convinced ofthe need for Community intervention in the form o(a directive. 
If the  European information industry  is  to  compete effectively  in the global market place, 
considerable attention needs to be paid to practical ways of encouraging co-operation on fair 
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terms between the public and private sectors.  The next step in this direction has been launched 
with tho start of  study PUBLA  W 3. 
85 .  . 
7  DEVELOPMENTS IN THE EUROPEAN INFORMATION' 
CONTENT SECTOR IN 1  993 
The following section is intend¢ to provide an overview of  developments across the fuR range 
of  the information industry over the last year, although it is inevitably impoqible to cover all of 
the technologies and  markets  represented by  the  ever-growing  information industries.  The 
breadth  of coverage  in this  section,  (ranging  from  traditional  on-line  databases  to  music 
publishing and VIdeo on Demand), reflects the widening context of  the electroDic information 
. sector u  discussed in section 2.1 of  this report. 
•· 
The range of  media and platforms available for information service delivery ia growing rapidly. 
This  makes it  increasingly difficult  for  infonnatiori  providers  to asse11  the  poteatial of the 
various technologies for their target markets.  The technologies themselves are chansing so 
_  rapidly that publishert are often wary of  developing electronic products because they fear that 
new technologies will supersede their chosen delivery media and that investment in electronic 
product development will therefore be wasted. 
In fact, it is becoming clear that the publishers and information providers which haw most to 
.. gain from new media markets are· those which maintain their data resources in standardised 
digital funnats; which can then be  exploited  through u  many  or u  few  delivery media  as 
appropriate.  Furthermore, the emergence of  a specialist electronic publishing and development 
sector means that information owners can exploit their resources thrOUJh licensiDa to third 
parties, even if  they are not yet ready to carry out electronic product development themselves. 
The extent to which new technologies will supersede their older  counterparts is a question 
which  faces  the industry at regular intervals.  In the  late  eighties  and  early  nineties,  some 
foreclsters warned that CD-ROM would be the death of on-line.  The reality bu been that  · 
some on-line business has miped to CD-ROM, but that the two uledi& have very different 
merits which allow  them to  co-exist.  Indeed,  CD-ROM hu helped  to expand  the  overall 
market  rather than  merely  splitting  it.  In recent  months,  it  has  been  suggested  by  some 
commentators. that the Internet will  be the agent which finally kills  off the on-line business. 
This is unlikely to be the  case,  although those on-line companies which are able to exploit 
network opportunities in addition to !fleir other busines~es will be in a strona position .. 
7.1  On-line Databases 
The on-line sector is the oldest and most established of the information businesses and, not 
surprisingly,  it no longer enjoys the exponential growth rates seen in newer areas like CD-
ROM and multimedia.  -Nevertheless, on-line market growth in Europe wa:s around  13  or 14 
per  cent  in  the  period  1989  to  1991,  which  is  encouraging  bearing  in  mind  the  overall 
economic climate.  Figures for  1992 suggest that growth since the previous year  may have 
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been u  high u  20 per cent.  Real-time infonnation services _still make up the biggest share of 
the  European  on-line  market,  and  the  bulk  of sales  continue  to  be  generated  by.  large 
corporations with o~-1ine budgets and infonnation professionals at their disposal.  Meanwhile, 
growth in the number and range of  databues available continues apace. 
7 .1.  1 The On-line Market 
Reliable  and  up-to-date figures  for  the on-line  sector are  still  difficult  to find.  The joint 
EllAIEC Co-ordinated Host Survey provides useful European data for the supply side up to 
1992, and a few market research reports have been published which cover the demand side, 
although  these  have  varied  in  quality  and  accuracy.  The Host Survey  provide  the  most 
consistent overview of  the European situation over a period of  years.  Table 7.1  shows on-line 
revenues between 1989 and 1992, and indicates that, in spite of general recession, the on-line 
industry sustained relatively high levels of  growth between 1989 and 1991, and that during the 
period 1991 to 1992, revenues grew by nearly 17 per cent. 
Table 7.1  Professional EU On-line Revenues (Including Videotex), 1989-1992 
EU On-line Revenues  Percentage Growth 
(MECU) 
1989  2,203.1  -
1990  2,491.6  13.1. 
1991  3,121.7  25.3 
1992  3,643.2  16.7 
Source: EIIA/EC Fourth Co-ordinated Survey 
(Figures re-stated at 1992 exchange rates) 
The EIIAIEC survey also  breaks down these figures  by origin of revenues (see Table 7.2). 
Interestingly  enough,  these  suggest that the  proportion of total revenues  earned  in  export 
markets outside the EU fell slowly but steadily between 1989 and 1992, from 39 per cent to 32 
per cent.  This may be partly accounted for by unfavourable exchange rates.  The proportion of  · 
intra-EU sales  also  fell  back slightly  in  1992,  whilst  national  sales  grew substantially  as  a 
proportion of the total.  The  largest  proportion of non-EU  export  sales  continued  to  be 
generated in North America, where exports amounted to 288.2 MECU in 1992.  Sales to the 
US represented 11.5 per cent of  the total in 1992, compared with 14.9 per cent in 1989. 
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Tabla 7.2  Geographical Ar:talysls of On-line Reva·nues (Excluding Videotex) 
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The  Simba/Communications  Trends  1993  Online  Services  report  indicated  that  in  1992, 
Europe-based on-line companies generated revenues ofUS$ 3.24bn (ECU 2.79bn).  According 
to Simba,  Europe's overall  share of the on-line market fell  by three per cent during  1992, 
bringing it down to 32 per cent.  Sirnba'~ figures for Europe appear quite low when compared 
with those produced by  the EllAIEC  survey.  This  might be partly because they  have  not 
included  independent  subsidiary  companies  based  in  the EU but  ultimately  owned  by  US 
comparues. 
In the US, the electronic information services market grew by  16 per cent in 1993, according 
to the 1994 US Industrial Outlook, reaching US$ 13.6bn (ECU 11.7bn).  Around 65  per cent 
of  this total (ie around ECU 7 .6bn) was thought to be attributable to on-line revenues.  The 
market for all  electronic information services is  expected to grow' by a further  15  per cent 
during 1994, with revenues up to US$ 15.6bn &CU 13.4bn). 
Real-time services continue to play a crucial role in the on-line industry, and still represented 
over half of  total EU revenues (nearly 54 per cent) in  1992.  Having said· that, the proportion. 
of real-time revenues has  fallen  steadily  since  1990,  when they  accounted for  59  per cent. 
Falling  growth  rates  in  real-time  services  has  partly  been  a  result  of general  recession  in 
financial and banking industries,  but is also a sign of the comparative maturity of this sector. 
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Non-real-time services, on the other hand, enjoyed growth of  nearly 27 per cent in the period 
between 1991 and 1992. 




Source: EIIA/EC Fourth Co-ordinated Survey 
(Figures re-stated at 1992 exchange rates) 
1711.4 
Reuters and Telekurs continue to dominate the European real-time market.  In 1993, Reuters 
acquired  Quotron,  Citicorp's  real-time  news,  equities  analysis  and  stock  price  division. 
Although Quotron is  widely  considered to be  a  declining business in the US,  it does give 
Reuters a lever into the US ·market.  Reuters• results for 1993 indicated a turnover of  £1,874m, 
(ECU 2,436m) representing an increase of 19.5 per cent since the previous year.  Profit before 
tax was up 14.9 per cent on the previous year to £440m (ECU 572m). 
It is  comparatively  easy to spl.it  out real-time  and  non real-time  revenues,  but analysis  of 
industry  revenue  by  subject  or sector is  rather  more  difficult.  The  only  subject  analysis 
provided by the EliA/EC survey relates to electronic infonnation service revenues generally 
and not just on-line, and these are indicated in Table 7 .4. JMOAnnualReport 1993-1994  Section 7 
Table 7.4  Subject Analysis of EU Electronic Information' Revenues,  1990-1992 
1990  1991  1992 
%  %  % 
MECU  Total  MECU  Total  MECU  Total 
Finance  1,815.6  70.6  . 1,841.7  60.2  1611.1  60.2 
Business  649.5  25.2  883.0  28.8  993.4  28.8 
Govt.  41.7  1.6  178.6  5.8  230.2  5.8 
STM  50.3  2.0  96.7  3.2  104.4  3.2 
Other  15.9  0.6  60.8  2.0  53.4  2.0 
Source: EIIA/EC Fourth Co-ordinated Survey 
(Figures re-stated at 1992 exchange rites) 
Simba provides a more detailed breakdown of  on-line markets by subject, (Table 7.5) although 
unfortunately, these are not broken down by region. 
Table 7.5  Subje~t Analysis of Worldwide On-line Revenues, 1988-1992 
%of 
Total 
1988  1989  1990  1991  1992  in 
(MECU)  (MECU)  (MECU)  (MECU)  (MECU)  1992 
Brokerage  2,698.2  3,055.8  3,385.3  3,580.9  3,847.7  44 
Credit  t ,405.2  1,468.9  1,493.8  1,521.8  1,633.6  19 
Fin.News/Rch.  1,051.8  11160,1  1,301.2  1,426.7  1,591.0  18 
Legal/Reg.  399.0  509.7  577.5  611.5  649.7  7 
Profssnl.  354.5  446.4  499.9  529.0.  568.6  7 
End User  90.3  123.8  205.3  295.5  398.5  5 
Marketing  8.2  12.9  19.3  26.7  34.4  >1 
Source: Simba/Communications Trends  t 993 
Forecasting the on-line market becomes more and more difficult as new technologies emerge. 
The potential impact of  the Internet on traditional on-line sales is particularly difficult to assess, 
and depends largely upoa the ability of on-line companies to inn()l{ate and diversify in terms of 
delivery options.  Simba have estimated that growth in on-line sales worldwide will be around 
8 tO 8.5 per cent in the period 1994 to 1997, bringing worldwide revenues up to  13 BECU at 
the end of  that period.  (See Table 7.6.) 
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Table 7.6  Worldwide On-line Service Sales Forecast 
Solu  (8£CU) 
14r--------------------------------r.r.r.a 
2 
1988 1989 1990 1991  1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 
Source: Simba/Communications Trends, 1993 
7 .1.2 Availability and Usa of On-line Databases 
Work carried out by 9a!e Research Inc. as part of  their 1993 Directory of  Databases indicates 
that the overall volume of  on-line searches continues to grow rapidly, with an estimated 44.4 
million searches having taken place in 1992, excluding searches on transactional services.  The 
previous year, the figure had been estimated at 34.5 million.  The same ·  ·irectory listed a total 
of 7,907  databases in  its  1993  edition (reflecting the position in  1992),  up from  7,637 the 
previous year and 6,750 in  1990.  It is unclear,  however,  what proportion of databases were 
available in portable formats (such as CD-ROM) as opposed to on-line.  Furthermore, the Gale 
directory is very much geared towards the American market,  although it claims to cover all 
regions.  It nevertheless  appears  to be the  most  comprehensive  of the  on-line  directories 
currently available and is th'erefore useful as a general indicator of  trends. 
The breakdown of  services by subject area in 1992 is indicated in Table 7. 7. 
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Table 7.  7  Databases .by Subject Area, -1992 
Subiect  Number of Databases  Percenta_g_e of Total 
Business  2,824  33 
Science/Technical/Engineering  1,492  19 
Law  .  886  11 
Health/Life Sciences  728  9 
General  .  700  9 
Social Sciences  447  6 
News  386  5 
Kumanities  314  4 
Multidlsciollna_ry_(Academlc)  296  4 
Source: Gale Directory of Databases,  1993 
According to Gale, the proportion of  commercial database producers is still rising significantly, 
and  reached  75  per ·cent in. 1992,  up from 70  per cent the previous year.  Meanwhile, the 
proportion  of  databases  produced  by  government  institutions  and  by  not-for-profit 
organisations appears to be falling slowly, making up 15 per cent and 9 p.er cent respectively in 
1992.  The remainder is  made up of databases published jointly by the  public  and  private 
sectors.  Within  Europe,  however,  the  proportion  of public  sector  databases  is  higher, 
reflecting the more active role which governments tend to play in information provision  .  . 
Details of  the provision and use of  on-line services in the home are contained in section 7. 7 of 
this report  . 
. 7.2  Optical Information Media 
Since the publication of the first CO-ROMs in the mid  1980's,· industry commentators have 
been predicting an explosion in optical disc publishing.  For many years it seemed as though 
the prediction was yet another instance of  the widening gap between hype and reality which is 
typical of high-tech industries.  1993, however, will  probably go down as the year that CD-
ROM really took off,  in  the sense that  many  more organisations actually  started to make 
money out of CD-ROM publishing and that optical discs began to enter the consciousness of 
the general  public.  1993  was also  the year  that many  computer hardware  manufacturers 
started including  CD-ROM drives  as  standard on their top range computers,  and low-cost 
mu!timedia upgrade kits became a common sight in generalist computer mail order catalogues 
and retail outlets. 
7 .2.1 Platforms 
The availability of these kits and the grc ·wing installed base of multimedia-capable PCs has 
meant that multimedia publishing on the standard CD-ROM XA (extended architecture) format 
gained much wider acceptance, although the number of  proprict:uy multimedia platforms based 
on the CD-ROM standard has continued to increase.  By the end of 1993, these included not 
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only Philips' CD-i, Commodore's CD-TV, Tandy's VIS and Kodak's Photo CD, but also JDO,  . 
Sony's MMCD and Commodore's CD32 games console,  not to mention the Sega CO-based 
console,  Saturn.  Agreement was  also  reached  on a  standard for video  publishing  on CD 
(Video CD) towards the end of  1993. 
7 .2.2 Installed Base of Readers 
According to the sixth edition of the Optical Publishing Industry Assessment (OPIA) report, 
(published by Infotech), the installed base of  CD-ROM drives grew by  ISS per cent in 1993, 
bringing the total base to a figure of  around 11.4 million worldwide.  The report suggests that 
this was mainly a result of bundling of drives and 'vigorous sales of aftennarket readers [ie 
drives purchased for coMection to PCs already in use] especially in American and European 
markets'.  The European installed base by mid-1994 is estimated at between 1.5 to 2 million, 
whilst the US  is way ahead with an estimated installed base of over 7 million.  The price of 
CD-ROM drives have been slower to fall in Europe than in the US, which partly accounts for 
the difference.  Things are changing, though: in France for example, 80,000 drives were sold in 
1993- a fourfold increase since 1992 when 20,000 were sold (source: EuroCD).  ' 
Suggestions of  growth at the level quoted in the OPIA report came as something of  a surprise 
to the information industry, although Infotech claims that its previous estimates had erred on 
the side of  caution, and that it had not anticipated such a take-off in 1993.  At the beginning of 
1994,  it was thought that over 10  per cent of desktop computers-worldwide had CD-ROM 
drives, the expectation being that by 1999, almost every desktop PC will have access to either 
a standalone or networked CD-ROM reader.  The report forecasts that the installed base of 
readers will more than double in 1994 to reach almost 24.9 million. 
These figures  indicate a major take-off in  CD-ROM over the past year and,  according to a 
report published by Freeman Associates in California in May 1994, the current installed base of 
drives may be even greater than that estimated by OPIA, (see Table 7.8 below), although the 
rate of  growth in tenns of  installed base and shipments is likely to fall off after 1994, according 
to the Freeman report. 
Table 7.8  Worldwide CD-ROM Drive Installed Base and Sales, 1993-1999 
.  Shipments (000s)  %Growth Since  Installed Base at 
Previous Year  Year End  (000s) 
1993  8,322  141  12,997 
1994  13,699  63  25,696 
1995  18,600  37  42,141 
1996  22,700  22  60,396 
1997  25,600  13  78,245 
1998  28,150  10  94,597 
1999  29,600  5  108,050 
Source:  Freeman Associates Inc. 
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OPIA, on the other hand, .forecasts another rapid growth phase betWeen 1997 ~  1999, at the 
end of which the worldwide installed base of drives will be over 250 million.  Of this total, 
OPIA forecasts that over SO million will be made up of  TV set-top drives. 
7 .2.3 Availability of Titles 
The  tremendous. growth in  the  number  of CD-ROM titles  available  continued· throughout 
1993,  with  l'FPL•s  figures  indicating  3,597  published  titles  worldwid~ at  the  bejinmng  of 
1993, rising to 4, 731  by the middle of  the year.  TFPL's 1994 CD-ROM Directory (published 
in early January 1994 and therefore reflecting the position towards the end of 1993), showed 
another huge leap in numbers to 5,379.  TFPL predicts that if  tho growth continues at the same 
rate, 3,000 new titles will be produced m  1994. 
The  OPIA  report  indicates  an  even  higher  number  of titles  than that suggested. by ~. 
OPIA gives a figure of 8,100 CD-ROM titles in print worldwide in 1993, although this figure 
includes nearly 3,600 titles produced in-house by companies for internal use, for applications· 
such as in-house training and reference.  Such titles are not counted in the TFPL directory. 
The OPIA report indicates growth of 54 per cent in the number of  titles in. print during 1992, 
and suggests that numbers of  titles will reach around 10,700 during  1994 and around  13,000 
during 1995. 
The growing number of  consumer and general interest CD-ROM titles is partly responsible for 
substantial  growth  in  the  number  of titles  available,  although  the  number  of arts  and 
humanities, business and language titles all grew by over 60 per cent between 1993  and 1994 
according to  TFPL.  Table  7.9  shows  the  biggest  subject  areas  for  CD-ROM  in  terms  of 
number of  titles published. 
Table 7.9  Top Ten Subject Areas for CD-ROM by Number of Titles, 1994 
.• 
% 
Subject  Number of  %of Total  Increase 
Titles  93/94 
General Interest, Leisure  1,043  19.0  73'.8 
Arts, Humanities  724  13.2  61.9 
Education, Training, Cafeers  631  11.6  48.8 
Computers, Computer Programmes  510  9.3  47.8 
Advertising, Design, Marketing  . 429  7.8  5~:2 
Busifless and Company  426  7.7  60.7 
Languages, Linguistics  417  7.6  61.6 
Crime, Law, Legislation  399  7.3  34.3 
Science, Technology  386  7.0  37.8 
Maps, Geoaraohv  332  6.0  26.7 
Source: TFPL Publishing 
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Compared  with the US,  Europe  hu a larger  number  of companies  enppd in CD-R.OM 
related ·actMtiel, but this il a symptom of  the ftqmented nature of  the market.  Indeed, the 
difficukiet of  telling to the whole of  the European market is reflected in the fact tbat there are 
almost ~  u many distributon ia  Europe u there are in the US (129 in Ew'ope IDd 449 in 
the  US  acoordiq to  TFPL  'a  1994  CD-ROM  Directory).  The  relative  politioas  in  the 
publithing of  CD-llOM titlea has remai.J fairly COilltlllt ~.1990,  with the US ICCOUiltiDs 
for  a little  over  60  percent. of tid• llld Eutope around  30  per  cent.  The leosr&Pbical 
breakdovm.ofCD~R.OM  companiea&Dd titles it  provided in Table 7.10. 
Table 7.  10  Origin of CD-ROM and Multimedia CD Companies and Tides, 1994  · 
.......................................  · ...... . 
·  •  NQ.  of  Componl ...  No.  of Title• 
Source: TFPL Publishing 
7 .2.4 Markets, Sales and Pricing 
Worldwide revenues for CD-ROM titles in  1993  wero estimated by-OPIA to be USS  9.6bn 
(ECU 8.2Sbn),  although this  figure  includes  in-house  as  well  as  publicly  available  discs. 
Combined revenues for titles and drives were  estimated at US$12.2bn (ECU  lO.Sbn),  and 
were expected to reach around US$ 22bn (ECU 18.9bn) by 1994 and around USS S6bn (ECU 
48.2tm} by 199S.  Revenues  for  commercial  titles  are forecast  to reach nearly US$  120bn 
(ECU 103.2bn) by 1999, up from arQUAd US$ 4Qbn (ECU 34.4bn) in 1996.  However, these 
figures should be treated with a certain amount of  caution.  This is a very dynamic and young 
market and, although prospects for growth are good, it is difficult at this stage to quantify the 
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impact·  of developments  in  other  areas,  especially  those  taking  place  in  the  network 
environment. 
According to OPIA,  the traditional CD-ROM sector, (namely professional, library corporate 
and ·government),  continues to form  the core of the market,  largely  because of the  higher 
margins which can be achieved on products in this range.  Averap prices of  pro&aional and 
busiriess CD-ROMa during  1993  were said to range between US$ 700 and USS ,900 (ECU 
600-775), whilst consumer multimedia titles,  which accounted for a large proportion of'unit 
sales, ranged from USS  50-US$~125 (ECU 45-11 0).  .  . 
During the period 1991 to 1992, Europe may have accounted for only 20 per cent of  the world 
CD-ROM market, although this is expected to have grown sipUicantly by the end of 1994. 
Growth in revenues from professional CD-ROM titles in Europe hu been arlmatic in recent 
years.  The EIIAIEC Fourth Co-ordinated Survey indicated that revenues srew by 173 per cent 
between 1990 and 1991 to ECU 79.3m, and by a further 93  per cent between 1991 and 1992 
to ECU152.7m. 
Retail sales of  CD-ROM are growing in Europe, as major retail outlets begin stocking games, 
entertainment and  consumer reference titles.  In mid-1993,  the ~et  research firm Gallup 
reported zero sales for retail CD-ROM in the UK, the amounts being negligible in comparison 
to other media.  When Gallup reported again six months later, CD-ROM accounted for 4 per 
cent of the  total.  Admittedly,  reference CD-ROMs  made up  a small  part of this,  with the 
greatest proportion of  sales represented by games formats (1.4 per cent for CD32 titles and 1.6 
per cent for Sega titles).  Nevertheless, CD-ROM is becoming firmly established in the retail 
market. 
7.3  Multimedia 
Despite the huge volume of  material published about multimedia in 1993, in both the specialist 
and the newspaper press, there is still a great deal of  confusion as to the meaning of  the term. 
In its broadest sense, multimedia is an expression used to describe services where a number of 
media elements are combined and  an interactive environment created.  Such media elements 
might include  s~chable text,  sound and  still  and  moving images.  Multimedia is frequently 
associated with CO-based products, although it is by no means confined to such media.  -
The availability of  broadband communications and compression technologies makes it possible 
to offer interactive multimedia serviCes over networks, although in practical terms in the EU, 
this type  of multimedia  is  at present  largely  confined  to ISDN-based  services  fo~ business. 
Two  UK-based  companies,  On-Demand  Information  and  Perfect  Information  have  begun 
offering  business  information  services  via  ISDN  in  the  past year,  and  others are  likely  to 
follow, especially in the product information sector.  Fully interactive, networked multimedia is 
unlikely to be a feature  in the home until there has  been significant further development of 
cable and ATM switching and of compression techniques.  Meanwhile, developments such as 
interactive TV are also  being described under the multimedia umbrella, although the level of 
interactivity offered by such services is likely to be restricted in the first instance.  (See section 
7.8.3 for further discussion of  interactive TV technologies and markets). 
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Information Worbtation Group in the US predicts· that multimedia in its widest sense will be 
worth US$  30bn  (ECU  25.8bn)  by  1998  in North America  alone.  Their  report  entitled 
Multim•dia  Opportuniti•s  suggests  that  the  three  biggest  application  areas  will  be 
entertaillment, with USS 9.1bn (ECU 7.8bn) multimedia-attributable revenues, the publishing 
proceu (multimedia production and publiahing activitiea), USS 4. 7bn (ECU 4bn} and special 
effects US$ 3.Sbn (BCU 3bn).  Education and training applications are .expected to generate 
multimediJ-attributable revenues ofUSS 3.3bn (ECU 2.8bn) by 1998. 
CD-bued multimedia hu captured the imagination of  the public and of  the press over the last 
year, although the European market for· consumer multimedia is still small in comparison with 
the traditional CD-ROM market.  The OPIA report sugeata that consumer multimedia may 
account for u little u  20 per cent of  overall CD-ROM revenues. 
However, a consumer boom in multimedia and games CDs was experienced in 1993,  mainly 
during the last quarter of the year.  The American Software Publishers Association said that 
sales of products from 62  major CD-ROM software  publishers in 1993  amounted  to ·US$ 
202m (ECU 173.7m) from eight million units sold.  USS  102m (BCU 87.72m) of this total 
came during the fourth quarter, when four million units were sold.  Reference products such as 
encyclopaedias  and  dictionaries  accounted  for  40  per  cent  of sales,  games  and  home 
entertainment  30  per cent and  home  education 24  per cent.  Whether  or not  this  can  be 
replicated in Europe will depend partly on the willingness of  bookshop chains, music and video 
stores, and consumer electronics retailers to stock CD-ROM products.; 
Much of the activity  surrounding the development  of multimedia  CD  technology  has  been 
undertaken by hardware companies and consumer electronics manufacturers.  Thus, companies 
like Philips, Commodore and Tandy have developed multimedia playen based on proprietary 
architectures which often .require application developers to pay a license fee or royalties for the 
right to publish titles for the platfonn. 
More recently,  developments in compression standards on CD-ROM (especially the :MPBG  . 
video standard), has made it possible to create multimedia applications on a standard CD-ROM 
with eXtended Architecture for audio-visual material (hence CD-ROM XA).  CD-ROM XA is 
an industry standard and is not proprietary to any single manufacturer.  Unlike platforms like 
CD-i or 3DO, it does not require users to buy dedicated hardware, although full multimedia on 
CD-RqM XA does require add-on equipment such u  sound and video cards.  The installed 
base of  multimedia PCs appears to be growing enormously and developers of  general reference 
and 'edutainment' titles may therefore decide to ·opt for CD-ROM XA rather than be tied to an 
individual manufacturer's  platform.  The growth in installed  base of Windows  ~Cs and  the. 
popularity of  the Windows environment has led many CD-ROM XA publishers to choose this 
format.  'Distinct markets are likely  tc;,  emerge for PC-based and television-based multimedia, 
and whilst CD-ROM XA and Wmdows may dominate in the former, the proprietary platforms 
will continue to play· a strong role in the latter . 
.  Philips'  ritultimedia  CD  player,  CD-i,  was  first  launched  in  the  US  in  October  1991  and 
European launches began with the UK in April 1992.  At the end of 1993, Philips announced 
that sales of  their CD-i player had reached 300,000 worldwide, that there were some 150 titles 
already on the market and that 75  further titles were to be launched during 1994.  They also 
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indicated that three million discs  had been sold  so far,  which sugests an a\W'IIe 10 titles 
purchased per player.  The number of retail outlets selling CD-i wu aaid to have riaen to 
13,000.  . 
Digital video  upgrades for CD-i  players were  launched in  the  US  and  UK  durlq the  last 
quarter of 1993, and Philips signed a deal with MGM allowing films from their catilogue to be 
produced in CD-i fonnat.  Many industry commentators believe that the availability of  feature 
fi1ma on disc will be the stimulus needed for a more widespread tab-off  of  CD-~ llld-Pbilips is 
expected to launch a Digital Video campaign during 1994.  A forecut of  the. inarket for CD-i 
titles is provided in Table 7  .11. 
Table 7.  1 1  .  European Forecast for. CD-I Title Sales 
Europe (MECU)  US CMECU) 
1994  59.8  39.8 
1997  727.4  545.2 
'2000  51_878.0  3 098.0 
Source:  The M•rket for CD-i  Alan Barker 1993 
Commodore launched the first consumer multimedia player (CDTV) in Aprill991, which was 
originally expected to compete head on with Philips' CD-i.  However, it wu  later re-positioned 
as a gamei machine rather than a multimedia player and baa since been· superseded by CD32, a 
32-bit computer game platform.  In the meantime, other proprietary multimedia platform~ have 
continued to emerge,  including lDO.  Announced at the end of 1992, 300 wu backed by 
Matsushita, AT&T and Electronic Arts, amongst others, and the first player wu launched by 
Panasonic in 1993. 
7 .4  Videotex 
Videotex has a very patchy history in Europe, with France's Teletel service u  a showcase of 
government-led videotex initiatives, whilst other markets have shown minimal growth in recent 
years.  By December  1993,  6.5  million  videotex  tenninals  were  installed  in France,  and  a 
further  500,000 computers with modems were being used for videotex access using Minitel 
emulation  standards.  Videotex  services  generated  112  million  hours  of connect time  and 
brought in revenues of  some FF 6.7bn (ECU lbn) during 1993.  By contrast, the UK installed 
base of  videotex terminals was just over 100,000 at the same period. 
France has the highest penetration of  videotex terminals in the world, with Spain a very distant 
second.  Table  7.12  below  indicates  that  growth  in  the  Spanish installed  bue of videotex 
terminals  has  been  dramatic  in  recent  years.  Italy  has  experienced  high  growth,  although 
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overall  penetration  remains  comparatively  low.  More  recently,  penetration  of videotex 
terminals in Germany hu  abo grown subltantially. 
Tabla 7.12  Installed Base and Penetration of VIdeotex Terminals, 1993 
Installed Base  Penetration per  % Average Annual 
' 
(0001)  1  000 lnhabit.ntl  Penetration Growth, 
1988-1993 
Germany  378  4.7  14.3 
Canada  106  3.7  63.8 
Spain  480  12.3  185.8 
France  6,540  113.3  8.4 
Italy  200  3.5  117.8 
Japan  128  1.0  15.1 
UK  104  1.8  2.8 
Source: Las Chlffres C,.s des  T~lkommunlcations  Mondlales, OMSYC 
France has also been in the forefront of development of high-speed videotex services.  This 
year, the T616tel Vitesse Rapide service will be put in place, allowing transmission at 9,600 bits 
per second, which will enable photographic images to be delivered to videotex terminals.  The 
possibility of  integrating credit card readers into the Minitel tenninal is ·atso being investigated. 
A comparative view of  videotex elsewhere in Europe is provided in Table 7.13. 
Table 7.  13  VIdeotex i.n  Europe 
Number of  Number of 
Calls per  Hours per 
Name of  Year of  Month  Month  Date of 
Country  Service·  Launch  (000s)  (000s)  Update 
Austria  Bifdschirmtex  1985  - - 01/92 
Belgium  RTT Videotex  1986  250  30  05/93 
Denmark  Teledata  1988  25  4  12/91 
Finfand  Teleaampo  1984  320  33  05/93 
Germany  BTX  1983  9,000  2,200  08/93 
Ireland  Minitel  1990  37  7  07193 
Spain  lbertex  1986  620  130  12/92 
.france  T•l6tel  '1982  148,000  9,200  05/93 
Greece  Hellastel  1993  ..  - 05/93 
Italy  Video  tel  1987  540  167  10/92 
Luxembourg  Videotex  1986  2  <1  02/92 
Netherlands  Videotex NL  1990  2,200  200  05/93 
Norway  Teledata  1986  55  9  02/92 
Portugal  SPV  1988  - - 10/92 
Switzerland  Videotex  1987  1,500  200  07/93 
UK  Prestel  1980  - - 12/92 
Source: La Lettre de  T~l~tel et d'Audiotel, Franco  T~l~com 
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7.6  Audiotex  .-
Audiotex wu first introduced to Europe in 1986 in the UK and Fran~. In  the.yem between 
1987  and  1993,  almost  ffVery  other western European country launched  either· national  or 
regional audiotex services, although in some countries these were later suspended.  Audiotex is 
the tenn used to describe infonnation and entertainment services delivered by the telephone. 
Such services are often made available oVer- premium rate lines, although some are ofFered over 
standard telephone lines and are charged via credit cird billings or subscriptions.  other types 
of services,  such .as those providing advertising or government informatio11, might be offered 
over free  phone lines.  In Europe,  however,  most of the audiotex ·industry is  concentrated 
around the premium rate market. 
A report published by Eurodata Found&tion in autumn 1993 entitled Premium &lie Services 
suggests  that the  European premium  rate  services  m,arket  will be worth US$  2bn  (ECU 
1.72bn) by  1995, up  from US$  lbn (ECU 0.86bn) in  1992:  Eurodata's report argues that 
premium rate is  becoming an increasingly acceptable way of accessing information services, 
and that it no longer has such a strong association in people's minds with 'adult' entertainment  .  . 
Eurodata's  study  included  a  survey  of 1,400  people  in  12  countries  and,  in  particular, 
awareness, usage and willingness to pay premium rate .tariffs were useued.  Across Europe, 
12 per cent of  business people and 9 per cent of  consumers had used premium rate telephone 
services, although in the Netherlands and the UK the figures were significantly higher (20 per 
cent of  business people and 10 per cent of  consumers in the UK; 38 per cent of  business people 
and 31 per cent of  consumers in the Netherlands).  Willingness io pay premium rates for access 
to information services was found to be particularly high in France, where the market is well 
established  and  where  widespread  videotex  usage  has  increased  overall  familiarity  with the 
concept of  paying for information.  Business people seemed most willing to-pay premium rates 
for government and  public information, whilst consumere were more likely to.  be prepare4 to 
pay for advice lines and financial infonnation.  Table 7.14 shows the breakdown ofEuropean 
markets, launch Clates and penetration ofDTMF telephones. 
Although much of  the revenues for premium rate services still comes from 'adult' services, the 
range of professional and business services available via audiotex has grown in Europe.  The 
Fourth EllAIEC Host Survey  indicated  revenues  of ECU 97.4m for  professional  audiotex 
services  in  1992.  This  suggests  that audiotex still  plays  a minor  role  in  the  p~ofessional 
electronic  information  services  market,  representing  only  2.3  per cent  of total revenues  in 
1992. 
A study by  Geste called Panorama  de  l'Edition Audiotel provides a detailed picture of the 
range  of services  available  in  France  and  the  nature  of the  organisations  offering  them. 
Informal indicators suggest that the European audiotex industry haS  a large number of small 
operators.  The Geste report provides a detailed case study which appears to confirm that this 
is the case.  Around 60 per cent of  French service providers were found to have only one line, 
controlling  10  per  cent  of the  total  number  of lines,  whered only  3  per  cent  of service 
providers had more than 20 lines, but together controlled 40 per cent of  the total.  The type of 
organisations offering audiotex services are broken down in Table 7.15. 
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Table 7.14  Brakdown of European  Premium Ra• Marketa. Launch  Dates and 
DTMF Penetration 
M81ket Size 
CMICU)  DTMFUne  .  · Ye1r of  Penetrlt. 
Launch  1812 (%) 
1892  1983'  1991 
Belgium  10.788  1&.413  23.712  1989  55 
Dlnmlrk  24.n3  21.1500  30.800  1990  15 
GII'JftiiiV  11.712  ·.  &3.178  487.881  191-2  10  --
54.082  117.000  138.018  1882  40 
FrMce  \  271.810  348.3115  436.443  1988  82 
Greece  - 10.100  20.200  1993  10 
lrellftd  8.&03·  8.7150  14.000  1988  80 
Italy  0.741  144.000  290..223  1993  35 
Luxembourg  ~  - 1.000  1.800  1993  77 
Nettlerlanda  99.587  106e;OOO  127.731  1990  40 
Ponua•l  1.758  15.800  41.800  1991  10 
UK  348.707  387.934  424.640  1986  33 
Source:  Ovwvie.w ·.of  tiM  Audiotex  PRS  S.VIce  MMitet,  IMO  Working  PIPer 
1313. E1VtHJmM  . .  .  . 
Table 7  .1&  lrealcdown  of  OrganJaatlona  In  Fr~nce  Offering  Premium  Rate 
SarVtcea and Percentage of Linea Controfted 
,. 
Medio  Groups 
27X 
(II) 
Public  Services 
8X 
(14) 
( ) = " of llnu controlled 
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The  more  mature  European audiotex  markets,  such  as  the  UK and  France,  seem  to  be 
stabilising ·and becoming more established.  However, in countries where audiotex has been 
introduced· relatively recently,  it  is  unfortunate that the same problems relating to adult and 
chatline services, and concern over premium rate bills,  are still occurring.  In Italy,  national 
audiotex services were launched for the first time during 1993, but by the end of  the year there 
had been so much public outrage over bills generated through use of  Audiotel services that the 
ItalianPTO decided to ban chatlines and live· services until July 1994, from which date an opt-
out facility for Audiotel144 services will be available nationally.  .  . 
I 
Spain, which had suffered similar problems in the early days of  its audiotex industry and had all 
of  its services closed down by  the Spanish government in December 1992, re  .. opened audiotex 
lines to all service providers in December of 1993, but with the proviso that audiotex services 
are opt-in only,  so that customers have to apply to the PTO, Telefonica for this facility.  In 
addition to the 903 lines originallY" used for premium rate services, a new 9Q6 prefix has been 
introduced for services  which  are  no:1-profit  making,  including  weather and  stock market 
services.  These are available to all telephone subscribers without an opt-in requirement.  The 
Belgian market grew by over 180 per cent between 1991 and 1992, mainly as a result of  adult 
services and chatlines, but there has now be a harsh regulatory elamp-down and growth has 
slowed considerably.  -
Audiotex  markets  in  Europe  are  almost  entirely  national,  although  bilateral  talks  between 
European PTOs have  been taking  place  in  order to  establish  mechanisms  for  cross-border 
activity.  It has therefore been necessary to establish a Code of Practice for the provision of 
audiotex services across boundaries, and work has been carried out by the EllA on this front. 
(See also section 6-.) 
7.6  Fax-Based Information Services 
Fax-based information services represent a niche sector and, whilst the number of information 
services delivered by fax has grown substantially over the past few years, it is still a small and 
specialist market.  The most promising applications for f.'lX as an information medium are those 
which offer access to specified sets of  information on demand (fax on demand). 
Fax on demand services are often operated over premium rate telephone lines,  allowing users 
to select the documents they require using the touch tone keys on a telephone or fax machine. 
Typical applications are detailed weather information, share prices and currency rates, business 
summaries and company information.  Another application which has proved very successful in 
the US  and  which  is  becoming  common in  Europe is  on-demand  access to reader enquiry 
information.  A premium rate or free phone number is published along side an advertisement, 
which the reader can dial in order to receive by  fa"<  further details of  the product or company 
advertised.  This allows publishers to offer an additional service to advertisers, and to generate 
revenue through charging readers per call or by charging advertisers for storage and delivery of 
promotional information. 
One  of the  reasons  why  fax-based  publishing  lms  remained  a  fairly  small  concern  is  the 
inflexibility of  the premium rate tariff structure.  Tariff~ vary from CCLiiltry to country, but even 
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in Member States where service  providers  are  allowed  to charge per call  (rather than per 
minute), the rates arc often too low to make the provision of  high-value business infqrmation 
worthwhile.  Consequently,  some  fax  operators  have  turned  to  other  methods  of service 
delivery.  An interesting example of  fax on demand innovation is 1-Fax, a service offered by a 
company of  the same name originating in Nova Scotia, which opened a UK office during 1993. 
The company acts as  a seiVice developer and bureau, and uses technology based on pattern 
recognition.  Users fill in a form by shading boxes-corresponding to letters and numbers, thus 
specifying the information they require,  then fax the request to 1-Fax.  When the request is 
received by the 1-Fax computer, it is  automatically converted intQ  a database search and the 
results faxed back in a matter of  minutes. 
So far,  the !-Fax system is being used by HPI, (the UK's motor vehicle registration database 
holder) for access to vehicle ownership and information, and by lnfocheek for company reports 
and credit rating.  In both cases, users are pre-registered and are provided with account and 
identification numbers,  which they fill  in  on their information request forms.  This type of 
system  has  the  advantage  of allowing  information  providers  to  choose  their  own  pricing 
structure, and of  allowing the user to specifY requirements much more closely than is possible 
through touch tone or voice recognition.  And, of  course, it allows remote database searching 
without a computer and without formal searching skills. 
Fax on demand  methods  such as  this  one are likely to represent a greater opportunity for 
business  information  providers  than  premium  rate,  which  requires  significant  call  volumes 
before it becomes profitable.  Fax on demand still makes up  a small proportion of the total 
premium rate market (it is unlikely to represent more than 10 per cent, even in well established 
markets), although it is difficult to get an accurate picture of  the fax-based information market 
as distinct from other service revenues. 
Fax  delivery  of paid-for  information  is  likely  to  increase  substantially  as  new  forms  of 
document  delivery  and  Inter-Library  Loans  services  become  established.  The  number  of 
electronic  document  delivery  and  CASIAS  (Current  Awareness  Services  with  Individual 
Article Supply) services available on the networks is growing rapidly, and many of  these offer 
fax as a delivery option.  This is likely to be an area of  substantial growth in terms of  volume of 
traffic  and  number of transactions,  although the long-term financial  benefits to providers of. 
these services are not yet clear. 
A report by Ovum entitled VANs Markets Europe suggests that value-added fax services will 
grow  twelvefold  by  1997,  although  the  definition  of value-added  fax  includes  enhanced 
conununications and messaging networks as well as information services. · It also predicts that 
the  Spanish  market,  where  value-added  fax  suppliers  have  their  own  networks  and  can 
significantly undercut international PSTN rates, the market will be worth ECU 67m by  1997. 
The UK was said to have the most developed value-added fax market, accounting for 70 per 
cent  of the  total  European  market  in  1992,  followed  by  France,  Italy,  Germany  and 
Switzerland. 
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7.  7  Electronic Information Services in the Home 
It became evident in 1993 that the use of electronic entertaiDmeat and CODIUIDer information 
services in the hOme wu becoming a fact of life in most Europeaa countries.  However.  a 
number of indicators  also  suggest that Europe  is  beginning· to mirror the  US in the  trend 
towards  worlc-.rel~ information  acceu in the  home.  The  single  bigest factor  in this 
devdopmeat bas been the growing bale of  cOmputer technology ift the home, raultiDg 1arply 
from  the  fall  in  price  of office  equipment  and  the  marketing  efforts  of the eQuipment 
manufacturers, anxious to establish themselves in new Dwkets before the srowth of  the oflice 
market· slows too dramatically.  In' particular, growth bu been sipificant in home PC and fax: 
ownership  (especially in low-cost combined telephone/fax machina) and  modems.  A. on-
board modems drop in price and become standard on PCs, growth in the installed base of  fax 
machines  may  be  somewhat  reduced.  But  either  way,  the  ability  of homo  users  to 
communicate  electronically  is  becoming  an  important  consideration  in information  service 
delivery. 
It has proved very difficult to produce reliable figures  on the installed base of technology in 
homes, but Table 7.16 provides an overview of  tbe comparative position in the EU and US· as 
regards the penetration of  three indicator technologies: CD-ROM drives, video recorders and 
cellular telephones. 
Tabla 7.16  Penetration of T~chnology into European and US Homes. 1992 
PercentaDl  Poouiation ·  PercentaGe Houlaholds 
EU  us  EU  us 
CO-ROM Drives  0.2  1.2  0.5  3.1 
- . 
Vldeo Recorders  20.5  25.1  54.9  68.3 
CeUular Phones•  1.2  4.0  3.2  10.7 
Source: IDA  TE  •  Relates to subscriotions rather than handuts. 
OMSYC's figures on the penetration of fax machines, modems, pagers and mobile telephones 
per  thausand  inhabita~s also  provide· an  interesting  view  of technololgy  takt>up  in EU 
countries,  the US and  Japan  (see  Table  7.17 below).  Whilst  they do  ·not  refer  solely  to 
technology in homes, they do appear to confirm the impression given by !DATE's figures that 
Europe is still lagging behind,  espec~y  on mobile telephone penetration. 
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Table 7.17  Penetration of Technology per Thousand Inhabitants, 1993 
Fax Machines  Modems  Pagers  Mobile 
I  Phones 
Germany  17.4  9.2  6.4  17.3 
Canada  20.8  28.0  17.8  42.9 
Spain  20.6  9.7  3.9  6.9 
us  48.6  76.0  61.9  52.8 
France  20.8  19.9  5.9  7.8 
Italy  27.2  10.0  4.1  17.3 
Japan  65.3  n.a.  59.4  18.3 
UK  19.7  13.0  12.2  27.7 
Source: Les Chiffres  Cl~s des T"•communicetions Mondieles  OMSYC 
Figures on the penetration of  personal computers into homes have tended to be unreliable and 
misleading.  However,  there is  a growing  consensus  that in the most  advanced  regions of 
Europe, between 20 and 25 per cent ofhom~s  in 1994 have personal computers. 
The widespread availability of technology in US  homes has helped to stimulate a consumer 
market  for  electronic  information  services.  In  the  US,  consumer  on-line  is  already  well 
established,  with Prodigy and  CompuSexve the biggest providers of on-line services to the 
general  public  and  home-based  workers.  At  the  end  of 1993,  Prodigy  had  2.1  million 
subscribers  - a  growth of just  S  per  cent  since  the  previous  year  - whilst  CompuServe 
experienced growth of  41.6 per cent, bringing its total number of  subscribers up to 1. 6 million. 
America Online is much smaller than these two,  although its subscriptions grew by 165  per 
cent during 1993  to 0.53  million.  US consumer on-line is likely to grow substantially in the 
area of specialist computer information services.  A number of on-line computer magazines 
already  exist  and  Apple  looks  set to make  a  serious  entry  into  this  market  with its  own 
consumer service,  eWorld.  This will be launched during 1994 and, according to Apple,  will 
attract millions  of users  over the  next  five  years.  At the  end  of 1993,  Ziti Davis  also 
announced that it would launch its own on-line service targeted at its 3.5  million computer. 
magazine subscribers.  Ziff Davis Interactive will be launched in the last quarter of 1994 and is 
expected to attract 185,000 subscribers in its first 12 to 18 months of  operation. 
Until recently, consumer use of  on-line services in Europe has been low, but  CompuServe has 
begun to make in-roads into the European market, with 130,000 subscribers as at June 1994. 
CompuSexve says that the number of European subscribers has  doubled  in each of the last 
three  years  and  is  expected  to  double  again  to  over  250,000  during  1994/5.  However, 
growing awareness and use of  the Internet in Europe may make it harder for consumer on-line 
operators to establish themselves at this stage.  CompuSexve has  addressed this problem by 
developing a full Internet connection, which it will make available during 1994. 
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7.8  Emerging Media and Markets-
7 .8.  1 The Networks 
During 1993 and 1994, access to international data networks such as the Internet and national 
equivalents grew significantly, with huge increases in the number of  users and services, and in 
the amount of  information available over these networks. 
'f.he background to the Internet has already been discussed in Chapter 1 of  this report, but it is 
worth looking in a little more detail at recent Internet growth.  In a report published in 1994: 
Infonortics gave the following indicators of  Internet growth: 
•  between July  1992 and July  1993,  the number of networks linked  into  the Internet 
rose  from  5,739 to  13,293,  with new  networks  connecting  to the Internet  at  an 
estimated rate of  one every 10  minutes~ 
•  between  July  1993  and  October  1993,  the  number  of Internet  hosts  rose  from 
approximately 1.8 million to just over 2 million; 
•  between  February  1993  and  December  1993,  the  number  of articles  posted  on 
USENET rose from 35,000 to 43,000. 
It has become almost impossible to make accurate calculations of  the number of  Internet end-
users, but figures from the beginning of 1994 suggested a total of  25  million end-users in 137 
countries, using some 2.2 million host computers.  The Internet Society's figures for June 1994 
suggested that the number of  hosts had now risen to just over 3.3 million,  (representing an 81 
per cent increase since the previous year),  and that the number  of users had  grown to 30 
million.  One million new hosts were added in the first six months of 1994 alone, with much of 
this  growth  attributable  to  countries· outside  the  US  (see  table  ~.18 below).  SMEs  and 
freelance  individuals are thought to make up  a growing proportion of users,  although large 
companies are also heavily represented on the Internet.  Digital Equipment Corp, for example, 
has over 3 1, 000 computers linked to the Internet. 
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Table 7.18  Internet Hosts WOrldwide 
Percentage  Change 
CountiY_  Number of Hosts  Percenttae of Total  Since Jan 1994 
us -educatiOnal  858,234  27  41 
US • commercial  774,735  .  24  38 
US - government  169,248  5  31 
US- defense  130,176  4  28 
US r  non profit org.  88,459  2  31 
US • nit operator  30,993  1  148 
US -local  16 556  1  153 
US- total  2 044,401  63  38 
UK  155,706  5  37 
Garmany  149,193  5  51 
Canada  127,516  4  48 
Austrafia  127,514  4  42 
Japan  72,409  2  69 
·France  71,899  2  117 
Netherlands  59,729  2  43 
Sweden  53,294  !  2  40 
Finland  49,598  2  n.a. 
Switzerland  47,401  1  24 
Norway  38,759  1  22 
Italy  23,816  1  38 
Spain  21,147_  1  79 
Austria  20,130  1  3() 
South Africa  15,595  <1  42 
New Zuland  14,830  <1  157 
Denmark  12,107  <1  175 
BelGium  12,107  <1  147 
Poland  7,392  <1  55 
Ponugal  4;518  <1  25 
Ireland  3,308  <1  103 
Greece  2,958  <1  249 
Luxembourg  420  <1  37 
Source: Internet Societv, July_ 1994 
According the Internet Society, if  the number of  users continues to grow at the same pace as 
that experienced during 1993, by 1995 there will  be 38 million Internet users and S million 
Internet hosts.  Other estimates suggest that by 1999,  100 million users a day will be logging 
onto the Internet to send E-qtail messages. 
• 
A huge variety of infonnation services exists on. the networ~, ranging from obscure bulletin 
boards  run  by  individuals  in their  backrooms,  to  business  and  academic  databases  made 
available by commercial publishers and infonnation providers.  In the US alone,  there were 
thought to be over 50,000 'cottage-industry bulletin boards' at the end of 1993, with new ones 
being added at the rate of a few hundred a week (source:  17Je EConomist,  December 1993). 
However, not all bulletin boards are amateur services made available free to usen - and neither 
are they all in the business of  disseminating reference material or providing a forum for serious 
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discussion.  The US' biggest bulletin board, Event Horizons, hu over 35,000 subsCribers and 
an estimated turnover ofUSS J.Sm (ECU J.Olm) per year.  It  offers hardcore pornography in 
the form of a  ·catalogue of  still and moving images which can be downloaded and viewed on a 
WmdowsPC. 
A growing  number  of European information companies  are  making  their services  available 
over  the  lnteraet and  over  national  networks.  Many  more,  however,  are  waiting  until 
workable copyright and payment mechanisms are available, or are still confused about what the 
Internet actually is and what commercial opportunities it can offer. 
Those European companies which have ventured into network publishing have tended to be 
those  offering  academic  and  research  information,  or inform&Uon  aimed  at librarians  and 
information ltcientists.  This is largely because national research networks are better established 
in the  academic and  libruy collimumty,  and  in some cases because universities have joined 
together to negotiate flat-rate deals for database access.  This has been the case in the UK, 
where Bath University has co-ordinated deals with information providers such u  lSI and the 
British Library,  whereby  universities  pay  a fiat  fee  and  students  and  staff can  access  the 
databases, which are ·free at the point of  use'.  Many more information companies are starting 
to use  the Internet to promote their services and  support users  (SilverPlatter, for  example, 
offers the SPIN-L bulletin board for this purpose), and for providing advance information on 
forthcoming  articles and publications.  This type of activity allows information companies to 
experiment with the medium and offers new marketing opportunities. 
In Europe-, Elsevier and Springer Verlag have both taken active roles in developing services for 
the Internet, as have lliany smaller publishers and academic societies, such as the Institute of 
Physics Publishing and Imperial Cancer Research Fund in the UK.  Elsevier's Tulip project has 
brought  60  electronic journals to the  Internet.  Bibliographi~ databases,  current awareness 
services  (such  as  Springer's  Journal  Preview)  and  document  delivery  services  (such  as 
Blackwell's UnCover) are also making an impact in the_ European academic community. 
Although  most  of the  media  attention  has  been  focused  on  the  Internet,  a great  deal  of 
development  work  has  taken  place  at  a  regional  and  national  level  in Europe  to  create 
academic  and  research  networks,  which  have  later  been  extended  to  the  commercial 
,  community  (see  Table  7.19).  The  French  network,  Renater  (R.eseau  national  de 
tel~mmunications  pour la technologie, l'enseignement et Ia recherche) began as a connection 
between several regional networks and then expanded nationwide.  It  has recently been opened 
to  the  commercial  world.  · National  networks  in  Europe  are  connected  by  means  of 
EuropaNET, and an agreement was aigned by six network operators at the end of 1992 for the 
development  of pilot  ATM:  research  network.  Meanwhile,  ATM and  broadband  network 
experiments  continue  to  take  place  at  a regional  and  national  level.  These  networks  are 
interconnected with the Internet,  although access to some may be restricted· to the academic 
community. 
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Table 7.19  Research Networks In Europe 
First Generation National Networks 
GARR  Italy 
JANET  UK 
RCCN  Portugal 
RedlRIS  Spain 
RENATER  France 
Regional ATM Network Excerlments 
BBA  Belgium 
BREHAT  Paris, Rennes and Lannion 
EXPLOIT  Basle 
RECIBA  Madrid 
RIA  Aveiro 
SGN  Stockholm 
SURFnet  Netherlands 
National Broadband Networks 
BAT MAN  Denmark 
DPN  Germany 
SUPERJanet  UK 
Supernet  Norway 
Cross-Border Networks 
EuropaNET  Europe 
BETEL  Greece/France/Switzerland 
HPC-Vision  France/Germany 
ISABEL  Spain/Portugal 
TIRONET  Northern/Southern Ireland 
Source: Les rf§seaux 8/arge-bande en Europe: que/ futur?  J.P Euzen,  EC 
Brussels 
7 .8.2 Handheld Reference Products and Personal Communicators 
Since the introduction of  the first calculator-like electronic dictionaries by the likes of  Franklin 
and  Selectronics  in  the  1980's,  the  handheld  reference  and  communicator  industry  has 
mushroomed.  Whilst a number of  reference-only handheld products still play an important role 
in this market, they now have to compete with a new generation of handheld products which 
also offer data entry and communication facilities.  Of these,  the product which really broke 
new groul).d in 1993 in terms of media coverage and general awareness was Apple's Newton, 
the first of  a new range of  pen-based products which allow the user to handwrite messages on 
screen,  convert these into ASCll text,  and transmit them by way of fax modem,  as well  as 
offering diary and address book facilities and, of  course, published data sets for reference and 
annotation.  Portable, pen-based computing is not new (early pioneers of  such technology were 
GO Corporation and EO Inc.), but this was the first serious attempt by a manufacturer to make 
an impact on the consumer market. 
A  number of European manufacturers  have become involved  in  the personal communicator 
market, although they have tended to do this through alliance with US-based companies rather 
than  striking  out ·on  their  owP.  Siemens,  for  instance,  has  an  alliance  with Apple  and  is 
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supporting Newton technology, whilst Philips has taken a stake in General Magic and Olivetti 
has bought a minor stake in EO Inc:  AT&T meanwhile acquired a S  1 per cent stab in EO, 
which itself had recently merged with the UK-bued Active Book Company. 
The personal  communicator and  handheld  reference· market  must be  one of the· moat  over-
hyped  in the consumer electronics 'industry,  with forecasts for the handheld  computers  and 
communicators  market  as  high  as  US$  7.4bn  (ECU  6.7bn)  worldwide  in  1997· (source: 
Technologic Partners, New York).  Olivetti predicts that in Europe alone, 40 million units will · 
be .in use by  th~ end of 2000.  Estimates released by Dataqueat in March 1993  seem rather 
more re&sonable,  however,  suggesting  ll.S million users by  1997 ..  Dataquest sugesta two 
possible scenarios for the development ·of the handheld computer/ communicator market.  The 
first indicates that initial growth in Europe will be small, with take-oft' not occurrins unti11996. 
Critical factors in this scenario are:  · 
•  The point at which products reach an acceptable price level in Europe (around US$ 
350/ECU 301 or under). 
•  Further development of  handwriting recognition. 
•  Adoption of  standards in mobile data communications technol9gies generally. 
•  Accustomisation by the market to the new teclinology. 
/ 
In Dataquest's second scenario, the take-off point occurs in 1994/S  and  is followed by rapid 
growth.  The  vital  factor  here  will  be  the  establishment  of de-facto  standards  across  all 
personal conununicators, allowing the market to develop more coherently.  In addition to the 
points  made  by  Dataquest,  however,  the  issue  of pan-European  mobUe  communications 
networks and the availability of  GSM is crucial in Europe.  So far, progreu hu,  been slow and 
Dataquest's early take-off scenario therefore appears unlikely.  Having said that, a areal deal of 
emphasis  has  6een  placed  on  interconnection,  deregulation  and  tarifF  reduction  for  pan-
European mobile networks by the Bangemann.report and the Commission's Action.Plan which 
followed.  The  combination of government  action and  new  market  opportunity is  likely  to 
stimulate  intense activity in the  mobile  communications  sector in the next couple of years. 
(See section 2.2.2 on telecommunications for a fuller discussion of:mobile communications.) 
. 
Since its launch in Japan in 1990, the proprietary Sony Electronic.Book (EB) hu been through 
a number of modifications in order to improve its functionality and make the platform more 
accessible to software producers and users.  Towards the end of 1993, Sony announced that 
the caddy surrounding the EB disc would become removable and that users would now be able 
to play EBs on a CD-ROM drive attached ·to a PC.  The EB ·is an 20cm CD-ROM which has a 
~pacity of 200 :MB,  in other words around  100,000 pages of teXt,  32,000 graphics  or 5.6 
hours of  digitai sound. 
Since the launch of the EB,  Sony claims that over 300  softwar~ titles have been produced in 
eight languages,  and that sales have expanded into  17 countries,  with Panaaonic,  Sanyo and 
Sharp all having introduced their own EB  players.  European hardware companies have been 
less  active  in  the  EB  market  than  their  Japanese  counterp~ although  a  few  European 
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publishers (such as Langenscheidt) have produced EB titles.  The total number of  EB players 
sold worldwide, according to Sony, was around 500,000 by the end of 1993, and sales during 
1994 are expected to reach between 200,000 and 300,000 (see Table 7.20). 
Table 7.20  Sales of EB Players Worldwide 
No.  of  aalu  (Thouaands) 
250r-------------------------------~-. 
0~------J-------~--------~------~ 
1990  1991  1992  1993  1994 
Source: Sony 
The bulk of  these sales, however,' are still taking place in Japan, with Japanese sales accounting 
for 65 per cent of  the total in 1993 and expected to make up the same proportion in 1994. 
7 .8.3 Video on Demand and, Interactive TV 
Video  on Demand (VOD)  is  likely  to be  one of the major  applications  for  high  capacity 
networks!  or infonnation super highways.  In this  sense,  it  is  useful to examine  Video  on 
Demand within the context of emerging infonnation markets, although it will also represent a 
significant development for the wider audio-visual· sector discussed in section 7.9. 
The idea behind Video on Demand is that a film  or video archive is  made available  over a 
network via  the  service  providers  server,  which  can then be  searched  by  users  via  their 
television  sets  and  intelligent  set-top  boxes.  A  selection  is  then  made  and  an  electronic 
transaction  carried  out  using  a  credit  card  or  smart  account  card.  De-encryption  and 
decompression devices in the set-top box will  then allow the user to download the film  for 
viewing.  In the future, it may also be possible to make a video CD recording of the film for an 
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additional payment.  The speed of development of Video on Demand will depend to a large 
extent on the availability of  high-bandwidth telecommunications networks, and on the level of 
success achieved by US  companies currently experimenting with simple interactive services. 
Full Video on Demand over ATM•switched, broadband networks is probably several: years and 
a few billion ECUs of  investment away. 
In spite of  the excitement in the media industries, the potential market for Video on D~  is 
still  an  unknown  quantity.  For this  reason,  operators are  experimenting  with applications 
which can run on existing infrastructure.  Satellite broadcasters, for example, are working on 
. Near-Video  on  Demand,  which  will allow  access  to  existing  programme  resources  using 
infrastructure currently available.  A number of  films are broadcast continuoully,  ao that the 
user makes his or her selection and then waits for the next broadcut of  the filpl.  Depending on 
the number of  broadcast channels used and the number of  films offered, this eould be anything 
from every 10 minutes to every half  hour.  In this respect, it is similar to teletext broadcasting. 
Fully  interactive  television  is  a  more  distant  prospect,  partly  because  of the  two-way 
communications requirement and partly because developing content for interactive searching as 
part of  a film or television programme will be c:ostly and time consuming.  In the meantime, a 
certain amount  of interactivity can be  offered  by linking  a telephone  set to  a .television via 
audiotex and teletext services.  This technology is currently being used for applications such as 
· tele-voting, games and shopping. 
Some of  the companies already involved in providinS services, initiating trials and carrying out 
development work are indicated in Table 7  .21. 
The range  and  prominence of companies involved  in Interactive TV and  Video  on Demand 
projects  reflects  the  fact  that  this  is  expected  to  be  a very  lucrative  market,  both  for  the 
network providers and for the content owners.  There is  already strong competition for the 
supply of set-top boxes and the consumer electronics manufacturers look set to engage in a 
battle for market domination in this area. 
Beyond  the hype,  however,  very  little  reliable  data is  available  which ·  puts  a value  on the  . 
interactive  TV market  or provides  forecasts  for the future.  A 1993  report by  Quadrature 
entitled Interactive TV  in Europe and the USA suggests that the US market was already worth 
some US$  Ibn (ECU 0.86bn) in mid-1993.  It also  claims that more people in Europe have 
access  to  interactive  TV services than in  the US,  mainly  because European  companies  like 
Radio  Television  Luxembourg  (RTL),  Canal+  and  News  Corporation  have  begun 
experimenting by offering fairly simple interactive services,  such as simple  gam.i~g and survey 
applications.  Additional impetus for interactive service development is expected to come from 
US companies with European cable interests. 
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Table 7.21  Selection  of  Companies  Wor~lng  on  VIdeo  on  Demand  and 
Interactive TV 
Com_Dan_y  Main Activltv  Orlain  Kev Partners 
AT&T  .  Telecoms  USA  News Corp, ComStrtam 
GTE  Talacoml.  USA  Philips, Discovery Chnl. 
Bell Atlantic  Telecoms  USA 
Nynex  Telecoma  USA  Uberty Cable 
A'maritach  Telecoms  USA 
Microsoft  Software  USA  Intel, Gen. Instruments 
TCI  Cable TV  USA 
TV Answer  Radio Wave TV  USA  Hewlett-Packard 
Via com  Satellite TV  USA 
Uberty Media  Cable  USA  Prodigy, X  • Press 
Time Warner  Cable TV  USA  AT&T, Gen. Instruments 
ave.  Cable TV  USA  BSkvB 
BT  Telecoms  UK  IBM 
France T  elacom  Telecoms  France  Lyonnaise Comma. 
CLT  Satellite TV  Lux 
canal+  TV  Franca  News Corp 
Franca 2/3  TV  France  Hachette,  Virgin  Megastore, 
3 Sulsses 
Source: Quadrature I Delohic,  1993 
7.9  Audio-Visual 
The world audio-visual market,  including· hardware and  software,  was valued at USS  289bn 
(ECU 248bn)  in  1992  and,  according  to the International  Observatory  for  Communication 
_Systems (OMSYC) in Paris, limited growth will occur in 1993/4 to bring the market UP. to US$ 
295bn (ECU 254bn) at the ehd of this year.  Within this timescale,  equipment revenues -are 
.  expected to rise 1.7 per cent, whilst income for services will grow as little as 0.5 per cent.  This 
continues the trend of  low growth experienced in the early 1990s (overall growth was 0. 6 per 
cent in the period 1990-1992) and marks a sharp contrast to the average annual growth rate of 
6.3 per cent calculated for the years 1985 to 1990. 
According to OMSYC's report Les Chiffres-Cles de l'Audiovisuel Mondial,  published at the 
end of  1993, the market is broken down as follows in Table 7.22: 
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Tabla 7.22  World Audlo-vlsual Spending, 1992 
Av. An. 
ECU bn  Percentage  .  Growth Since 
1987 
AV Hardware•  .114.3  46.9  5.4 
TV Revenues• •  86.8  34.5  4.2 
Radio Advertising  10.7  4.3  .  0.5 
Cinema Box Office  11.5  4.6  -1.6 
Pre-rec.  Video Tapes  26.5  10.7  6.1 
Total  248.8  100.0  4.4 
Source: OMSYC I Television Business International, January 1994 
•  includes professional and consumer equipment 
• • includes broadcast and cable TV 
The same report indicates that the US represents the biggest audio-visual share, accounting for 
38.4 per cent of  world spending, with Europe accounting for 26.4 per cent and Japan 16.8 per 
cent.  However,  Table  7.23  shows  that  there  is  a  concentration  of audio-visual  giants  in 
Europe, with 34.4 per cent of top audio-visual companies' revenues being generated in the in 
the EU in_  1992.  This  represents  a  slight .drop  since  the previous  year,· but a  significant 
improvement on the position in 1988. 
Tabla 7.23  Revenues of Top 60 Audio-visual Groups by Area of Origin 
Rea  ion  Percentaae of Revenues ·Generated bv Top 60 
1988  1991  1992 
us  41.5  36.8  32.6 
EU  29.4  36.4  34.4 
Japan  22.5  23.2  27.8 
Other  6.7  3.6  5.2 
Source: IDATE 
A  1994 analysis  of the  Top Fifty European Media Owners by  Zenith indicates that the top 
three rankings for  1992 remain the same as the previous year,  with Reed/Elsevier, Fininvest 
and  Bertelsmann at the top  in  terms  of media  revenues.  Advertising  on television,  radio, 
newspapers,  magazines,  cinema and  outdoor media  are included  in the definition of media 
revenues,  but publishing and production activities unrelated to advertising (such as printing, 
book publishing and programme production) are excluded. 
In putting together their Top 50, Zenith concluded that commercial television was continuing 
to experience high growth, and  that state-owned, terrestrial television was often suffering in 
direct proportion.  Zenith also  concluded that media companies had reacted to recession by 
cost-cutting,  and  that the  disappointing  performance of press titles  in Europe (especially in 
France and  Gennany), had led  many press owners to diversify further into broadcast media. 
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The effects of convergence and the emergence of multimedia markets were not discernible in 
Zenith•s  analysis,  as  these  two  phenomena  had  made  little  practical  impact  on the  media 
industries during the period in question.  Table 7.24 below shows an extract of the top  10 
media owners, their media revenues and their total revenues. 
Tabla 7.24  Top Fifteen European Media Owners Ranked by Madia Revenues 
1992 Media  1992 Total 
Revenues  Revenues 
Rankin a  Com__Qan_y_  (MECU)  (MECU) 
1  Reed/Elsevier  3,198.3  9,453.1 
2  Fin invest  2,629.9  3,739.5 
3  Bertelsmann  2,067.4  9,453.1 
4  Axel Springer  1,711.1  1,963.4 
5  CLT  1,606.3  1,680.3 
6  Havas  1,569.5  4,578.3 
7  Heinrich Bauer  1,483.5  1,584.9 
8  Matra/Hachette  1,429.5  8,950.9 
9  Hersant  1,397.1  1,397.1 
10  RCS Editori  1,330.9  2,039.1 
11  United Newspapers  1,170.8  1,263.4 
12  Canal Plus  11 112,4;  1,289.3 
13  TF1  1,028:3  1,207.6 
14  News International  1,016.8  1,057.8 
15  Daily Mail and General Trust  975.5  1,008.4 
Source:  Top 50 Europe•n Mtdi• Owners  1994, Zenith Media Worldwide 
7 .9.1  Television, Cinema and Video 
In terms of the EUs competitive position, it is clear from figures relating to 1990·1992 that 
there is a significant deficit in EU/US audio·visual trade.  In 1990, US revenues in the EU for 
TV cinema and video were ECU 3,198m (ECU 3,150m in 1992), whereas EU revenues in the 
US  amounted to only ECU 212m (ECU 248m in  1992).  Whilst this  reflects  a very slight 
narrowing of  the gap, the EU deficit in 1992 was still ECU 2,902m (see Table 7.25). 
Tabla 7.25  EC Audio·visual Trade Deficit with the US, 1990-1992 
US Receipts in the EU  (MECUI  EU Receipts in the US  CMECUI 
1.990  1992  1990  1992 
Cinema  975.2  733.6  43  63.6 
Television  1,099.1  1,417.3  80.8  81.7 
Video  1  ,·124.0  999.3  88.6  102.3 
Total  3,198.3  3,150.2  212.4  247.6 
EC Deficit  2,985.9  2,902.9 
Source: !DATE 
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The European Commission has recognised that the EUropean film and television iDdustriea will 
need  a ra4ical overhaul if  they  are to compete  on international  market~, but ~ 
amongst Member States over proposed measures duriq the GATr ~  have made it 
ditBcult to reach a position of  consemus on audio-visual J)olicy.  In April 1994, a Green ~aper 
on  Strat•gy Options to Strmgt/Nn the  EurDpfilll Progtr1111,..  IJtdutly in  11M  COlt1cd of 
A.udio-viSIIDI Policy of  the European Union wu presented by the Commiuion.  Thil wu  later 
discussed at the European Audio-visual Confereilce in Bruuela in JuDe/July 1994 llld· adopted 
by the EU.  Further action in the audio-visual sector wu recommended by the BaDpmann 
report and subseguently by the Commission's Action Plan.  The latter ·indieated that' a revised 
Directive on Television without Frontiers should be adopted by the Commiuion during 1994, 
and that follow up to the G-een·Paper on Media Pluralism wu  cwrently" underway. 
According to Froat & Sullivan, the workl television programmina market wu Worth US$ IObn 
in 1993 (ECU 69bn),  and is rising at a rate of 10 per cem a year.  MeanWhile,  ownenbip of 
television tetaloob set to continue risiDg at s per cent a  year until the year 2000; in spite of  a 
saturated market, continued growth in television sales ia larply thanks to replacemeat and 
second-set purchasing.  The figures in Table 7  .26, compiled by 1M EcOJ'IOiftin from Morgan 
Stanley  and Frost &  Sullivan,  indicate  that the· US accounts for  nearly  40 per cent of the 
programming  market,  and  that  pay-TV  and  home  shopping  services  are  now  senerathlg 
significant revenues. 
Tabla 7.26  US Television Programming Market Estimates, 1992 
II:CU 
30~------------------------------~ 
,  a.a 
25 
.....................................................  • ........ . 
··41A·····;~:e·················· ..........................  . 
.  11.2 
····~····························· 
•  Rental•  a:  Soles 
Source: Morgan Stanley, Frost & Sullivan I  The Economist, February 1994 
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The proportion of  television revenues sourced from advertising seems to be increasing steadily, 
with cable advertising revenues growing particularly quickly.  Table 7.27 below indicates that 
terrestrial advertising accounted for almost half of  world television revenues in 1992. 
Table 7.27  Breakdown of World Television Revenues, 1992 
BECU 
Terrestrial 
Adv'ing  47.7 
Terrestrial  Subsp'tn  1.5 
Cable  Advertising  .3.2 
License 
Fee/Gov't  1  .3.2 
Cable  Subscription  20  .  .3 
Source: OMSYC I Television Busine.ss lnterna_tional, January 1994 
Home video has continued to  show higher rates of growth than either television or cinema, 
with annual growth of  around 6.1 per cent since 1987, bringing worldwide revenues for rentals 
to ECU 14.4bn in  1992 and ECtJ· 6.96bn for sell-tlu:ough in the same year.  The sell-through 
market  is  growing  particul~ly ·quickly,  (at  an  annual  rate  of 26  per  cent  according  to 
OMSYC), mainly thanks to falling retail prices.  In Europe, retail sales of  videos amounted to 
over US$  6bn  (ECU S.l6bn),  according to a  report entitled  Video  Entertainment Europe 
published by Dodona Research.  ..The same report indicates that in three years' time the market 
will be worth over 12  per cent more in real tenns than it was in 1993, partly thanks to new 
fonns of  delivery such as Video o·n Demand. 
7.9.2 Audio 
An MBI World Report for 1994 suggests that the world market for music sales will reach US$ 
· 31.6Sbn (ECU 27.2bn) in 1994.  This is an increase of 5 per cent since 1993, when the figure 
was US$ 31.14bn (ECU 26.8bn),  and the market is  expected to grow at between five  and 
seven per cent a year to reach US$ 44.2bn (ECU 38bn) by 2000 (see Table 7.28). 
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Table 7.28  World Music Market - Global Salas and Forecasts 1991-2000. 
Music Sales (MECUI  Perc  AMuat Growth 
1992  24,688  8.0 
1993  26,920  5.0 
1994  27,216  .  5.0 
1995  28,850  6.0 
·1998  .  30,292  5.0 
1997  32,412  6.5 
1998  34,681  7.0 
1999  36,054  4.5 
2000  38 015  5.5 
Source: MBI  World Reoort, 1994 
The US is expected to remain well ahead in terms of  the biggest share of  the  mark~  although 
Gennany,  the UK  and France will continue to feature in the top  five.  Table  7.29  provides 
forecasts of  geographical market shares in the year 2000. 
Table 7.29  Top Five Markets for Music Sale~. 2000 
MECU 
Japon  5827 
23X 
USA  10797 
43% 
f"rance  2626 
lOX 
UK  2745 
Germany  3265  11 ~  ..  13% 
Source: MBI World Report,  1994 
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Compact disc sales have now exceeded those of cassettes and  vinyl  records in  almo~t every 
national market.  · 
Across  Europe,  the  British  Phonographic  Industry  estimates  that  230,000  people  were 
employed in the music industry in 1992, with a high proportion of  these employed in retailing. 
In the UK alone, 48,600 were employed in the music industry, some 30 per cent of  which are 
involved in retail,  16  per cent as  professional musicians  and 8 per cent in  record company 
administration and marketing. 
7. 1  0 Print Publishing 
In February  1993,  a  report  entitled  New  Opporhmities  or Publishers  in  the  Information 
Services Market  was  published  by  the  Information Market  Observatory.  The  report was 
welcomed  by  print  and  electronic  publishers  alike  as  one of the first  published  studies  to 
address  systematically  the  impact  of electronic  information  services  upon  the  traditional 
publishing industry  and  to set out new  opportunities as  they  relate to the  print publishing 
sector.  The report also provided useful background to the print publishing market itself and, 
although it has been summarised in anIMO Working Paper (93/4) and well publicised at the 
Frankfurt Bookfair, its findings  are worth summarising here as they form a useful reference 
point. 
EU-based publishers were estimated to have generated revenues of 75.5 BECU in  1991  from 
newspapers (25 BECU), magazines (22 BECU), books (18.5 BECU) and corporate publishing 
(10 BECU).  In the same year, production in the US was worth 39 per cent more than that of 
Europe, according to INTERGRAF and nearly double that of Japan.  Whilst the volume of 
trade between the US and Europe remained low, the EU's export trade balance }tas remained 
positive  since  1982,  although according  to Eurostat,  the  actual value  of trade  surplus  fell 
sli~htly in 1991 to 2, 104 MECU from 2, 13 6 MECU the previous year. 
Europe continues to be a dominant force in world print publishing markets, especially in books 
and scholarly publishing.  A ranking by Kagan World Media of  the world's top 20 publishers by 
revenue included 10 EU-based publishing and media conglomerates, whose combined turnover · 
in 1991 was 24.1 BECU.  Table 7.30 shows the EU's top ranking publishers by 1992 turnover 
their ranking alongside a general Top 500 by turnover. 
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Table 7.30  EC's Top Ranking Pubnahers by 1992 Turnover 
Ranking  Como any  Locatron of HQ  Salu (MECUl 
89  Bertelamann  Germany  7,042 
151  Hachette  France  4,380 
252  Reed Int.  .  UK  2,319 
256  Pearson  UK  2,284 
309  Axel Springer•  Germany  1,795 
417  VNU  Nl1hertanda  11182 
422  United Newspapers•  UK  1,160 
450  Wolters Kluwer•  Netherlands  1,030 
484  Elsevier•  Netherlands  982 
469  Mondadori•  Italy  958 
473  Groupe de Ia Citd  France  951 
489  Dlv MaiUGen Trust  UK  920 
Source: International Manageme.nt,  1993 
•  lncludu DrintJng operation 
Growth rates in EU publishing industry have slowed in the lut cc)uple of years from around 
3.8 per cent to 2 per cent.  The market breakdown in Table 7.31  shows that newspapers have 
the largest share of  the print publishing market, followed by magazines. 
Table 7.31  EU Publishing Market, 1992 
BECU 
Magazines  22 
29% 
Source: Consulting Trust, 1993 
Books  115., 
25" 
121 
Newapoptrs  25 
33l': 
Corporate  10 
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The publishing industry is highly concentrated acros!t' Europe and in many countries the top ten 
publishing  conglomerates  control  50-70  per  cent  of the  market.  Altogether,  there  are 
estimated to be some 60,000 publishing companies in Europe, the majority of  which are book· 
publishers.  By the year 2000, EU-based publishers are forecast by Consulting Trust to reach 
sales and advertising revenues ofECU 123.8bn, of which electronic publishing activities will 
contribute around ECU 12.lbn. 
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1.  The ipf'onnation society is on its way.  Throughout the reference period of  this report, the 
'digital revolution' hu been a major topic of discussion.  But one could. argue that the 
digital  revolution  actually  begll}.  in  the  information  sector  25  years  ago,  with  the 
emergence of  electronic information services.  Dramatic changes are now_ taking place in-
the telecommunications sector, with the uptake of ISDN and broadband networks in the 
European Union.  On the other hand, with the exception of  CD-Audio, digitisation is only 
just making an impact on the audio-visual sector. 
Altliough digitisation has enhanced many  professional  processes, it has  not yet changed 
professional and private life dramatically.  The full impact of  the digital revolution is still to 
be felt and the pace of  change will be-difficult to predict 
The digital revolution will be more or less complete when the following  scenarios have 
become a practical reality: 
•  open, direct and easy access to all publicly available information held anywhere in 
the world,  (including text,  sound,  still and moving  pictures),  regardless of time 
and  location,  in the  mother tongue,  customised  if ~ecessary, and  affordable by 
everyone; 
•  affordable oral and visual telecommunications worldwide, available regardless of 
time. location and language; 
•  easy to use transactional services available via electronic media from any location. 
We  are  already  moving· towards  an  environment  where  scenarios  such  as  these  are  a 
possibility,  thanks  to  technical  developments .  and  the  activities  of major  infarmation 
industry players.  Several European Commission research and pilot projects are underway 
in  support  of these  developments.  The  prospect  of an  infonnation  society  has  also 
captured the attention of  political and entrepreneurial decision makers . 
• 
2.  Many countries are now laying the foundations for future development.  Initiatives already 
undertaken in the major industrialised countries such as the US~  IaJ>I:Il,  Canada and the 
European Union will pave the way towards an information society,  and further initiatives 
will follow.  A G7 conference will be organised early in  1995  in Brussels to discuss the  . 
development of  an open, competitive and integrated worldwide information infrastru~e. 
The European Union,  which  has  lagged  behind  the  USA  and  Japan  in  the  digitisation 
process,  is now trying to make up  lost ground with a bundle of ihitiatives including the 
Common European Information Area,  the  \-Vhite Paper on Growth Competitiveness and 
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Employment,  the  Bangemann  Report  and  the  Action  Plan  on Europe's  Way  to  the 
Information Society.  These initiatives are important for Europe: they will help the Union 
to  take  its  place  amongst  those  countries  setting  the  ground  rules  for  the  global 
information society. 
3.  However,  the Bangem&M  report  and  the European Council  response  which  followed 
emphasise the need for the private sector to take the initiative in addressing new markets 
and· adopting new technologies.  Having said that, there are a number of questions which 
still need to be answered: 
•  How can the private and public sectors co~operate in building basic infrastructure, 
especially in those countries of  the Union which are less advanced? 
•  Once the infrastructure is in place, what kind of services and applications will be 
delivered? 
•  What forces will drive the market for such services? 
•  Who will dominate the European information society - is there a danger that non-
European media conglomerates will dominate? 
Equally, the likely socio-economic impact of  the information society is as yet unclear: 
•  What will be the impact on employment? 
•  How will it affect regional development? 
•  How will the social, societal and cultural enviroMtent be affected? 
4.  The increasing availability of  high quality infrastructure will necessitate a mass market for 
information products and services as a means of  generating return on investment and long-
term cost effectiveness.  The importance and value of  the content industry (including print 
and  electronic  publishing,  films,  video,  audio  and  television  programme production) is 
likely to grow as a result.  The current repositioning of  the information industry, (evidence 
of which can be seen in the growing number of mergers and  acquisitions),  supports this 
VIeW.. 
Technology  convergence,  characterised  by  multifunctional  equipment  for  users  and 
multimedia products,  has  led  to a  re-groupi~g of IT,  software,  basic infrastructure and 
content industries, which are now coming together to exploit the new opportunities.  This 
has  helped  to  create  headline  news  in  the  form  of dramatic  take-overs  in  the  media 
industries and exciting announcements in  areas such as  Video on Demand.  Widespread 
media coverage of such developments has helped to raise overall awareness of electronic 
information services within governments and companies and amongst consumers. 
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The content industry now has a  great deal to live up to.  The expectations of  users have 
been raiSed and they are demanding increasingly high standards of  infonnation content and 
presen~t1on.  ICT industries look to the information and entertainment services sectors to 
provide content for running on the computers, consumer electronics goods and networks 
which  are  now being  developed.  Governments  across  the  world  are  looking to the 
information industries as a whole to generate employment and stimulate economic growth. 
The biggest challenge to the content industry in  meeting these  expectations will  be its 
.  ability  to invest time,  labour  and  tinanci8.1  resources  in  the  development  of innovative 
information products and services.  Such investment will be essential if  European content 
companies are to compete with their counterparts in the USA and Japan, and share the 
rewards .of industry growth with ICT industries. 
5.  There is still uncertainty over future consumer behaviour and the level of market demand 
for  electronic information services  and  a  clear and  stable regulatory framework is  still 
lacking  to  a great extent.  Under these circumstances,  it is  not surprising to find  that 
content  companies  have  been  reluctant  to  invest  heavily  in  developing  electronic 
superhighway applications. 
The European content industry is faced with particular challenges in that it is made up of  a 
greater  number  of smaller,  less  vertically  integrated,  and  more  nationally  focused 
companies that its US  counterpart.  To take advantage of the opportunities which lie 
ahead, European content companies will often need to enter joint ventures and alliances 
with companies in other regions.  At the same time,  policies at a national and European 
level will be required in order to guarantee the continued availability of diverse,  multi· 
cultural information content,  and  to strengthen the competitiveness  of small  European 
companies. 
Building on the results of  the IMP ACT programme, the European Commission will reflect 
on ways  to stimulate the creation of favourable  conditions for information providers to 
adapt their skills  and  products to the changing  envi~onment and to stimulate increased 
usage. 
6.  The  electronic  information  services  industry  has  high  added-value  and  strong  growth 
potential,  but the European market  is  still  fragmented.  In the financial  and  academic 
. sectors, a .pan-European market exists to an extent.  Elsewhere, a number of  barriers still 
exist to the creation of a European market for information services, not least ·>f which is 
language.  The penetration of  information technology and infrastructure varies from region 
to region and a combination of legal  and  political barriers exists to the development of 
pan-European videotex and audiotex interconnections.  The overall legal and regulatory 
fFamework for the information services industry also varies considerably. 
A certain amount of  progress has been made in eliminating these barriers.  Efforts continue 
to seek a technological  solution to  language  barriers,  and  th~ European Commission's 
Language Engineering programme will contribute to this work.  There has been grC'-ter 
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communication  and  collaboration between European network operators.  New efforts 
have  been  made  to  create  links  between  European  research  networks  and  hi-literal  · 
interconnections between national audiotex and videotex systems.  IT equipment prices 
. are  falling  rapidly  and  new  media  and  products  (like  handheld  reference  devices, 
multimedia products and Video· on Demand) are emerging.  The process of  trying to reach 
a European consensus on major legal issues such as the legal protection of databases is 
underway.  All  this  may  facilitate  and  encourage a greater number  of individuals  and 




GLOSSARY AND DEFINITION OF TERMS 
AIM (AuncJmmoua Irwfer Model: 
A system for orpniama a diaital aipal in such a way u  to allow very hfah lpeed triDimiaion of 
the aipal while maJdq optimum use of the network's trllllmiuicm capacity.  A ltiDdarcl qned for 
B·ISDN networks (see ISDN).  . 
Awooamx~  . 
Audiotex· is  the  term for  telephone-based  voice  information  services .  with  applicatlons  both  in 
coDSUmer  (home  user)  and  business  markets.  Audiotex  aervicea  are automated  IDd  are directly 
acceuible by  means  of a suitable  (Dual  Tone  Multi·Frequency  or DTMP) telephou handset or 
voice recopition. 
BROADCAST SERVICES: 
Services where no  interactivity is possible on the part of the customer in selectiq what ia Hilt by 
the service provider. 
BUNDUNG: 
·Free' distribution of software as part of a hardware packqe.  The hardware manufacturer buys the 
software  (applications  software,  CD-ROM  titles,  games,  etc.)  in  bulk  from  thi producer  and 
markets them as part of a package. 
COMMON INFORMATION ABBA:  I 
· Term used in the EC White Paper on Growth,  Competitiveness  and Employmeot to describe the 
coJDbination  of electronic  information  and  applicatioDI,  hardware  aDd  software,  COIJIJilUDicati 
infrastructure  and  the  user  community.  The  combiDation  of· th..  element~  in  a  Common 
Information Area is 1een to be essential to the developm111t of ~  Information Society. 
COWBB$SION: 
The technique of  .reducing the amount of data in a siena! in order to reduce the amount of required 
transmission or storage capacity,  the signal bein1 reconstructed in itl ori&inaJ.  form at the time of 
use.  A device to do this is a 'codec' (coder-decoder).  · 
CONTENT SECTOR: 
Industries  supplying  information  or  entertainment  content,  rather  than  hardware  or  network 
infrastructure,  for  example.  The sector  includes  publishing  and  electronic  iilfo~n. films, 
music, games, TV programming, etc. 
CONVERGENCE: 
Teim used to describe the coming together of IT, telecoms, content, and other related industries as 
a result of common technology developments and market aspirations. 
DATA SUBJECTS: 
Individuals  whose  names  are  held  on  file  by  third  parties  •  term  used  in  the  context  of Data 
Protection legislation. 
DATABASE.PRODUCER: 
An organisation  which  holds  the intellectual  property rights  relating  to  the content of electronic 
information  products  and  services  and  which  may  licence  host  services  or distributors  to  make• 
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available in electronically usable form.  Usually the database producers perform the editorial tasks 
of collection and organisation of the information contained in electronic information services. 
DIGITAL TRANSMISSION: 
On a digital network, the original source is transformed into and transmitted as  a series of digits in 
binary code (i.e. Os or ls).  Voice, text, image or data are all equally capable of being coded as  a 
digital signal,  so  that a single network can handle all  four  forms of transmission.  The string of 
binary digits  can be abbreviated and' then re-expanded on arrival,  thus  economising transmission 
capacity (see Comprtssion).  Different strings of binary digits  can be interleaved and· transmitted 
together,' thus permitting several separate conversations on a single line.  The string of digits can be 
encrypted pri"r to  transmission,  to  ensure a high  level  of information security  and  privacy  (see 
Security).  Through digitalisation,  even a severely degraded transmission can be reconstructed  to 
reproduce perfectly the original source.  · 
DISTRIBUTOR: 
An organisation which performs a function similar in nature to that of a host service, but in relation 
to unitised electronic information products (such as  magnetic tapes or disks,  or CD-ROMs) rather 
than information services. delivered via telecommunications. 
ECONOMIES OF INTEGRATION. SCOPE AND SCALE: 
Digitisation and compression· enable different infrastructures such  as  wire,  radio,  optical fibre and 
satellite to  inter-operate, thus allowing for economies of integration.  They also enable the same set 
of physical  infrastructure tO· support a wide range of services,  from  traditional  telephony  to  new 
interactive video services for  entertainment, training and business, thus  allowing for  economies of 
scope.  Extending these networks and services over a larger geographical area, that is making them 
trans-European,  fosters  economies  of scale as  large volumes  of production and  service provision 
reduces costs. 
SQI:  . 
Electronic  Data  Interchange, · standard  format  for  the  exchange  of trading  data  and  transactions 
without manual intervention. 
ELECTRONIC MAIL ffi-mail):  , 
A service which allows computer users to  send electronic messages  to  other computer users.  The 
use  of sophisticated  software  ensures  that  the  sent  message  will  find  its  way  along  different 
networks until it reaches the addressee. 
GATEWAY SERYICE: 
A gateway  operator provides specialised  telecommunications  links  to  on-line information services 
provided by third parties .•  Pure' gateway services are not hosts in their own right . 
... 
HISTORICAL DATABASE SERVICES: 
On-line services which are not updated in real-time. 
HOST SERYICE: 
An  organisation  which  offers  its  customers  direct  access  to  computer-held  information  via  a 
telecommunications link.  This definition includes services delivered in videotex mode. IMO Annual Report 1993 - 1994  AnnexA 
INfORMATION SBRYICF.$ INDUSTRIF$: 
The  term ' information services  industries • embraces  a rqe of commercial  and  non-commercial 
activities relating to the creation; publiaation;  and diatribution of information goods  and services. 
In the contm of this Report,  the term carries a rather more precile muning, relatilllsolely to  a 
subset of those  industries which  deliver  information servicea  to  profeaiollll (i.e.  non-<onaumer) 
markets on a commercial basis across a range of information media, from  print~n-paper to optical 
disk. 
INIERCONHBCIMIY: 
Devices  (computers,  lines,  application  programmes,  etc.)  are  interconnected  when  they  can 
communicate  with  each  other, that is  send and receive data.  They use the  same  communication 
protocols, for example OSI (Open Systems lnter~nnection).  · 
ISDN <Integrated Services Diaita1 Netw9rk>. N-ISDN. B-JSDN: 
A single network capable of carrying several different types of service - based on voice, text, data, 
still or moving  image • by means  of digital transmission  techniq~a.  The ISDN currently being 
deployed in Burope carries a communication of up to 2 ·Megabits per second (Narrowband ISDN). 
Future networks will carry higher speed communications (Broadband ISDN).  · 
JPEG. MPEG: 
Compression standards for still (IPEG) and moving pictures (MPEG). 
LOCAL LOOP:  . 
The section of the telephone transmission network between the local  telephone  exchange  aDd  the 
subscriber's premises,  which  currently consists  of copper wiring.  In the future,  optical fibre  or 
wireless will also be used. 
MAGNETIC MEDIA: 
Tapes and disks of  various sizes ana formats (including di$kettes for personal computers) which use 
.  magnetic storage technology. 
MQLllMEDIA: 
The  concept  of closely  combining  voice,  text,  data,  as  well  as  still  and  moving  image.  A 
multimedia database, for example,  might contain textual information, images; video clips, tables of 
data, all equally easy to access.  A multimedia telecommunications service (such as B-ISON) would 
permit the user to send or receive any of  these forms of information. 
NElWOBK. COMMUNICATIONS: 
Communications  networlcs  correspond  to  a  complete  system  of communications  between  users' 
terminals.  Networks may be 'point to point' (the transmission goes from a fixed origin to a fixed 
destination),  'switched'  {the transmission  is  switched  so  as  to  reach  a single  destination  out of 
many)  or 'broadcast'  ( the transmission goes  simultaneously to  multiple destinations).  Networks 
may be 'public' {owned by an operator and open to  any member of the public who subscribes) or 
'private' ( owned or leased by an individual or company or group of companies exclusively for its 
own  use).  A network  may  be  'real' (physically  separate  from  the  public  network)  or 'virtual' 
{using public network facilities,  which revert to public use when no  longer required in the private 
network). 
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NETWORK. DATA:  7 
A Data Network ia apeclalised in the traDsmission of data rather than voice.  Among such networks 
are Circuit Switched Data Networks  (CSDN;  which include the so-called X.21  netWorks),  Packet 
Switched Data Networks (PSDN, X.2S  networks), Frame Relay networks, Switched Multimegabit 
Data Servicel networks (SMDS). 
NETWQBK, INIHLLIGHNT:  . 
An  iDtelllpDt  network  (IN)  lncludei  aophisticated  features  superior  to  those  of the  ordinary 
telephone service, such u  advanced softwue allowing the customisation of the services provided to 
individual customers.  For example, it allows the called party to redirect· calls intended to  another 
terminal (e.g. from a home phone to  an· office phone during office hours).  It allows  calls  to  be 
billed wholly or in part to somebody other than the caller ("freephone' services).  It also provides 
virtual private network services. 
NBIWORK, OPTICAL FIBRE: 
Optical  ftbre  networks  are telecommunications  networks  based  on fine  glass  fibres,  down  which 
signals  may  be sent  by  flashing  a laser.  Compared  to  earlier  'multimode'  networks,  rtdnt 
• monomode' networks have a much higher transmission capacity and rapidity. 
NE'IWORJ{. SPEED OF: 
... Speed' or "'Flow rate,' when used of a digital network, refers to the number of bits per second it 
can carry, thus being a measure of the network's capacity.  To carry voice, Europe's industry has 
agreed  on  a  standard  speed  of 64  Kilobits  per  second.  Still  images  may  also  be transmitted 
adequately at this rate.  Full-colour moving images require transmissiol). speeds of the order of 150 
Megabits per second,  though using various compression techniques moving images (though of less 
than normal TV quality) can be transmitted at 2 Megabits per second.  Trunk connections, which 
carry many calls at once, require multiples of  these speeds. 
QN-LINB ASCU DATADMES: 
The  term  • on:.line'  is  deemed  to  cover  all  interactive  information  services  delivered  by  hosts 
(directly  or through  gateway&)  via  telecommunications  links.  Services  delivered  character  by 
1  character, rather than page by page or screen-full by  screen-full,  are distinguished by reference to 
the internationally recognised ASCII convention for character coding. 
ONf (Oj)en Netw9rk Provision>: 
Principle of non-discriminatory opening of telecommunications  networks to  all  telecoms operators 
and  service  providers  on  the  basis  of the  harmonisation  of access  and  usage  conditions  of 
telecommunication infrastructures with the view  to  develop  a trans-European information market. 
The ONP  is  being applied to leased lines, packet switching transmission services  and ISDN,  and 
will be applied to voice telephony in 1998.  · 
QPDCAL MEDIA: 
Various types of disc  which  use optical  storage technology,  the  most common format being  CD~ 
ROM. 
ORIGINATQR: 
The original creator of content materials, for instance an author, composer, artist or photographer. 
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PDA. CPeqopal Dilital AniJt!ptl: . 
A halld-hekl pencmal computer with advancecl featureallld coJIUIIUIIicatiou facilldea,  when tat  is 
lntroclucecl by hiDdwritiq on 1 sCtRD ~rather than CODVI8ticmally via 1 byboarcl), allo reftrrecl to 
u  'notepad  • computer. 
PSTN lPgblie SwitdMII TtlfGhono Nttwotk): 
'lbe everyday telepbou DetWOrt uaed for the ""namtuknr of voice COil\WIItkml, fa imlpa IJid 
for low speed data traDIJDiuion:  The buic voice la'Yice il alto ..,.._,,. nftmd to u  POTS 
(Plain Old Telephone Service).  · 
R£AL-11ME INFQIU4ADON SQVIQ;$: 
On-line services which are updated immediately as new data becomel available. 
SECURITY <of JnformatiQn awl sxmma>: 
Security  hu three  basic  component~: coDficlentiality,  intearity  IDd  IVaillbility.  Cnnfidendality 
refers  to  tile  protection  of aenaitive  information  from ~  dkclolure.  IDtepity  meaas 
safeguardiq the accuracy  aDd  completeneu  of iDformadon  aDd  computer aoftware.  Availability 
relate& to easurina that information aDd vital servicel are avaUable to uun whm required. 
ICP-IP: 
Set of protocols used on the Internet to ensure common commuaicatiODa·ltandarda. 
TBLE-WOiJCING:  . 
The  capability  to  carry  out  one's  work  at  any  location  by 'mtllll of telecommuaicatiou  and 
computiq facilities.  · 
TRANSACJ'ION SEllyxcgs: 
Services where the principal objective is  1 triDUCtlon rather Chan the delivery of information, auch 
as EDI services.  · 
VALUE ADDED SERVICE CVAS). VALUE ADDED NBTWORK WYJCB fY4N>: 
In most  countries  certain basic telecommunications  services  have  been deftned  and  reaerved  u  1 
monopoly  for  the  national  operator.  This  usually  includes  voice  communicadoa  in real-time. 
Services other than this may be offered by other service suppliers which uae the national network as 
the basic transmission medium but 'add value' to the basic triDI!Iliuion facility <•·•· by •todD& 8Dd 
forwarding the transmiaaion at a later date, by distributing it to multiple datinlriona, by proceuing 
the  information  contained  in the transmission then  forwardlag  the  result,  etc.).  Therefore,  what 
exactly comprise the notions of buic and value-added service depeDcfs. 011 the reaulatory aituation of 
each country. 
vmEOTEX: 
On-line  services  delivered  page  by page  or  screen-full  by screen-full,  rather  than  character  by 
character. 
VIRIUAL REALllY <VRl:  I 
A system  whereby  the  user  is  supplied  with  computer-generated  images  and  souncb  givina  the 
impression of reality.  Virtual in this sense means  'apparent', 'seeming'.  The user interacts with 
the artificial  world by means of sensors which detect head and hand movements.  Future work in 
VR is directed  towards increasing the impression of reality,  for example by means of 3D imaps, 
and transmitting VR. 'worlds' to users located remotely from the source computer. 
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WHITE PAPE&: 
European Commission paper on  Growth,  Competitiveness  and  Employment:  the  Challenaea  and 
Ways  Forward  into  the  21st Century.  The White  Paper  was  agreed  at the Brussels  Summit  in 
December 1993. 
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European ADministration MaDaJement Domains 
Advanced Informatics in Medicine 
American Standard Code for Information Interchange 
American Telephone & Telegraph 
Asynchronous Transfer-Mode 
Broadband ATM Access Network (Denmark) 
Belgian Broadband A  TM 
British Broadcasting Corporation 
Brasseurs et REseau 'Haut d6bit en ATM (France) 
Business Software Alliance 
British Telecom 
Computer-Aided Design  ~ 
Comit6 Consultatif International TQ6graphique et  T616phonique 
Compact disc 
Compact disc - Interactive 
Compact disc - Read Only Memory 
Compact disc - Read Only Memory/eXtended,Architecture 
Commodore Dynamic Total Vision 
Copyright in Transmitted Electronic Documents (EC Research  Programme) 
/ 
Developing European Learning through Technical Advance 
EC Directorate-General for Information Technologies 
and Industries, and Telecommunications 
Dedicated Road Infrastructure for Vehicle safety in  Europe 
Dual Tone Multi-Frequency 
European Academic Research Network 
Electronic Book 
Europ~  Broadcasting Union 
European Commission 
European Currency Unit (BECU  =Billions ofECU, 
MECU  = Millions of ECU) 
Electronic Data Interchange 
EDI in Construction 
European Electronic Messaging Association 
European Free Trade Association  . 
European Information Industry Association 
European Information Technology Observatory 
Electronic Mail 
European Space Agency/Information Retrieval Service 
European Strategic Programme for R&D in Information  Technology 
European Union 
European Association of Information Services 
Federal Communications Commission (USA) 









































General Aareement on Tariffs and Trade 
Global System for Mobiles 
International Busineu Machines 
lndepeDdeDt Committee for the Supervision of Standards of 
Telephone Information Services (UK) 
Information and comnn,nicati9n teclmoloJies 
Intematlonal Data Corporation 
Information Bnaineerin& 
International Federation of Phonographic Industry 
International Forwardin& and Transportin1 Messaae Framework 
Information Industry Association (USA) 
Information Market Observatory 
Information Market Policy ACTions 
.  Intqrated Services Di&ital Network 
International Standards Organisation 
Information Technology 
I~temational. Telecomnmnications Union 
Joint Academic NETwork (UK) 
·Joint .Photo&r~Phic Expert Group (ISO) 
· Lepl Advisory Board 
Local Area Network 
Less Favoured Regions 
Merprs and Acquisitions 
I 
Musical lDstJUment Digital In~ 
MoDOpplies and  ~eraers Commission (UK) 
Multimedia CD (Sony) 
Motion ·Picture Expert Group (ISO) 
National Research and Education Network (USA) 
National Science Foundation (USA) 
Or&anisation for Economic Co-operation and Dev~lopment 
International Qbaervatoiy for Communications Systems 
Open Network Provision 
Optical Publishing Industry Assessment 
Personal Computer 
Premium Rate Services 
Public Switched Telephone Network 
Public Telephone Operator 
Research & Development in Advanced Communications in Europe 
Regional Bell Operating Company 
R6seau National de T~l~mmunications  pour la Technologie, 
1  'Enseignement et la Recherche (France) 
Research and Technological Development 
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SDI 
SGML 











Selective. Dissemination of Information 
Standard Generalised Markup Language 
Stockholm Gigabit Network 
Small and Medium Enterprises 
Science, Technology and Medicine 
Trade Electronic Data Interchange System 
Task Force Pro Libra 
Union Internationale des Telecommunications 
Value Added Data Services 
Value Added Network Services 
Value Added Tax 
Video Information System (randy) 
Wide Area Network 
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EEM4 Briefing, [passim]. 
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Electronic Books International, Conference Proceedings, Mecklermedia, March 1994. 
EP Journal,  [pa.Ssim]. 
Europe  and the  Global Information  Sodery.  Reconunendations to  the Eiuopean  Council,  Report 
presented by the Bangemann &roup at the CorfU Summit, 24th -·25th June 1994. 
European Information Technology Observatory Update," BIT~. October 1993. 
European Multimedia Yearbook,  In~eractive Media Publications, 1994. 
Europe's  Way  to  the Information Society - An A.aion flan.  Communication from the Commission 
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Facts and Figures of  the CD-ROM Industry, TFPL 1994. 
Financ~al1lmes, [passim]. 
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Gr'owrh.  competitiveness,  employmtnr.  'I'M  chollmgts and· ways forward  tmo  the  21st  r;entury . . 
Buiopean Commission, 1993. 
.  . 
Gutdelina for Cros1-Border co11trol of  Audiotex and Videotex, EIIA, July 1993.  .  .  . 
IDP Repo1t, Simba [passim]. 
IDT  - Mtlri:Ms  et  Indllltrils  de  l 'I1Jfonnation,  Conference  Proceedings,  1' Association  des 
profeaslonels de !'information et de Ia documentation, June 1994. 
1M tmpact of  i¢171UJtlon technology  Usage in the 7ransport Sector,  prepared for IMPACT 2 by 
SISNet, 1993.  .  . 
.  . 
IinptJct  of  1'1formtlllon  Usage  on  Companies'  Competitlventss,  prepared  for  EC  DGXIII/B,  US 
Strateaic Decisions, 1994.  · 
Interactive 1V in Europe and the  USA.,  QuadratUre, July 1993. 
Interactive Media Imer1Ulltonal,  [passim]. 
Internet  World  and  Doc~nl  Deliwry  World  International,  Conference  Proceedings, 
Meckle~edia, May  1994. · 
Key Jlidicarors of  the Injonnatlon Industry,  1992.  IDATE, Apri11994. 
· Latest Inte"rntt Measurem4ntS Reveal DramtUic  Growth  in 1994.  Internet Society press release;  4 
AUJUSt 1994. 
Legal Advisory Board FUe.r, working papers of the LAB,  1993/4. 
Legal Impltcatiom .of ConvergfliCt BttwfM· Media  and  TeieconununicatloM  Industries,  Centre de 
Recherches Infonnatique et Droit, February 1994.  ·  · 
· La Lettre de Till  tel et d 'Audlotel [passim]. 
Mayer,  Ren6,  Con.rtruire  un· MarcM Europien  de  l'lnfonnation, Paper presented  at  the IMPACT 
Information Day, May ·1994. 
Le March~  A.udlovisuel Eurf!pien- Audlovisuel et Industries Culturelles, !DATE, 1993. 
MBI World Report, MBI,  1994. 
Mergers  and A-cquisitions in  the  Electronic  Information  Services  Industry,  Working  Paper  of the 
Information Market Observatory, IMO, EC DGXIIUE, May  1994. 
National  lrifonnation: infrastructure:  Agenda for  Action.  Information  Infrastructure Task  Force, 
1993. 
New Opportunities for Publishers in the lrifonnatior: Services Market, IMO, EC DGXIII, 1993. 
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Online Strvlcu: 1993 &view, Trends  &: Forecast, Simba,  199_4. 
Optical Publuhing Industry Assts~nt.  ~tech, 1994. 
An Overvlew  of Print  Publtshblg  Maruts  ~  the  European  Community,  Working  Paper  of the 
Information Market Observatory, Et DGXDIIE, September 1993. ·  · 
Overview of the. Audiotex PRS Market,  Working  ~aper of the  IDfonnation  Market  ObserVatory, 
. IMO, EC DGXIll; June 1994.- .  .  . 
·Panorama de l'Editlon AUdiotel, Geste,  1994. 
Personal Communicators- Analysis of  Indusirlal & Technological Evolutions, DGm, EC Brussels, 
1993.  . 
Premium Rate Servic~s. Eurodata Foundation, 1993. · 
Rietbroek, John, EC initiatives on trans-European networks.  Information Economics and Policy, 5 
(1993} 287~294. 
RID News,  [pa5sim]. 
Television Business lnlernatlonal  [paSsim]~ 
Top Fifty European Media Owru:rs, Zenith Media Worldwide,  1994 .. 
US 1n4ustrlal Outlook, US Government,  1994. 
US  Telecommunication  Services  in  European Marktts,  Office of Technology  Assessment,  United 
States Conaress, August 1993.  ·  · 
Vers un environment de cQmmuntcat.lonsper.ronnelle.r.  I,tvre·Vert sur wie approche commune dans 
le domalne des conununications mobUes tt  ptrsonellts au sdn de l 'Union Europtene. 
EC Brussels, Apri11994.  ·  ' 
World Telecommunications Report, International Telecommunications Union, March 1994.  · 
World Telemedia/Votce International [passim]. 
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